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Chapterr 1
Introduction n

1.11

Background

Inn its 2000 review of the Dutch economy the OECD observes that the Netherlands perform well
withh strong real GDP growth and job creation.
EspeciallyEspecially in terms of growth and employment, its performance has been
significantlysignificantly better than that of the EU or the OECD area on average. (...) The
unemploymentunemployment rate (...) has fallen to around 3'A percent in 1999, a level last seen in
thethe early 1970s, and is well below the structural rate estimated by the OECD
SecretariatSecretariat at over 4 percent.{OECD, 2000)
Afterr the deep recession of the Early Eighties the Dutch economy made a remarkable
recoveryy by a combination of wage moderation, welfare reform and labor market policies. The
emphasiss lay on more labor market flexibility which resulted in a job growth rate far above the
EUU average. As part of this policy package contingent work was promoted. Contingent work is
anyy work arrangement which differs from full-time, permanent wage and salary employment
(Polivkaa & Nardone, 1989).
Onee form of contingent work is agency work (i.e. working through a temporary work agency).
Temporaryy work agencies contribute to labor market flexibility. Currently the percentage of the
laborr force that does agency work is over four percent which i s higher than ever before and also
higherr than in surrounding countries. While in other countries agency work is often limited to office
workk and industrial labor, in the Netherlands agency workers can be found in every sector of the
Dutchh economy. A Dutch shopping area is likely to contain not one but several temporary work
agenciess (OECD, 1993a). This makes them easily accessible and reflects the popularity of
agencyy work. This makes the Dutch agency work industry quite unique. Nonetheless very little
researchh has been done into the subj ect of agency work. This book aims to startfillingthat gap
byy looking into the market for agency work.
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Inflexibility of the Dutch labor market

Afterr the second oil crisi s in the Early Eighties the Netherlands faced a poorly performing
economy.. Unemployment had reached spectacular heights with nearly twelve percent of the labor
forcee out of work while at the same time fourteen percent of the labor force lived on a disability
benefit. .
Too support broad public welfare policies and a large number o fbeneficiaries high taxes were
necessary.. High taxes on the wage bill caused a large gap between net and gross wages, which
madee labor a relatively expensive production factor for employers and reduced labor demand.
AA relatively high minimum wage combined with high social insurance contributions and income
taxess made low productivity labor relatively expensive.
Institutionall constraints and an inappropriate wage structure led to low labor market mobility.
Duee to the stringent firing rules the employer could not act upon changing economic
circumstances.. In times of a high demand, the employer was not at liberty to hire as many
workerss as he wanted, because in case of diminishing demand he was stuck with redundant
workerss who could only be dismissed at large costs. For workers it was also disadvantageous
andd risky to move to another job. A new employer would be reluctant to offer a permanent
contract,, because it was difficult to fire an employee if he did not suffice.
AA related problem was that until 1985 interna! mobility (mobility within afirm)was high among
menn while women rarely reached the top. The female participation rate was low, especially
amongg married women. In most households there was only one source of income. On the other
hand,, (involuntary) external mobility (mobilityfromonefirmto another) was much more common
amongg workers with a difficult labor market position. Thus they were faced with the biggest
problems. .
Thosee who were unemployed had a good chance of getting stuck in the poverty trap. Dutch
unemploymentt benefits were high and the unemployed often qualified for other subsidies as well,
suchh as housing subsidies and remission of municipal taxes. Ifan unemployed person found ajob,
hiss gross salary increased. But not only would he have to pay more social benefit premiums and
incomee taxes, he would also lose most of the subsidies. So his net income decreased. Ass a result
peoplee had high reservation wages and were not likely to apply for low wage jobs. This added
too labor market inflexibility.
Soo although originally the stringentfiringrules, a high minimum wage and high unemployment
andd disability benefits were meant to protect employees from large falls in income, these
institutionall constraints were now working against them.
AA moreflexiblelabor market could help to overcome many of the problems mentioned above.
Inn 1982 unions, employers' organizations and the government reached an agreement to work on
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thee problems together. Instead of dictating demands all parties involved tried tofinda comprise
soo that everyone's wishes were partially fulfilled. The government, together with unions and
employers'' organizations, decided that the best way to promote labor market flexibility was a
combinationn of wage moderation, welfare reform, fiscal reform, job growth and innovation of
laborr market policies aimed at reinsertion of the long-term unemployed (Visser & Hemerijck,
1997).. In return for wage moderation employees received a modest reduction in working time,
andd early retirement options. As a result ofbenefit cuts taxes and social charges were lowered.
Too maintain tax income the tax base was broadened. In the 1990s labor market policies moved
fromfrom income protection to the promotion of (re)employment. Wage subsidies, tax credits and
subsidizedd jobs were introduced. The Public Employment Service was privatized as far as job
mediationn is concerned. In a tight labor market, policy is now more directed towards the
reinsertionn of unskilled and low paid workers. Temporary work agencies have become
recognizedd as institutions that can help employ people with a weak labor market position. Agency
workerss now have the same rights as regular workers.

1.33

Flexibility

Ass part of the labor market policies flexible work arrangements were promoted. There are
twoo forms of flexibility: volumeflexibilityand wageflexibility.Wageflexibilityrequires changes
inn the real wage rate when the labor market situation alters. Volumeflexibilitydenotes flexibility
off demand and supply. Quantities adjust, not in persons but in man-hours.
Whenn applying wageflexibilitylabor costs, and thus wages are adjusted. Traditional pay
schemess (pay scales, collective bargaining agreements, seniority wage progression) will be
replacedd by a performance-linked wage system. This includes basic wages with additional
performance-linkedd payment either individually or as a group/team, performance-related bonuses,
end-of-yearr bonuses, and profit-sharing schemes.
Volumee flexibility can take on a number of forms (OECD, 1989; De Haan et al., 1994). The
firstfirst form is external numericalflexibility,whereby the number of employees is adjusted to needs.
Exampless are redundancies, collective dismissals,fixed-termcontracts (short-term contracts,
temporaryy work agency contracts, proj ect dependent contracts), part-time work (job sharing,
jobb splitting).
Thee second form of flexibility is externalization. In this case part of the firm's work is put out
too enterprises or individuals who are not bound by a contract of employment. In the case of
outsourcingg employment contracts are replaced by commercial contracts (work that was formerly
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donee in-house, now gets done by a commercial enterprise). Other possibilities are subcontracting
andd using self-employed workers.
Thirdly,, when internal numerical flexibility is applied, the number ofworking hours is adjusted
inn line with needs, but the number of workers remains unchanged. Frequently implemented
policiess are flexible working hours (for example call contracts, where you are called when
necessary),, possibly with an average number per period (like min-max contracts, where only the
minimumm and maximum number ofworking hours is guaranteed), flexible annual leave or public
holidayy arrangements, various systems of shift work. Most importantly, the number of employees
doess not change!
AA fourth form is functional flexibility, which implies that workers'job assignments are modified
accordingg to needs (for example substitute contracts, where you are called when a substitute is
needed).. Workers have multiple skills and can be switched from one activity to another. The total
numberr of employees and the total number of working hours remain unchanged. Continued
trainingg is necessary.
Tablee 1.1 gives an overview of the degree of flexibility in various forms of contingent work.
Ann important characteristic of contingent work is a lack of attachment between the worker and
thee employer. Contingent work offers a low degree of job security. There is no explicit or implicit
commitmentt for long-term employment or the minimum hours worked may vary in a nonsystematicc way. An important feature of contingent work is the degree of access to social
benefits. .
Givenn the widespread occurrence of temporary work agencies in the Netherlands this study
willl focus on one particularformof contingent work, namely working through a temporary work
agency,, henceforth referred to as agency work. Table 1.1 shows that agency work and selfemploymentt both score in all categories of flexibility.
TableTable 1.1:

Flexibility in contingent work
flexiblee number of variablee income
hours s

part-timee work
short-termm contracts
calll contracts
substitutee contracts
min-maxx contracts
selff employed workers
shiftt work
jobb sharing
outsourcing g
subcontracting g
agencyy work

fixedd term

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX

highh job mobility

XX

loww degree of
security y

XX
XX
XX
XX

XX

XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX

XX

XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX

XX
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TableTable 1.2:

Size of contingent work among employees3,1992-2000 (%)

Permanentt contract Flexiblee contract
total l

1992 2
1993 3
1994 4
1995 5
1996 6
1997 7
1998 8
1999 9
2000 0

92.4 4
92.5 5
91.9 9
91.1 1
90.1 1
90.0 0
89.7 7
90.6 6
91.4 4

7.6 6
7.5 5
8.1 1
8.9 9
9.9 9
10.0 0
10.3 3

9.4 4
8.7 7

agencyy contract cat!! contract

1.9 9
1.9 9
2.2 2
2.8 8
3.4 4
3.7 7
3.8 8
3.5 5
3.2 2

1.5 5
1.5 5
1.7 7
2.0 0
2.1 1
2.1 1
2.3 3
1.8 8
1.4 4

substitute e
contract t

0.7 7
0.7 7
0.7 7
0.6 6
0.9 9
0.8 8
0.8 8
0.7 7
0.5 5

otherr flexible
contract" "

3.4 4
3.4 4
3.5 5
3.5 5
3.4 4
3.5 5
3.3 3
3.4 4
3.6 6

aa working at least 12 hours a week
bb this includes short-term contracts, outsourcing, min-max contracts and other flexible contracts not mentioned before.
Source:: Labor Force Survey, Statistics Netherlands

Tablee 1.2 shows the size of contingent work in the Netherlands in the period 1992-2000.
Thesee are the resultsfromthe Labor Force Survey, where only people working at least twelve
hourss a week are counted. On average about nine percent of all employees had some kind of
flexiblee contract. If people working less than twelve hours would have been included, this share
willl be much higher (see section 3.3). Agency work accounts for a large share. In the peak year
19988 the share of agency work was the highest of all flexible contracts.

1.44

Agency work

Decisively,, the most important characteristics of agency work are a short period of
employmentt and a tripartite involvement. The three parties involved are the user company, the
temporaryy work agency and the agency worker.
Assigningg or leasing out workers to user companies need not be the sole activity of the
temporaryy work agency. A temporary work agency may also be involved in permanent job
placement,, outplacement or training programs. Temporary work agencies need not be
commerciall enterprises. For example, in the Netherlands a non-profittemporary work agency
exists,, which concerns itself primarily with less favored groups on the labor market. The public
employmentt service does not qualify as a temporary work agency. Frequently, the positions it has
onn offer are temporary, but its main aim is to help its clients to permanent jobs. This leads to the
followingg definition of agency work which is an adaptation of the definition by Carley (1990):
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AnAn agency contract is a labor contract which is temporary in nature and which
comescomes about by the inten>ention of a temporary work agency, whose principal
activityactivity is to assign or lease out workers to other firms.
Short-termm labor contracts are not considered to be agency work contracts. Although they are
temporaryy in nature they did not come about by the intervention of a temporary work agency.
Thee importance of agency work has been highly underestimated. Agency work is a good
indicatorr forrisingor falling industrial production. When an economy is going into recession
temporaryy work agencies are one of thefirstbranches to suffer. On the other hand, a growth in
agencyy work usually indicates an upcoming boom. Many economists have a tendency to see
agencyy work as a second best option when permanent work is not available. However, for
numerouss people agency work is a way of life: they do not want a permanent job, at least not in
thee near future. They like theflexibilityagency work provides them. They can choose their own
workingg conditions: if they want to do part-time work one week and shift work another, that is
possible.. If they only want to work ten days per month, that is feasible too. For mothers agency
workk is usually much easier to combine with school hours than permanent jobs are. Agency work
iss sometimes a good option for students, who often have irregular classes and study hours which
aree difficult to combine with an ordinary job. Sometimes retirees rejoin the workforce as agency
workers.. They do not want a new permanent job, but like to work occasionally. Naturally, there
aree workers who consider an agency job to be a step closer towards a permanent job. If it is
dii fficult to get a permanent job an agencyjob can bridge the unemployment gap. This is especially
truee for people with a weak labor market position. Agencyjobs are more easily accessible than
regularr work, because there is no application procedure. Moreover, agency work can provide
goodd job experience. This could be advantageous if the education level of a worker is low. In
fact,, many temporary work agencies also supply additional training programs. Even though the
agencyy worker has to commit himself to the temporary work agency for a specified period to be
eligiblee for such a program, it is a good way of raising his education level, which will also be
beneficiall to him later on in life, when he is looking for permanent employment.
Theree is a difference in attitude towards agency work among different countries. American
studiess (Golden & Appelbaum, 1992; Davis-Blake & Uzzi, 1993) sometimes consider the
increasedd use of agency workers to be a somewhat undesirable phenomenon. They are
concernedd that more agency workers will lead to more instability within the company. Another
problemm is a limited access to social benefit plans for agency workers (Polivka & Nardone, 1989;
Belouss 1989). Countries which have a ban on agency work obviously share this feeling. On the
otherr hand, in a country like the Netherlands where the agency work market is heavily regulated,
theree are very few objectionsfromunions, government or society in general. This has not always
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FigureFigure 1.1:
Average number of agency workers per day as a percentage of the labor force,
1973-200033
_ _
5% %
Netherlands s
France e
Germany y

4% %

-i—i—i—i—i—rr

i i n

i i m

i i

r

733 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00
aa Since 1991 Germany includes both West- and East-Germany.
Source:: Netherlands: Statistics Netherlands, Ministry of Social Affairs, ABU; France: Insee; Germany: Wiedemann (1995),
Bundesamtt Zeitarbeit (BZA).

beenn the case. When temporary work agencies were just introduced in the Netherlands, there
certainlyy were obj ections andd doubts. However, over the years the legislation concerning agency
workk has developed and temporary work agencies have made the labor market more flexible.
Noww there is widespread acceptance. This indicates that the agency work market can function
adequatelyy as long as specific legislation is in existence. One of the problems American studies
mention,, is that there are no social benefit plans for agency workers. By making suitable
arrangementss for this and other problems agency work can safely grow. For example in the
Netherlandss the largest temporary work agencies have reached a collective bargaining agreement
withh the unions, which the government declared binding for all other temporary work agencies
ass well.
Thee popularityofagencywork is increasing inmany European countries. Figure 1.1 compares
thee developments in France, Germany and the Netherlands. These developments can be
explainedd by changing economic and competitive conditions, firms' necessity ofbeingflexible,high
unemployment,, demographic change and the consequent changes in the composition of the
workforcee (Carley, 1990). In the Netherlands the market for temporary work agencies is very
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welll developed. According to De Neubourg (1990), the reason for this phenomena is the
passivityy of the public labor exchange services in the field of temporaryjobs. Moreover, agency
workk contracts provide the employer with the possibility of a longer probation period. In most
countriess agency workers are primarily typists, secretaries or clerks. In countries where the
markett for agency work is more developed, agency workers are hired to do other jobs as well.
Inn the Netherlands there are many agency workers working in the lower skilled technical
professionss and in the medical sector (for example nurses, medical secretaries, etc.).
Thee agency work phenomenon is the result of a high degree of specialization within companies.
Nowadays,, it is more difficult for an employee to step in and take overfromhis colleague than
itt was a few decades ago. A solution to understafflngproblems, like illness or holidays, could be
too hire two people for the same job on a permanent base. This would be very costly because one
off these workers would spend the majority ofhis time being idle. Thus, agency work is a very
goodd medicine against structural overmanning. If there is work for only one person, one person
onlyy needs to be hired. If this person gets sick or goes on holiday, an agency worker can take his
place.. The agency worker i s paid only for the hours worked and there are little or no firing costs
involved.. Due to the existence oftemporary work agencies employment levels within a company
cann be more easily adapted to economic circumstances. Duringg peak production afirmrequires
moree labor input than during falling production. Personnel hired during a peak is usually no longer
neededd during a downturn. Butfiringcan be expensive. In most western countries there are laws
protectingg permanent employeesfromlarge falls in income. Often severance pay has to paid. This
ii s usually not the case for agency workers. In most countries agency workers can befiredwith
littlee or nofiringcosts. So during economic booms or seasonal peaks it is more advantageous to
hiree agency staff.
Thee international literature on the subject of agency work is limited. Some of the available
literaturee is non-economic, for example Blanpain (1993) and ILO (1994), which discuss the legal
aspectss of agency work in various countries. Some literature is very dated, for example Albeda
ett al. (1972), Albeda (1972), Trappeniers (1975), Veldkamp & Raetsen (1972), Veldkamp
(1973).. Often agency work is considered just a small element in the larger framework of
contingentt or atypical work, for example Delsen (1995), OECD (1993a), Carley (1990),
Abrahamm (1988), Belous (1989), Casey et al. (1989), European Commission (1996), Grubb &
Wellss (1993), Konle-Seidl et al. (1990), Meulders &Tytgat (1989), Polivka& Nardone (1989).
Theree is also some Dutch literature but it mainly consists of descriptive tables based on survey
dataa and contains no economic theory, for example De Lange & Sluiter (1994), Intomart (1987,
1980,1981a,, 1981b), Donker van Heel et al. (1992), Bokhoven & Donker van Heel (1994),
ABUU (2000). Specific economic literature on agency work is usually descriptive and rarely of an
analyticall nature, for example Roos et al. (1989), Bronstein (1991), Carey & Hazelbaker (1986),
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Howee (1986), Van de Krol (1993), OECD (1993b), Williams (1989), Wiedemann (1995).
Exceptionss are Jaspers et al. (1988), Golden & Appelbaum (1992), Davis-Blake & Uzzi (1993)
andd Den Butter et al. (1996) which all contain quantitative analyses of agency work. Jaspers et
al.. (1988) estimate the chances of workers ending up with a specific type of labor contract
(permanent,, temporary, agency or call contracts) with Dutch datafrom1986. They conclude that
agencyy contracts are especially common in low skilled jobs and jobs which require little on-thejobb training. They also find that the majority of workers prefer a permanent contract. Women are
lesss likely to have a permanent job mainly due to career interruptions. Davis-Blake & Uzzi (1993)
estimatee the chances offirmshiring agency workers with American datafrom1982. They find
thatt largefirmsare less likely to hire agency workers. Firms with manyjobs that require high skills
orrfirm-specifictraining, are not likely to hire agency workers either. Firms do not use agency
workerss to reduce labor costs. Younger and older workers (but not middle-aged workers) and
womenn are more likely to hold a temporary position. Golden & Appelbaum (1992) construct a
simplee labor demand and supply model for agency workers, which is estimated with monthly US
dataafrom1982-1987. They conclude that labor costs savings and changes in product demand
aree the main factors influencing the increased use of agency workers. Den Butter et al. (1996)
investigatee whether agency work is a leading indicator for employment based on quarterly figures
forr the Netherlands from 1986 until 1994. They conclude that it is not.

1.55

Objective and outline

Thee main objective of this book is to gain insight into factors that determine
the developments in agency work,
the supply of agency work, and
the demand for agency work.
Too do so several econometric models are formulated and estimated, both at macro as well as
microo level. In the process three types of labor will be distinguished:
permanent work;
temporary work;
agency work.
PermanentPermanent work is work that is done under a permanent labor contract. Temporary work
differssfrompermanent work in one aspect only, namely the ending date is known beforehand.
Previouslyy temporary work was referred to as short-term contracts. Temporary work does not
includee agency work. Permanent and temporary work are sometimes together referred to as
regularregular work, because in both types ofcontract only two parties are involved: the employer and
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thee employee. Agency work is work done under an agency contract, which was defined above.
Sometimess temporary contracts and agency contracts are together referred to as temporary
jobs.jobs. When possible agency work will be compared to the other two forms of work. This book
givess an account of the analyses made to reach the objective mentioned above.
Chapterr 2 is concerned with the general developments in agency work. These include past and
currentt regulation and macro-economic influences. In thefieldof legislation there have been many
developmentss over the years. With the increase in popularity during the early sixties, the need
arosee for specific legislation in the area of agency work. Unions also became more involved
resultingg in a collective bargaining agreement for agency workers. However, all the legislation and
regulationn decreasedflexibility,so new less stringent legislation came into effect in 1990 and
1999.. As seen infigure1.1 the trend in agency work is generally upwards. Many other economic
timee series also show a similar trend. The chapter ends with an investigation into a possible long
runn equilibrium between agency work and other indicators of economic performance, such as
investmentss and unemployment.
Chapterss 3 and 4 discuss the supply of agency work. This is mainly determined by the
flexibilityy aspects of agency work and the availability ofpermanent jobs. Each individual weighs
thee advantages and disadvantages of agency work against the advantages and disadvantages of
aa permanent job. The advantage of agency work is that a worker has more freedom choosing
workingg conditions that suit him. A disadvantage is the lack of security and relatively low wages.
Permanentt jobs provide more security and higher wages, but usually very little room for flexibility.
Personall aspects also matter of course.
Chapterr 3 discusses the characteristics ofagency workers. It also investigates which reasons
peoplee have for choosing an agency contract over a regular contract. One critical assumption is
thatt people decide on the number ofworking hours before deciding on the type of labor contract.
Thiss assumption is relaxed in chapter 4. In this chapter a formal model for the supply of agency
workk is formulated. In this model people are assumed to trade off their income against their spare
time.. Additionally choosing agency work may be an integrate part of that trade-off.
Chapterr 5 presents a model for the demand for agency work and looks at the effect of the use
off agency work on the efficiency of thefirm.Employers weigh costs against benefits. The
advantagess and disadvantages of hiring agency workers are set off against the advantages and
disadvantagess of hiring new personnel. The advantages of hiring agency workers are low
employmentt andfiringcosts and a low hiring effort. On the other hand the hiring costs maybe
higherr because ofthe fee charged by the temporary work agency. Permanent workers earn higher
wagess and usually are entitled to some form of severance pay whenfired.On the other hand they
havee more firm specific knowledge.
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Chapterr 6 investigates the employers' choice for temporary work agencies as a search
channel.. Each search channel has its price. But the choice of search channel is also determined
byy other reasons. The question answered in this chapter is: what reasons, other than cost aspects,
doo firms have for calling in a temporary work agency?
Finally,, chapter 7 contains a summary and draws some conclusions.

Chapterr 2
Developmentss In
Agencyy Work

2.11

Introduction

Inn the Netherlands temporary work agenciesfirstoccurred in the 1940s but it took until the
economicc boom ofthe 1960s before they became truly visible and important. Their quick growth
ledd to the foundation of the Algemene Bond Uitzendbureaus (ABU) in 1961.' The ABU is an
employerss organization of temporary work agencies, which aims to serve the corporative interests
off and achieve certain standards in temporary work agencies. It also serves as a mediator
betweenn temporary work agencies and the government.
Inn 1965 official legislation concerning temporary work agencies came into existence, imposing
manyy rules and regulations (Government Publications, 1965). Asof 1971 collective bargaining
takess place between the ABU and the trade unions resulting in a collective bargaining agreement
whichh was declared generally binding for the first time in 1972. The collective bargaining
agreementt is renewed every year.
Fromm 1973 onwards the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment and later on Statistics
Netherlandss started to gather data on agency workers. With the exception of a few setbacks the
figuress show a growing number of agency workers. From 1986 onwards Statistics Netherlands
alsoo gathers data on temporary work agencies, a sector which is booming since the mid nineties.
Onn January 1fl, 1991 a new law concerning among others temporary work agencies came into
effectt (Government Publications, 1990), making the 1965 law obsolete. Many informal rules that
weree established between 1965 and 1990 now became an official part of the legislation.
Onn the 1a of July, 1998 the law was changed again, and very radically thi s time (Government
Publications,, 1998b) Some rules that were too restrictive were lifted. New rules were added to
providee more security to agency workers. The temporary work agency sector was fully
liberalizedd on January 1a, 1999, when another law providing more flexibility on the labor market
camee into effect (Government Publications, 1998a).

11

Later on the name was changed to Algemene Bond van Uitzendondernemingen.
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AA detailed description ofthe collective bargaining agreement until 1998 can be found in section
2.2.. The new legislation and collective bargaining agreement are described in section 2.3. Section
2.44 reflects on the trend in agency work and its effect on macro-economic conditions. Section
2.55 provides a summary and conclusions.

2.22

The collective bargaining agreement and legislation until 1998

Fromm 1965 until 1990 the 1965 law on agency work was in effect. Based on this law the first
collectivee bargaining agreement for agency workers was established in 1971. So far this annual
agreementt has been declared generally binding by the government, all temporary work agencies
havee to stick to it. In 1991 a new law became effective. The new law formalized many ofthe rules
thatt were not in the 1965 law but were formed during the period 1965-1990 based on
experience.. This section gives a short overview of the legalframework.First in section 2.2.1 the
obligationsobligations andrightsof agency workers and temporary work agencies are discussed. Section
2.2.22 provides information on the wage formation in the agency work sector.

2.2.11

Obligations and rights

Temporaryy work agencies needed a license to operate as such. Registration of a worker with
aa temporary work agency put no obligation on the temporary work agency to provide a job for
thee agency worker, nor was the agency worker under any obligation to accept an assignment
providedd by the temporary work agency (ABU, 1994). The agency worker was neither an
employeee of the temporary work agency nor of the user company. As a consequence regular
laborr law did not apply to agency contracts. In fact, the agency contract was more like a
freelancee contract, although temporary work agencies payed the mandatory social insurance
premiumss for health care, disability and unemployment. Likewise, agency workers were obliged
too pay their share and contribute to pay-as-you-go, old-age and survivors' insurance. There was
noo pension fund for agency workers.
AA labor relation only starts when the agency worker actually starts working. The labor relation
endss when the agency worker stops working or reports sick. This means that an agency worker
whoo is registered with a temporary work agency but not actually working, is effectively
unemployed.. Consequently he is entitled to unemployment benefit for the days he is not working
(providedd he meets all the other eligibility requirements). Agency workers may not work more
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thann six months (or a 1000 hours within one year) for one employer, although in practice a term
off twelve months was tolerated.
Iff the labor relation between the agency worker and the user company is shorter than two
months,, it can be ended without notice both by the temporary work agency and the agency
worker.. If the labor relation lasts more than two months the term of notice for the temporary
workk agency may vary from 4 to 22 days depending on the duration of the assignment. The
agencyy worker has no term of notice: he can quit at any time.
Thee labor relation goes on for the duration ofthe assignment supplemented with holidays. The
agencyy worker is entitled to 16% hours holidays per full month of work. There is an exception
forr students who work during school vacations. They are only entitled to 13 Vb hours ofholidays
perr full month of work. Generally, agency workers are not allowed to use up their holidays in the
firstfirst two months ofthe labor relation. Ifthe labor relation is shorter than two months, a monetary
equivalentt will be paid.
Inn general an agency worker will work the same hours as the other workers in the user
company.. However, the user company and the agency worker can agree on different working
hours.. This option could be used by the user company to avoid paying overtime. For example,
aa regular worker with a normal working day of eight hours will get extra payment ifhe works nine
hourss a day. However, if the user company agrees with the agency worker that his normal
workingg day will be nine hours, no overtime has to be paid.
Temporaryy work agencies may not hinder agency workers who wish to switch to another
agencyy or want to engage in a direct labor contract with the user company. However if an agency
workerr agrees to a regular labor contract with the user company, he is obliged to inform the
temporaryy work agency about this contract. If an agency worker switches from one temporary
workk agency to another, the new agency has to classify the agency worker into the same
experiencee category as he was before, if possible.
Thee collective bargaining agreement for agency workers overrules the collective bargaining
agreementt that is valid for the user company, except when there are specific stipulations
concerningg agency workers in the collective bargaining agreement ofthe user company. In that
casee the collective bargaining agreement ofthe user company overrules the collective bargaining
agreementt for agency workers. Temporary work agencies are not allowed to operate in the
constructionn sector. Agency workers may not be used to break a strike.
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2.2.22

Wages

Wagess are also set in the collective bargaining agreement. Wages depend on age, education
level,, occupational category, time worked with the temporary work agency, and the time of day
att which the work takes place. Usually wages for agency workers are lower than wages for
nonagencyy workers, although officially an agency worker should get a wage that is comparable
too the wages of regular workers in the user company. What is comparable, is of course open to
discussion. .
Everyy agency worker has a personal position, which is defined by the number of hours
workedd for the temporary work agency within one year. Whenever the agency worker reaches
10000 hours of agency work within one year since reaching his current position, he is promoted
too a higher personal position.
Everyy agency workers is also classified into a personal level, which depends on thefunction
levellevel of the kind of jobs the agency worker is doing. The function level of ajob is based on the
skillss and schooling needed to perform the job. In general the personal level will be equal to the
functionn level of the job, but it is possible to work in ajob with a higher function level. If an
agencyy worker has been working in jobs with a higher function level than his personal level for
att least 500 hours within one year, his personal level will be increased.
Thee gross hourly wage rates are set according too a cross tabulation of personal level and
personall position. If the work takes place at irregular hours a surcharge is paid, varyingfrom25%
too 200% of the hourly wage. In accordance with the law on minimal youth wages the wages of
peoplee under 23 are cut by a percentage varying from 15% to 70%. Overtime is rewarded with
aa surcharge varyingfrom25% to 50%. The compulsory social premiums are deducted, but no
reservationss are made for supplementary benefits, such as additional (early) retirement pensions,
additionall di sability benefit or additional survivor benefit. Most regular workers are covered by
thesee supplementary benefits under the collective bargaining agreements.

2.33

The new law and the new collective bargaining agreement

Inn July 1998 a new agency work law came into force replacing the 1991 law. In January 1999
anotherr new law came into force assuring more flexibility on the labor market in general. Although
thee flexibility law is not specifically aimed at agency work, it has a lot of consequences for
temporaryy work agencies as wel 1. The two new laws were simultaneously drafted and discussed
inn parliament (Government Publications, 1996a and 1996b; ABU, 1998). So when the agency
workk law came into force the temporary work agencies already knew that the flexibility law
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wouldd soon come into effect as well. In 1998, therefore, the unions and the ABU renegotiated
aa collective bargaining agreement for agency workers, keeping in mind both new laws. This time
thee new collective bargaining agreement is valid for five years (ABU, 1999). It will be
renegotiatedd in 2003. Minor changes are implemented annually.
Underr the new law on agency work temporary work agencies no longer need a licence to
operate.22 As a consequence the user company can now also lend out the agency worker it hired
too another firm. There is no longer a limit to the period an agency worker can work with one user
company.. Agency workers are now employed by the temporary work agency and they are
entitledd to a supplementary funded retirement pension at the age of 65. Agency work is allowed
inn all sectors of the economy, including the construction sector. However, collective bargaining
agreementss in particular economic sectors may contain restrictions on the use of agency workers.
Furthermore,, temporary work agencies are required to invest in training and education for agency
workers,, although an individual agency worker cannot claim right to it. The temporary work
agencyy decides who may follow a course and who may not.
Whatt remains the same is that only the user company may be charged a fee for agency work,
andd not the agency worker. Also the system o f determining the hourly wage remains the same.
Itt is still not allowed to use agency workers to break a strike.
Sectionn 2.3.1 discusses the consequences of the employee status. Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3
describee the two regimes under which the agency workers may work: the chain system and the
phasee system respectively. Section 2.3.4 explains the case of successive employership. In section
2.3.55 some critical notes are presented.

2.3.11

Consequences of the employee status

Sincee the enactment of the new law on agency work the agency worker is an employee of the
temporaryy work agency. This means that normal labor law now also applies to agency contracts.
Thiss is a victory for the unions because it provides the agency worker with more security. Agency
workerss now also get certain fringe benefits. A pension fund for agency workers has been
established.. Every agency workers who is older than 21 and has worked more than 26 weeks
forr a temporary work agency is entitled to participation in the pension fund. Like in other firms
theree has to be a workers' council which includes agency workers and not j ust the regular staff
off the temporary work agency. On the other hand the condition that temporary work agencies

22
If temporary work agencies are also involved in recruitment and selection activities, they do need a
licence. .
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mayy not hinder agency workers going to another employer (for example the user company or
anotherr temporary work agency) has been dropped.
Agencyy workers now have atrial period. The rules for trial periods for agency workers are
thee same as those for regular workers. For agency jobs of less than three months atrial period
iss not allowed. If the job lasts more than two years, the maximum trial period is two months.
Thee temporary work agency can offer the agency worker three types of contracts:
an agency contract,
a temporary contract, or
a permanent contract.
Thee agency contract is a contract that lasts for the duration ofthe assignment and automatically
endss when the user company ends the assignment or when the agency worker reports sick. The
temporaryy contract is a contract for a definite period. The permanent contract is a contract for
ann indefinite period.
Agencyy workers now have a term of notice. This term depends on the kind of contract the
agencyy worker has. If the agency worker has an agency contract he can leave at any time,
althoughh he should announce his departure one day ahead. If he has a temporary contract the
termm of notice variesfromone week to one month depending on the length of the contract. If he
hass a permanent contract the term of notice is one month.
Thee temporary work agency can choose which kind ofcontract it offers to the agency worker,
butt it depends on which system the agency wishes to use to lend out the agency worker. There
aree two systems:
the chain system, or
the phase system.
Thee chain system consists of a chain of temporary contracts which eventually may become
permanent.. All firms can use the chain system. The phase system consists of set of agency
contracts,, temporary contracts and eventually a permanent contract. Only temporary work
agenciess can use the phase system. The choice for either one of these systems has to be made
thee first time an agency worker starts to work for the temporary work agency. If no choice is
madee the phase system is assumed. These two systems are discussed in more detail in the next
twoo sections.

2.3.22

The chain system

Inn the past temporary contracts were often abused by employers to avoid giving someone a
permanentt contract. By offering a chain of temporary contracts the employee was more or less
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workingg on a permanent base, without having the security of a permanent contract. This was
calledd the revolving door construction.
Thee new flexibility law puts an end to this practice. An employer can offer an employee a
maximumm of three temporary contracts within three years. Interruptions of less than three months
betweenn contracts also count for the three year period. If within three years the same employer
offerss a fourth contract, it automatically becomes a permanent contract. If two or three temporary
contractss together, offered by the same employer, last more than three years (including
intermissionss of less than three months) the last contract automatically becomes a permanent
contract.. There is one exception: a single temporary contract of more than three years is still
possible. .
Temporaryy work agencies can offer agency workers a chain of temporary contracts. Since
thee temporary work agencies are now employers of the agency workers, they have to be careful
inn using the chain system. If they exceed the term of three years or offer the agency workers more
thann three temporary contracts within three years, the agency worker becomes a permanent
employeee o fthe temporary work agency. The chain systems leaves the temporary work agency
withh littleflexibility.The alternative is the phase system which is discussed in the next section.

2.3.33

The phase system

Becausee the chain system is too restrictive for temporary work agencies, the phase system is
invented.. It is intended to give moreflexibilityto temporary work agencies, while at the same time
givingg agency workers more security. It is laid down in the collective bargaining agreement for
agencyy workers. Only temporary work agencies are allowed to use this system, and only to lend
outt agency workers to user companies. Temporary work agencies cannot use the phase system
withinn their own company.
Thee phase system consists of four phases. Phase 1 lasts 26 weeks. Only weeks in which the
agencyy worker actually works count. The number of hours worked within a week is irrelevant
butt the 26 weeks have to be worked with the same temporary work agency. In phase 1 the
agencyy worker can be offered all three forms of labor contracts.
Afterr 26 weeks of work the agency worker continues in phase 2. Phase 2 lasts six months
independentt of the number ofhours worked during this period. Intermissions of less than three
monthss also count. If an intermission lasts more than three months phase 2 is restarted. In phase
22 the agency worker can be offered all three forms of labor contract.
Afterr the agency worker has completed phase 2 he goes through to phase 3. Phase 3 lasts 24
months.. Labor contracts run for at least three months. Intermissions of less than three months also
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countt for the 24 months period. If an intermission lasts more than three months phase 3 is
restarted.. In phase 3 only a temporary contract (for at least three months) or a permanent
contractt may be offered to the agency worker. If the agency worker interrupts his work for more
thann a year in any of the three phases above, he returns to the beginning of phase 1.
Iff the agency worker successfully completes phase 3 he ends up in phase 4. In this phase his
temporaryy contract automatically becomes permanent. This implies that even if the temporary
workk agency does not provide work, the agency worker still gets paid.
Hencee if there are no intermissions the roadfroman agency contract to a permanent contract
lastss three years. There is also a short route to phase 4. If an agency worker works more than
eighteenn months for the same user company without intermissions ofmore than three months, his
laborr contract with the temporary work agency automatically becomes permanent.
Ass long as the agency worker is in phase litis still possible to switch to the chain system. In
anyy of the other phases this is no longer possible. Switchingfromthe chain system to the phase
systemm is not allowed, unless there is an intermission of more than three months. If the agency
workerr changes temporary work agencies, switching systems is allowed.

2.3.44

Successive employership

Underr the new agency work law the temporary work agency is the employer ofthe agency
worker.. This means that the user company could avoid giving the employee a permanent contract,
byy continuously switchingg between hiring the same employee directly and through a temporary
workk agency.
Too avoid this kind of abuse there is a rule on successive employership. If an employee
switchess employers, but effectively remains doing the same job with the same user company, the
laww considers this a case of successive employership. This means that as far as labor contracts
aree concerned the current employer is considered to be the same employer as the ex-employer.
Thiss has some serious implications for temporary work agencies. For example ifan employee
wass first working for user company A and then starts working for temporary work agency B
whichh lends him out to user company A to do exactly the same job, the law will consider this a
chainn of labor contracts with the 'same' employer, in this case temporary work agency B. This
meanss that all the afore mentioned rules about three temporary contracts within three years in the
chainn system and the short route to phase 4 in the phase system apply. This situation could also
arisee if the user company switches temporary work agencies (and the agency worker also
switches)) or if the employer offers the agency worker a labor contract directly.
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Forr this reason it is important that temporary work agencies know the agency worker's recent
employmentt record. On request of the temporary work agency the agency worker is obliged to
informm the agency about his past jobs. If from this information it becomes clear that lending out
ann agency worker to a certain user company would lead to successive employership, the
temporaryy work agency may refuse to lend out the agency worker to this user company. If the
agencyy worker consciously supplies false information the rule about successive employership no
longerr holds.

2.3.55

Some critical notes

Inn most cases the temporary work agency will choose to use the phase system, because it is
moree flexible. Only in some special cases will the chain system be more advantageous. In theory
bothh systems provide more security for the agency worker. The longer an agency worker works
forr a temporary work agency the more rights he gets.
However,, there is a catch. Like before the agency worker is under no obligation to accept an
assignmentt and, more importantly, the temporary work agency is under no obligation to provide
work.. A temporary work agency can prevent any agency workerfromever reaching a permanent
contract,, simply by making sure that the intermission between two contracts is more than three
months.. In the chain system this means that the agency worker has to start all over again, while
inn the phase system this means that the agency worker will always be set back to the beginning
off phase 2 or 3. It may not be a very decent thing to do, but it is quite legal and there is nothing
ann agency worker can do to prevent it.
Thiss problem can also occur with temporary contracts, but there is one difference. Preventing
aa temporary contractfrombecoming permanent would lead to extra costs for a regular employer.
Hee would either have to hire another worker which involves hiring costs, or he could leave all the
workk undone for three months and a day, which could hinder the production process and
eventuallyy may mean less profit. For a temporary work agency preventing a temporary contract
fromfrom becoming permanent has little or no consequences. Most user companies will probably not
caree at all whether person A or person B comes to help them out. Thus not offering a permanent
contractt comes at lower cost to the temporary work agency than to a regular employer.
Thiss problem may become quite evident when the economy takes a downturn. If there are not
enoughh agency jobs to go round, the agency workers that were lucky enough to attain a
permanentt contract will get thefirstpick. Not employing them would cost the temporary work
agencyy money, so it has to make sure that the agency workers with a permanent contract always
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work.. This means that there will be less jobs for those agency workers in phase 1 through 3, and
thatt the chances of an intermission lasting more than three months will grow.
Soo although on paper the new law provides more security, the question is how much security
willl be provided over the business cycle. The advantage of the new legislation is that the agency
contractt has become a normal labor contract, that agency workers are now building up a
retirementt pension, and that other fringe benefits are possible, for example collective insurances.
Becausee agency workers are now employees ofthe temporary work agency they also have more
influencee on the management of the agency. But job security is still as limited as in the old
situation. .

2.44

The trend in agency work

Agencyy work is still growing in popularity. In 1973 there were on average only 24,500 agency
workerss working every day, while by 2000 their number had increased more than tenfold to
308,0000 agency workers. However theriseis not continuous. Figure 2.1 shows that the average
numberr of agency workers drops whenever the economy is slowing down. The average number
off agency workers decreased during the second oil crisis in the Early Eighties and it also
decreasedd during the downturn of the Early Nineties. Since 1994 agency work is booming, but
growthh has slowed down in 1999.
Inn figure 2.1 only agency workers that are working are counted. Agency workers that are
betweenn jobs are not included. Thus the actual number ofpeople registered with a temporary
workk agency is even higher. This means that in bad times the data points in figure 2.1 more or less
representt the demand for agency work, while in good times the data points closely resemble the
supplysupply of agency work.
Nott every agency worker works full-time. Figure 2.1 also includes the number of agency
workerss in full-time equivalents. The average number ofhours worked decreased in the period
1973-2000.. While in 1973 the average agency worker worked close to 40 hours a week, in
20000 the average working week for agency workers counts only 26 hours. For regular workers
thee average working week amounted to 31 hours (excluding overtime) in 1998.
Althoughh agency work is often viewed as a type of labor contract that suits especially women,
thee ratio men-women is nearly equal. In period 1985-2000 the percentage of female agency
workerss varies from 44.9 percent in 1985 to 50.1 percent in 1990 (ABU, 1993-2000). The
averagee is 48 percent. Currently about 50 percent of all agency workers is female, whereas only
400 percent of all employees are women.
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FigureFigure 2.1:

Average number of agency workers, 1973-2000
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Thee question is how the number of agency workers relates to other macro-economic variables.
Veryy often the courses of these series are very similar to that of agency work. For example
investmentss in material assets have been booming over the past two decades, just like agency
work.. Also over the past few years the labor market has become very tight. Consequently
unemploymentt is declining. The development of these variables are all strongly influenced by the
businesss cycle. It would be interesting to find out whether such macro-economic indicators in
somee way relate to agency work.
Thee possible relationship between agency work and other economic variables is carefully
examinedd in the upcoming sections. Section 2.4.1 briefly explains the theoretical background.
Sectionn 2.4.2 shows empirical results for annual data. Section 2.4.3 discusses seasonal trends.

2.4.11

Cointegration

Onee way of determining the relationship between agency work and other economic variables
iss the method of cointegration (Engle & Granger, 1987). Cointegration distinguishes between a
longg term and a short term relationship. The long term relationship is viewed as an equilibrium,
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thatt is a structural relationship between two or more variables. The short term relationship
representss corrections to the equilibrium. The idea behind cointegration is that individually two
seriess may wander extensively over time but that they will always stay closely together. However,
cointegrationn does not imply any kind of causal relationship between the variables!
AA condition for cointegration is that all variables in the cointegrating regression are integrated
offorder one. This means that both series should contain a unit root (implying non stationarity) and
becomee stationary byfirstorder differencing. If a series is stationary after first differencing, the
errorss of the differenced series are all randomly distributed. In other words, any deviations from
thee equilibrium do not persist into the future.
Theree are three types of series that contain unit roots:
Random walk: x, =x,_,+el:
Random walk with drift: x,=C+x,.,+e,;
Trend stationary process: x,=C+?-t+£,.
Thee x represents a time series, t is a time trend and fis an error term. The k and Care parameters
too be estimated. The random walk fluctuates around the starting value of the series. The random
walkk with drift moves gradually upwards or downwards depending on the direction of the drift
(0-- And the trend stationary process also moves upwards or downwards depending on the sign
off A.
Combiningg the three unit root processes above leads to a test for unit roots. It is called the
Augmentedd Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test (Dickey & Fuller, 1979, 1981) and looks like:
MM

Axf=a+Y/+5xM+]£e|Ax,_.+err

(2.1)

wheree A indicatesfirst-differencing(i.e. zdjc/=x,-jcl./). M is the number of lags to be included and
a,a, y, ö and 6, are parameters to be estimated. Under the null hypothesis of a unit root, i.e. non
stationarity,, 6=0 and y=0. Thus ifthe null hypothesis is rejected, x, is stationary. In other words
itt is integrated of order 0 which is denoted by 1(0). Ifthe null hypothesis is not rejected, the ADFtestt should be re-applied to the differenced series Ax,. Then, ifthe null hypothesis is rejected, Ax,
iss 1(0) which means that the original series x, is integrated of order one, denoted by 1(1). If the
nulll hypothesis is not rejected, differencing and testing should continue until it is. The ordinary
criticall values ofthe student's t-distribution are not valid. Alternatively, asymptotic critical values
aree provided by MacKinnon (1994) and finite sample critical values by Cheung and Lai (1995).
Oncee it is establi shed that all series are I( 1), the model may be tested for cointegration. Two
(orr more) series are cointegrated if individually they are all I( I) and the combination is 1(0).
Assumee that the long term model is formulated as:
*,=z,P + «,,

(2.2)
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wheree x, and z, are two 1(1) series, u, an error term and /? a parameter to be estimated. Then
cointegrationn can be tested by running the ADF-test on the residuals «,. This is called the EngleGrangerr (EG) test. If the null hypothesis of non stationarity is rejected, the residuals are 1(0) and
thee system is cointegrated. Asymptotic critical values for this test are calculated by MacKinnon
(1994)) and, in the case of a finite sample, by MacKinnon (1991).
Cointegrationn implies that a distinction can be made between the long term equilibrium and
shortt term deviations. The long term model is the one formulated in equation (2.2). It represents
thee long term relationship between x and z. The short term model is formulated as an error
correctionn model (ECM):
MM

J

te=«>üte=«>ütt__xx + £

TI^.+E

y*xt_r

(2.3)

i=i

I = II

Heree co, rjt and £ are parameters to be estimated and M and J are the number of lags to include.
Thee ECM represents any temporary deviations from the equilibrium. Thus the parameter co
indicatess how far the series deviate from their long term relationship.
Iff the hypothesis of cointegration is rejected, the short term model can be represented by an
ordinaryy growth model. Thus it will not contain the error term from the long term model:
MM

J

A v E V ^ + E ^ A v , ..
1=11

(2.4)

1=1

Inn a nutshell this is the theory of cointegration. The next two sections will apply the theory to
bothh annual as well as seasonal data.

2.4.22

Annual trends

Thee development of agency work is strongly influenced by the business cycle. When the
economyy takes a downturn, temporary work agencies are usually thefirstto suffer. On the other
handd when the economy is on the rise again, temporary work agencies are the first to profit.
Consequently,, agency work is often considered to be a leading indicator for economic
development.. To test this hypothesis agency work is compared to two other variables strongly
influencedd by the business cycle: unemployment and investments. Both the development of
investmentss and unemployment show similar patterns as the development of agency work (see
figuress 2.2 and 2.3 respectively). The development of the investments shows dips in 1982 and
19944 and a highriseever since. Unemployment runs opposite to the trend in agency work. There
iss a high rise during the early eighties, a dip in the early nineties, a peak in 1994 and it is
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FigureFigure 2.2:

Investments in material assets3 and agency work, 1973-2000
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decreasingg ever since. Thus chances are that investments and unemployment are cointegrated with
agencyy work.
Thee period covered by the regression analysis in this section is such that the data on agency
workk covers the period 1973-1998. Due to the changes in the legislation concerning agency
workers,, the data on agency workersfrom1999 onwards is not fully comparable with previous
yearss according to Statistics Netherlands.3 Thus data on agency work for 1999 onwards are not
includedd in the regression analysis. Instead, they are used to judge the predictive qualities of the
estimatedd models. All variables are transformed to natural logarithms.
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Since 1999 the number of agency hours are counted by phase. According to Statistics Netherlands the
summ of these phases is not comparable to the number of agency hours reported in earlier years, because phase
33 and 4 also include outplacement hours. However, looking at figure 2.1 the numbers for 1999 onwards seem
veryy much in line with earlier years. This may be because the current phase 3 and 4 agency workers usually
startedd under the old system and are thus still very much comparable to agency workers from previous years.
Inn time this may change.
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FigureFigure 2.3:

Number of unemployed and agency work, 1973-2000
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Itt isfirstchecked whether the logged series are integrated of order one. Because none of the
differencedd series seem to follow a linear time trend, it was not included in the ADF-test. Thus
itt is tested whether the series are a random walk with drift. Table 2.1 shows the results. The
numberr of lags are chosen by minimizing the Schwarz-Bayes information criterion. For all series
inn levels the null hypothesis of a unit root is not rejected. But it is for thefirst-differencedseries.

TableTable 2.1:
Testedd series (in logs)

Testing for unit roots in the annual data
3

Numberr of Numberr of ADF-statistic c Criticall value
lags s
observations s

Full-timeFull-time agency workers
level l
firstt difference
Investments Investments
level l
firstt difference
Unemployed Unemployed
level l
firstt difference

Decision n

25 5
24 4

22
22

-0.809 9
-2.775** *

-2.949 9 Doo not reject non stationarity
Rejectt non stationarity
-1.968 8

25 5
26 6

22
00

0.367 7
-2.617** *

-2.949 9 Doo not reject non stationarity
Rejectt non stationarity
-1.989 9

24 4
25 5

33
11

-2.203 3
-3.809** *

-2.933 3 Doo not reject non stationarity
Rejectt non stationarity
-1.978 8

"" significant at 5% level
aa critical values based on a finite sample distribution depending on the number of observations. Significance level is 5%.
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Thuss all series are integrated of order one which means deviationsfromthe equilibrium do not
persistt into the future. It is now possible to test for cointegration.

Investments Investments
Too see whether agency work is a leading indicator for investments, investments are regressed
onn a constant, a time trend, a quadratic time trend and the number of full-time agency workers
inn the previous year. The Engle-Granger test for cointegration is applied to the residuals. Based
onn the Schwarz-Bayes criterion one lag was added. The test leads to a rejection of the null
hypothesiss of non-stationarity at thefivepercent level. Thus the residuals are integrated of order
zeroo meaning that cointegration is present. In other words in the long term agency work and
investmentss follow the same trend. This implies that the short term relationship may be
representedd by an error correction model (ECM). Table 2.2 shows the results ofboth models.
Inn the long run the investments are significantly influenced by the number of full-time agency
workerssfromthe previous year. The Durbin-Watson test statistic is inconclusive, but it is very
likelyy that there is serial correlation in the model. Therefore the t-values of the coefficient are
adjustedd using the Newey- West correction (Newey & West, 1987) to account for the presence
off serial correlation. All coefficients in the long run model are significant at thefivepercent level.
Inn the short run model the coefficient of the error correction is approximately minus one. This
meanss that any deviationsfromthe long run equilibrium in the previous year are fully corrected
inn the current year. In the short term model the Breusch-Godfrey test statistics for autocorrelation
forr one up to eight lags show that autocorrelation is no longer present. The coefficients in both
modelss are also checked on stability. The CUSUM and CUSUMSQ plots indicate that for both
modelss the parameters and the variance respectively are stable over the period 1973-1999.4
Too find out if the model is an accurate representation of reality, it is used to obtain out of
samplee predictions on investments. Table 2.3 shows the predicted and actual investments in 2000
andd 2001 using both models. As an indicator of good prediction the root mean squared
percentagee error (RMSPE) is calculated (for an overview see Van Gameren, Moolenaar & Paap,
1993).55 Because there is only one prediction that can be checked with the data the RMSPE is

44

The CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests are based on recursive residuals (Brown, Durbin and Evans, 1975).
numbernumber of
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TableTable 2.2:

Agency work as a leading indicator for investments, annual data 1973-1999
Lagg order

Longg term model

t-value/criticall value"

coefficient t

1

8.228' '
-.032* *
.001* *
.242* *

24.569* *
7.991a a
10.5653 3
7.1003 3

Numberr of observations
R2 2
Durtoin-Watsonn test statistic
Engle-Grangerr test statistic

1

26 6
.957 7
1.379 9
-6.413* *

(1.143,1.652)c c
-4.154 4

ShortShort term model

Lagg order

coefficient t

errorr correction
constant t
changee in trend2
changee in agency workers
changee in agency workers
changee in investments

11

-1.097* *
-.001 1
.000 0
.204' '
-.155* *
.730* *

5.375 5
.049 9
0.420 0
4.920 0
3.581 1
3.902 2

24 4
.789 9
2.282 2
4.642 2
4.812 2
2.892 2
3.258 8
7.510 0
6.475 5
7.060 0

3.841 1
5.991 1
7.815 5
9.488 8
11.071 1
12.592 2
14.067 7
15.507 7

constant t
trend d
trend2 2
numberr of full-time agency workers

Numberr of observations
R2 2
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic

t-value/criticall value*

*** significant at 5% level.
aa standard errors correctedd for the presence of autocorrelation (Newey & West, 1987).
bb significance level is 5%
cc lower and upper critical values for Durbin-Watson test

TableTable 2.3:

Prediction of annual investments, 2000-2001 (mln euros)
Actual l

Predicted d
Longg term model

2000 0
2001 1
RMSPE E
aa

in prices of 1990

71,312 2

ShortShort term modelShortShort term model
(n-step) )
(1-step) )

68,739 9
70,106 6

70,475 5
70,022 2

70,475 5
69,421 1

.036 6

.012 2

.012 2
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equall toTheil's inequality coefficient (Theil, 1966). The RMSPE should be very low. Because
thee short term model includes lagged dependent variables there are two prediction methods for
thee short term model. The first is the 1 -step method. For lagged dependent variables actual values
aree used. Thus each prediction is based on past realizations. With the n-step method predicted
valuess of the lagged dependent variables are used. Thus each prediction is based on predictions
offprevious years. For the 2000 predictions it does not matter which method is used because in
thatt case n=l, but table 2.3 shows that it does matter for predictions for 2001.
Bothh models have low RMSPEs for 2000. The short term model predicts best, but both
modelss have an error of less than five percent. Since realizations for 2001 are not known yet, it
cann not be checked whether the 1 -step or the n-step method renders better predictions in the
shortt term model.

Unemployment Unemployment
AA similar exercise can be done for unemployment. The number of unemployed is regressed
onn a constant, a trend, a quadratic trend and the number of full-time agency workers in the
previouss year. This time non-stationarity ofthe residuals is neither rejected at thefivepercent level
norr at the ten percent level. So unemployment and agency work are not cointegrated, which
impliess that the short term model can be represented by an ordinary growth model. The results
aree in table 2.4.
Ass expected the number of full-time agency workers has a significant negative effect on the
numberr of unemployed in the long run. The Durbin-Watson test statistic rejects the hypothesis of
noo serial correlation. Thus the t-values are adj usted for the presence of serial correlation. All the
coefficientss are significantly different from zero. This is not the case in the short term model.
Exceptt the constant (which is the trend in the long term model), the change in the squared trend
andd the change in unemployment one year ago nothing is significant. The Breusch-Godfrey
statisticss show that there is no autocorrelation up to seven lags. The Breusch-Godfrey test statistic
forr the eighth lag could not be calculated because of an insufficient number of observations. The
parameterss of both models are stable.
Thesee models have also been used to try to predict unemployment. The results are in table 2.5.
Thee long term model is far offwith its predictions. This is not surprising since there is no long term
equilibrium.. The short term model is much closer. Again the 1 -step as well as the n-step method
cann be used. Both methods predict a further decrease in the number of unemployed.
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TableTable 2.4:

Agency work as a leading indicator for unemployment, annual data 1973-1999
lagg order

LongLong term model
constant t
trend d
trend2 2
numberr of full-time agency workers

11.048" "
.223" "
-.005" "
-.654" "

Numberr of observations

26 6

R1 1

.920 0
.879 9
-2.543 3

Durbin-Watsonn test statistic
Engle-Grangerr test statistic
lagg order

Shortt term model

t-value/criticall valueb

coefficient t

10.5363 3
16.426' '
8.844s s
6.212s s

(1.143,1.652)c c
-4.154 4
t-value/criticall value'

coefficient t

1.801 1
1.875 5
.752 2
.553 3
1.812 2
.373 3
.759 9

.150* *
-.004* *
-.196 6
.130 0
.577* *
-.129 9
-.204 4

constant t
changee in trend2
changee in agency workers
changee in agency workers
changee in unemployment
changee in unemployment
changee in unemployment

23 3

Numberr of observations
R2 2
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic

.630 0
.027 7
2.711 1

3.841 1
5.991 1
7.815 5
9.488 8
11.071 1
12.592 2
14.067 7
15.507 7

888 8
4.612 2
6.751 1
8.759 9
6.204 4
_d d

*** significant at 5% level.
** significant at 10% level.
aa standard errors corrected for the presence of autocorrelation (Newey & West, 1987).
bb significance level is 5%.
cc lower and upper critical values for Durbin-Watson test
dd the Breusch-Godfrey test statistic could not be calculated due to an insufficient number of observations.

TableTable 2.5:

Prediction of annual number of unemployed, 2000-2001
Actual l

Predicted d
Longg term model

2000 0
2001 1
RMSPE E

270,000 0

ShortShort term model ShortShort term model
(n-step) )
(1-step) )

313,629 9
311,709 9

260,385 5
249,753 3

260,385 5
244,585 5

.162 2

.036 6

.036 6
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FigureFigure 2.4:

Quarterly investments in material assets3 and agency hours, 1986-2001
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2.4.33

Seasonal trends

Nott only is agency work affected by economic booms and recessions. Also seasonal
fluctuationss influence the number of agency workers. The number of agency hours is at its lowest
inn the first quarter of the year. It peaks in the third quarter of the year. The third quarter is of
coursee holiday time, so many agency workers are needed and many agency workers are available
(forr instance, students).6
Investmentss show a similar seasonal pattern as agency work, which could indicate
cointegrationn (see figure 2.4). Investments are at their lowest level in the third quarter, while
agencyy work has its low point in thefirstquarter. This may indicate that agency work is also a
leadingg indicator for investments in quarterly terms. Unemployment also fluctuates seasonally, but
lesss evidently (seefigure2.5). Quarterly unemployment seems to run opposite to agency work,

66
Dividing the quarterly number of agency hours by 520 gives the average number of full-time agency
workers. .
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FigureFigure 2.5:

jymentt and agency hours, 1986-2001
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soo the two series maybe cointegrated. But the similarities are less clear compared to investments
andd also less clear compared to the annual data.
Thee regression analysis in this section is performed such that the data on agency work covers
thee period from thefirstquarter of 1986 to the fourth quarter of 1998. Before 1986 quarterly
dataa on agency work was not available. Since January 1999 the agency work system is changed
suchh that it is not fully comparable with earlier years. Data on agency workfrom1999 onwards
iss used for prediction. All series are transformed into natural logarithms.
Firstt the series are checked on the order of integration by performing the ADF-test. Again a
linearr trend seems implausible for all differenced series, so it is not included in the ADF-test. The
constantt is replaced by four dummies to account for seasonal effects. Again the number of lags
iss chosen by minimizing the Schwarz-Bayes Information criterion. Table 2.6 shows the results.
Investmentss are integrated of order one. Agency hours are integrated of order one also, but only
att a ten percent significance level. Thus cointegration of agency hours with investments could be
possible.. Unemployment is integrated of order two. This means that unemployment cannot be
cointegratedd with agency hours, because for cointegration both series need to be integrated of
thee same order. But if unemployment is integrated of order two, then the change in unemployment
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TableTable 2.6:
Testedd series (in logs)
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Testing for unit roots in the quarterly data
Numberr of Numberr of ADF-statistic c Criticall value'
observations s
tags s

AgencyAgency hours
level l
firstt difference
Investments Investments
level l
firstt difference
Unemployment Unemployment
level l
firstt difference
secondd difference

Decision n

55 5
54 4

44
44

-1813 3
-1.780* *

-2.865 5
-1.595b b

Doo not reject non stationarity
Rejectt non stationarity

66 6
65 5

33
33

-0.478 8
4.235" "

-2.871 1
-1.936 6

Doo not reject non stationarity
Rejectt non stationarity

62 2
62 2
62 2

4 4 0.1O3 3
3 3 -1.104 4
2 2 -13.834" "

-2.862 2
-1.600" "
-1.942 2

Doo not reject non stationarity
Doo not reject non stationarity
Rejectt non stationarity

*** significant at 5% level
** significant at 10% level
aa critical values based on a finite sample distribution depending on the number of observations. Significance level is 5%
unlesss otherwise stated
bb significance level is 10%

iss integrated of order one. Thus it is possible that agency hours are cointegrated with the change
inn unemployment.

Investments Investments
Inspectingg investments it looks as if the lowest level of investments is two quarters later than
thee lowest level of agency work. So the long term relationship is now defined as the regression
off investments on four seasonal dummies and trends, and the number of agency hoursfromtwo
quarterss ago. This means that the regression period runsfromthe third quarter of 1986 through
too the second quarter of 1999. The residuals are tested on unit roots. The hypothesis of nonstationarityy is rejected so investments are cointegrated with agency hours. The short term model
cann be represented by an ECM.
Theree are two possibilities for the ECM. It can be formulated infirstorder differences, which
meanss that growth is calculated by deducting the previous quarterfromthe current quarter. In this
casee the seasonal constants and trends do not dropfromthe equation but remain in the ECMmodel.. This method will referred to as a first order ECM. Another possibility is to calculate
growthh by deducting the first quarter in the previous yearfromthe first quarter in the current year
(andd the same for the other quarters). In this case the seasonal constants from the long-term
relationshipp will drop out of the equation and the seasonal trends will become seasonal constants
inn the ECM. This method is referred to as the fourth order ECM. As a consequence the fourth
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TableTable 2.7:

Long term and short term model for investments, quarterly data 1986:3-1999:2

Longg term
1s11 quarter constant
2ndd quarter constant
3rdd quarter constant
4thh quarter constant
1stt quarter trend
2ndd quarter trend
3rdd quarter trend
4** quarter trend
agencyy hours
Numberr of observations
R2 2
Durbin-Watsonn test statistic
Engle-Grangerr test statistic

errorr correction
errorr correction
1 stt quarter constant
2ndd quarter constant
3rdd quarter constant
4thh quarter constant
^quarterr trend
2ndd quarter trend
3rdd quarter trend
4** quarter trend
changee in agency hours
Numberr of observations
R2 2
Durbin-Watsonn test statistic

69.887 7

8.523* *
8.705* *
8.553* *
8.823* *
.016* *

72.629 9
72.708 8
73.013 3
4.408 8

.011* *
.011* *
.003 3
.225* *

2.955 5
3.297 7
.892 2
6.658 8

52 2
.945 5
2.0400
-7.439"

00

firstfirst order differences
ShortShort term

t-value/criticall va!uec

coefficient t

Lagg order

(2.078,2.778)"
-3.971"
fourth order differences

Lagg order coefficient t-value/critical value' coefficient t-value/critical value0
-.996* *

6.714 4

-.276" "
.166" "
-.199" "
.295" "
.015" "
-.006" "
.003 3
-.007" "
-.031 1

10.891 1
6.767 7
6.964 4
12.227 7
5.333 3
2.268 8
.873 3
2.752 2
.248 8

51 1
.972 2
2.026" "

(2.041,2.788)a a

-.965" "
.028" "
.019 9
.014 4
.010 0

6.626 6
2.752 2
1.930 0
1.382 2
.953 3

.141" "

3.365 5

48 8
.601 1
2.304 4

(2.229,2.665)° °

"" significant at 5% level
aa lower and upper critical value for Durbin-Watson test
bb critical value based on a finite sample distribution depending on the number of observations.
cc significance level is 5%

orderr ECM contains the errorfromfour periods ago instead of one period ago. There is no right
orr wrong here. The first order ECM compares the current period to the previous period and thus
capturess the really short term developments very well. The fourth order ECM compares the
currentt quarter to the same quarter in the previous year and thus ignores any seasonal fluctuations.
Thee results are shown in table 2.7.
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TableTable 2.8:

Prediction of quarterly investments, 1999-2001 (mln euros)3
Actual l

Predicted d
Longg term model

Short term model
firstt order differences

fourth order differences

1-step 1-step
3rdd quarterr 1999
4thh quarter 1999
1 stt quarter 2000
2ndd quarter 2000
3rdd quarter 2000
4thh quarter 2000
1 stt quarter 2001
2"11 quarter 2001
RMSPE E
RMSPEE 1999:3-2000:2
RMSPEE 2000:3-2001:2
aa

17,783 3
21,224 4
20,062 2
21,437 7
18,138 8
21,455 5
19,820 0
20,960 0

1-step 1-step

16,597 7
19,703 3
18,153 3
19,829 9
16,671 1
19,557 7
18,287 7
19,635 5

16,615 5
18,763 3
16,487 7
16,132 2
12,771 1
14,109 9
12,353 3
12,240 0

16,596 6
19,779 9
18,418 8
19,979 9
15,677 7
18,464 4
17,103 3
18,655 5

.078 8
.078 8
.079 9

.281 1
.166 6
.361 1

.106 6
.071 1
.132 2

in prices 1995

Inn the long term relationship agency hours have a positive and significant influence on
investments.. The Durbin-Watson test stati stic is very close to two. So there is no need to correct
thee t-values for the presence of serial correlation. Both in the first order ECM and the fourth order
ECMM the coefficient for the error correction is nearly one (-.996 and -0.965 respectively). So
justt like in the annual case, any previous deviations from the equilibrium are fully corrected in the
currentt period. The Durbin-Watson statistics in the short-term models are also very good, so
theree is no need to add any lag dependent variables in either of the short term models. The
CUSUMM and CUSUMSQ test show that for all models the coefficients and variances
respectivelyy are stable.
Againn the model is judged on its predictive qualities. Information on agency work is available
upp to the fourth quarter of 2000. All models are used to obtain out of sample predictions up to
thee second quarter of 2001. Because none ofthe models contains lagged dependent variables,
thee n-step method is equal to the 1-step method. The results are shown in table 2.8. The long
termm model predicts better than the short term models, although the predictive performance ofthe
fourthh order short term model is close. All models underestimate investments. The predictions are
graphicallyy illustrated by figure 2.6.
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FigureFigure 2.6: Predicted investments (quarterly)3
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Unemployment Unemployment
AA similar exercise can be done for the change in unemployment. The relationship between
agencyy hours and the change in the number of unemployed is not as evident as the relationship
betweenn agency hours and investments. The change in the number ofunemployed has the highest
correlationn with agency hours from three quarters ago. So the long term relationship is defined
ass the regression ofthe change in the number ofunemployed on four seasonal dummies, a trend,
andd the number of agency hours three quarters ago. The residuals are tested on unit roots. The
resultss are shown in table 2.9. The hypothesis ofnon-stationarity is not rejected so unemployment
iss not cointegrated with agency hours. In other words the long term trend is not the same for
agencyy work and the change in unemployment. Thus the short term model cannot be represented
byy an ECM. It is possible to formulate the short term model as a growth model, either in first or
inn fourth order differences. The difference is that the growth model does not include any
correctionss for deviations from the equilibrium, since no such equilibrium exists.
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TableTable 2.9:
Long term and short term model for the change in unemployment, quarterly
dataa 1986:4-1999:3
LongLong term

Lagg order

1 stt quarter constant
2^^ quarter constant
3fdd quarter constant
41"" quarter constant
1 stt quarter trend
2^^ quarter trend
3rdd quarter trend
4** quarter trend
agencyy hours

.561" "
.631" "
.614" "
.578" "
.015" "
-.004 4
.010" "
.008* *
-.168" "

firstfirst order difference

ShortShort term
Lagg order

Numberr of observations
R2 2
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic
Breusch-Godfreyy test statistic

3.211" "
3.368a a
3.503a a
3.355' '
3.404a a
.599a a
2.058a a
1.923a a
3.374a a

52 2
.645 5
2.579 9
-2.601 1

Numberr of observations
R2 2
Durbin-Watsonn test statistic
Engle-Grangerr test statistic

1s'quarterr constant
2ndd quarter constant
3rdd quarter constant
4** quarter constant
1 stt quarter trend
22nn"" quarter trend
3rdd quarter trend
4thh quarter trend
changee in agency hours
changee in the change in unemployment
changee in the change in unemployment
changee in the change in unemployment
changee in the change in unemployment

t-value/criticall valued

coefficient t

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

fourthfourth order difference

coefficient

t-value/critical
value" "

coefficient

t-value/critical l
value" "

-.038 8
.019 9
.041 1
.012 2
.011* *

-1.105 5
.559 9
1.238 8
.307 7
2.843 3
3.713 3
.892 2
.258 8
.016 6
8.501 1
4.480 0

.016 6
-.005 5
-.005 5
-.001 1

.616 6
.210 0
.209 9
.031 1

-.014* *
-.004 4
3
1
2
3
4

(2.070,2.799)c c
-3.979" "

.001 1
.003 3
**
-.568* *

51 1
.875 5
.003 3

.209 9
1.079 9
2.035 5
1.667 7
2.835 5
1.709 9

7.681 1

.073 3
-.195 5
.300* *
.388* *
-AIT -AIT

.227 7
1.331 1
2.000 0
2.498 8
3.141 1

46 6
3.841 1
5.991 1
7.815 5
9.488 8
11.071 1
12.592 2
14.067 7
15.507 7

.614 4
3.790 0
4.387 7
5.538 8
9.222 2
7.294 4
5.115 5
9.368 8
13.149 9

"" significant at 5% level
** significant at 10% level
aa standard errors corrected for the presence of autocorrelation (Newey & West, 1987)
bb critical value based on a finite sample distribution depending on the number of observations
cc lower and upper critical value for the Durbin-Watson test
dd significance level is 5%

3.841 1
5.991 1
7.815 5
9.488 8
11.071 1

12.592 2
14.067 7
15.507 7
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TableTable 2.10:

^

Prediction of the quarterly number of unemployed
Actuall

Predicted
LongLong term model

Short term model
firstt order difference

fourth order difference

(n-step) (n-step)
(1-step) (1-step)
(1-step) (1-step) (n-step) (n-step)
4mm quarter 1999
1 aa quarter 2000
22nini quarter 2000
3rdd quarter 2000
4thh quarter 2000
1s'quarterr 2001
2ndd quarter 2001
3rdd quarter 2001
RMSPE E
RMSPEE 1999:4-2000:3
RMSPEE 2000:4-2001:3

189,000 0
217,000 0
173,000 0
176,000 0
186,000 0
176,000 0
132,000 0
141,000 0

194,789 9

198,182 2
203,334 4
165,809 9
165,782 2
156,951 1
164,791 1
134,747 7
138,226 6

198,165 5
209,298 8
146,122 2
129,901 1
111,949 9
92,055 5
68,033 3
67,846 6

198,165 5
198,734 4
156,602 2
152,266 6
138,800 0
137,661 1
105,107 7
100,080 0

194,789 9
234,229 9
144,433 3
168,203 3
157,785 5
186,923 3
115,982 2
129,728 8

229,649 9
149,059 9
177,469 9
146,077 7
183,492 2
114,620 0
136,265 5

.071 1
,053 3
.086 6

.351 1
.155 5
.472 2

.185 5
.096 6
.244 4

.103 3

.106 6

.095 5
.110 0

.077 7
.129 9

Inn the long term model the number of agency hours from three quarters ago negatively
influencess the change in the number of unemployed. If the number of agency hours goes up, the
numberr of unemployed will eventually decrease. The Breusch-Godfrey test statistics for
autocorrelationn indicate that there is no autocorrelation up to the eighth order. All short term
modelss are stable over time. The long term model shows some signs of instability as far as
variancee is concerned.
Becausee there is no equilibrium, agency work is not a leading indicator of unemployment,
whichh concurs withfindingsof Den Butter et al. (1996). This makes predictions are hard to make.
Becausee agency hours and the change in unemployment may drift apart, predictions of
unemploymentt based on agency hours could be far off. Still an attempt has been made in table
2.10.. The long term model predicts best, but the fourth order growth model is not very far off
either.. The first order growth model predicts very badly. The n-step method works best for the
firstt order growth model. But for the fourth order growth model the 1 -step method works best.
Figuree 2.7 also illustrates this graphically.
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FigureFigure 2.7: Predicted number of unemployed (quarterly)
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Summary and conclusions

Inn the Netherlands thefirsttemporary work agencies were established in the 1940s. In 1961
thee predecessor of the Algemene Bond van Uitzendondernemingen (ABU) was founded, an
organizationn intended to defend the interests of temporary work agencies. In 1965 official
legislationn on temporary work agencies became effective. In 1971 thefirstcollective bargaining
agreementt between unions and the ABU was negotiated. Ever since the 1965 law new rules and
regulationn have been drawn up to restrict temporary work agencies. These rules became an
officiall part of the legislation in 1990.
Untill 1998 temporary work agencies needed a license to operate as such. The agency worker
hadd no labor contract either with the temporary work agency or with the user company. Agency
workerss could only work a maximum of six months for the same user company. Temporary work
agenciess were not allowed to hinder agency workers in accepting a regular labor contract. And
agencyy work was not allowed in all sectors of the economy. Agency workers were usually not
eligiblee for fringe benefits. Furthermore, regular labor law did not apply to agency contracts.
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Thee growing number of agency workers and increasing social recognition of the importance
off agency work made the government aware that less restrictive legislation was needed. So two
neww laws recently became effective, one in 1998 and one in 1999. The 1998 law gave more
freedomfreedom to temporary work agencies, while the 1999 law gave more security to agency workers.
Sincee 1998 agency workers are employed by the temporary work agency. Thus they have
becomee regular employees, and the agency contract now falls under regular labor law. Agency
workerss are now eligible for fringe benefits. On the other hand temporary work agencies may
noww prevent themfromgoing to another employer. Agency workers working a long time for the
samee temporary work agency have the prospect of a permanent contract. Temporary work
agenciess no longer need a license. There's no longer a limit to the term of lending out agency
workerss to the same user company. And agency work is now allowed in all sectors of the
economy. .
Whatt remains the same is that the collective bargaining agreement of the user company
overruless the collective bargaining agreement of the temporary work agencies if there are
particularr stipulations about agency workers in the former. Temporary work agencies are not
allowedd to charge the agency worker a fee for their services. And agency workers cannot be
usedd to break a strike.
Thee advantage of these changes is that agency contracts now fall under regular labor law.
Agencyy workers now have the same rights as temporary and permanent workers. The
disadvantagee is that although in theory agency workers could attain a permanent contract, the
temporaryy work agency can still prevent them from ever doing so. This can be done by not
offeringg the agency worker work at regular intervals. Since the temporary work agency is under
noo obligation to provide work to the agency worker this is quite legal.
Sincee 1973 figures on the average number of agency workers per day are available. These
figuress show that ever since the number of agency workers is increasing. Although there have
beenn a few set backs during economic depressions, the general trend is upwards. Since 1994 the
numberr of agency workers is booming. Regression analysis on annual figures from 1973 until
19999 shows that agency work is a leading indicator of investments but not of unemployment. All
threee series have a similar trend. It takes unemployment and investments about one year to follow
upp on developments in agency work. Investments are best predicted with a short term error
correctionn model which includes an error correction, a constant, trend growth, and the change
inn the number of full-time agency workers from the previous year as explanatory variables. The
longg term model also predicts well. Unemployment is best predicted with a short term model with
thee variables mentioned above as explanatory variables but without error correction.
Sincee 1986 quarterlyfigureson the number of agency hours are available. Thesefiguresclearly
showw a seasonal pattern. In the first quarter demand for agency work is at its lowest. The second
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andd fourth quarter are approximately equal to the annual average divided by four. But in the third
quarterr demand reaches its peak. Regression analysis on quarterly figures from 1986 until 1999
showss that agency work is a leading indicator of investments but not of unemployment. Itt takes
investmentss two quarters to follow the trend in agency work. Investments and agency work have
similarr trends. But the trend in agency work and unemployment is not the same. Both investments
andd unemployment are best predicted with a long term model.
Investmentss have always been considered an economic variable that is very hard to predict.
Howeverr the analyses in this chapter show that the number of full-time agency workers or agency
hourss is a good predictor of investments. The relationship found here is not a causal one. The
causall effect of agency work on investments is likely to be indirect. A rise in the demand for
agencyy work indicates a rise in product demand. If this rise is likely to be cyclical and not
seasonall thefirmmay wish to invest in more machines to comply with therisein product demand.
Thuss there will be more investments.

Chapterr 3
Characteristicss Of
Agencyy Workers

3.11

Introduction

Chapterr 1 showed that the percentage of the Dutch labor force that is working as an agency
workerr is among the highest in Europe. The question is why. This chapter and the next will go in
too the reasons for workers to choose an agency contract. The reasons for employers to hire
temporaryy workers will be discussed in chapters 5 and 6.
Chapterr 2 showed that agency workers were badly protected by labor law until 1998. Yet,
thiss did not discourage peoplefrombecoming agency workers. The reasons for being an agency
workerr maybe various. Many people consider an agencyjob a way of gaining job experience.
Furthermore,, it is a source of secondary income without too many obligations. It also provides
moree flexibility to the worker. Therefore, this chapter is devoted to studying the characteristics
andd motivations of agency workers.
Thee following section discusses the theory behind the choice for agency work. Section 3.3
presentss the highlights of the data used for estimation. The estimation results are in section 3.4.
Finallyy section 3.5 provides a summary and conclusions.

3.22

Choice of labor contract

Despitee the poor legal position of agency workers until 1998, the agency contract does have
somee attractive features. First of all it provides moreflexibilitythan a permanent contract. Many
agencyy contracts are short-term contracts. Thus agency workers have more control over the time
off year they work in. Moreover, if the agency job is not to their liking, quitting has less
consequences.. If you quit a regular job you have to search for a new job, while a temporary work
agencyy may immediately offer a new job. An agency contract may also be more easily combined
withh schooling than a permanent contract, because timetables have a habit of changing regularly.
Anotherr advantage of an agency job is that it provides an additional source of secondary
incomee in a household where another member has a regular income. Because it is a secondary
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sourcee of income the job does not have to be a steady one . Short unemployment spells in
betweenn agency jobs will not pose a problem. This makes agency work is especially attractive
too married women. According to the home production model (Becker, 1965) the lack of
obligationss associated with the agency contract becomes more attractive as the returns to home
productionn increase. This is the case when amarried women puts high value on caring duties or
investss in her husbands career by taking care of things at home. In this case amarried women will
nott want any additional obligations and prefers the lack ofobligations associated with an agency
contract. .
Lastly,, an agency job is a good way of gaining job experience. This is even recognized by the
unions.. Agency work enables people to explore the labor market without tying themselves down.
Moreoverr it may be a stepping stone towards permanent work. Thus agency work i s an attractive
formm of labor to starters on the labor market, long-term unemployed, re-entrants and other people
withh a difficult labor market position.
Thee question is which of these reasons for choosing an agency contract over a regular
contractt prevail. Logit models are the appropriate tool for this purpose. The logit model
investigatess how the chances ofbecoming an agency worker are influenced by exogenous factors.
Thee general form of the logit model is:
xkxktt

Prob{D=i)Prob{D=i) =
.. \^
* = ]]

xi..

1

for i=\,2,..,F and Prob(D=0)=
. v^

xk.

,
(3-1)

4=1

wheree X i s a vector of parameters to be estimated. D may be either dichotomous (i. e. 0 or 1) or
polychotomouss (i .e. 0,1,2,3,...). D represents the choices available to the worker and F the total
numberr of choices minus one. The vector ^contains exogenous variables which may influence
thesee choices.
Onee problem with this model is that it tends to predict the larger share ofD better than the
smallerr share ofD. If there are hundred observations on D of which ninety percent is equal to 0
andd ten percent is equal to 1, then most zeros will be predicted correctly and most ones will be
predictedd falsely. As the smallest share decreases in size, the problem becomes worse. In the
casee of agency workers only three percent of the sample is equal to 1, which means that almost
alll of the ones will be predicted falsely.
Onee way around this problem is to draw a sample where the shares of D are more or less
equal.. Then add the probability that an observation comesfromone of the shares, to the logit
modell (Maddala, 1989). Let PS{ be the probabi lity that an observation with D=i is selected into
thee sample. The logit model is then reformulated as:
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PSe™'PSe™'
;
Prob(D=i)Prob(D=i) =

PSQ
for

i = l,2,..,F and Prob(D=0) =

Assumingg (i=ln(PS-)-ln(PS() equation (3.2) can be rendered as
Prob(D=i)Prob(D=i) =

for i=l,2,..,F and Prob(D=0)=

FF

i + X > ^ **
*=11

F

ï+i;^^

(3.3) )

*=1

Soo making the shares more or less equal would only affect the constant and not the slopes. The
truee value of the constant can easily be retrieved by subtracting u from the estimate.

3.33

Descriptives of regular and agency workers 1992-1994

Alll models in this and the next chapter are estimated using data fromm Statistics Netherlands
(CBS).. The data come from the Labor Force Surveys of 1992,1993 and 1994. This survey was
alsoo held prior to 1992, but in 1992 the questionnaire was significantly changed. This makes
comparisonss with earlier years very difficult.
Becausee this study is primarily interested in comparing agency workers with regular workers,
peoplee who do not work are excluded, as well as people with other forms of contingent labor,
suchh as min-max contracts, call contracts and substitute contracts. Self-employed persons or
peoplee who work in subsidized jobs are also excluded. On the other hand, there are no
restrictionss to the hours worked. Everyone working at least one hour a week is considered.'
Afterr cleaning up the data approximately 168,000 observations were available for estimation
consistingg of about 5,000 agency workers and 161,000 regular workers. The group of regular
workerss consists of 21,000 temporary workers and 140,000 permanent workers. The remaining
2,0000 workers have a combination of two or three labor contracts. For example they can have
twoo jobs where one is a permanent and the other one is a temporary job.
Figuree 3.1 gives an impression ofthe distribution ofthe three types of labor contracts over the
workerss and over the years in the current sample. Permanent contracts are the most popular
contractss although their number is slightly declining. On the other hand temporary and agency
contractss are becoming increasingly popular. The number ofpeople combining two or more types

11

This is not in line with the practice of Statistics Netherlands, who disregard people working less than
twelvee hours a week.
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FigureFigure 3.1:

Type of labor contract 1992-1994
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Source:: Labor Force Survey, Statistics Netherlands

off contract was stable over the period 1992-1994.In 1994 ofall three contracts 3.1 percent is
ann agency contract. This is equivalent to 2.2 percent agency workers in the total labor force
workingg full-time.
Itt is interesting to see that with increasing unemployment (see table 3.1) the number of
temporaryy and agency contracts also increases. The period 1992-1994 was a period of slow
economicc growth (see chapter 2) and employers obviously wanted to protect themselves by
offeringg less job security to their employees. However as shown in chapter 2, the actual number
off agency hours has declined in the period 1992-1994. This must mean that agency contracts
becamee shorter.
Thee next two sections describe in detail the data that will be used in section 3.4. Section 3.3.1
makess a comparison between agency workers and regular workers, while section 3.3.2 makes
aa comparison between agency workers and temporary workers.

TableTable 3.1:

Totall population
Populationn 15-64 years
ofof which
Nonlaborr force
Laborr force
ofof which
employed d
unemployed3 3

The Dutch population, 1992-1994 (x1000)
1992 2

1993 3

1994 4

15,129 9
10,349 9

15,239 9
10,420 0

15,342 2
10,473 3

4,052 2
6,296 6

4,014 4
6,406 6

4,007 7
6,466 6

944% %
5.6% %

93.3% %
6.7% %

92.3% %
7.7% %

aa ILO definition
Source:: Labor Force Survey, Statistics Netherlands; Eurostat
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FigureFigure 3.2:

General descriptives for agency and regular workers, 1992-1994
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Source:: Labor Force Survey, Statistics Netherlands

3.3.11

Agency versus regular workers

Figuree 3.2 shows some general statistics for agency and regular workers. Of the regular
workerss approximately 60 percent are men while about 40 percent are women (see figure 3.2A).
Forr agency workers in 1992 the men-women ratio is about fifty-fifty. But over the years it seems
too converge to the ratio for the total of workers (agency plus regular workers). It is not
immediatelyy clear why. The demographic composition of the total population has not changed
overr these years. Table 3.1 showed that the nonlabor force population has not changed either,
soo it is not a matter ofwomen dropping out ofthe labor market. In this period only the percentage
offunemployed people increased. This mayprovide an explanation. In general women have a
weakerr labor market position than men. They may be among thefirstto getfiredor not hired,
whenn economic times are getting worse.
Whenn comparing agency workers to regular workers there are more singles and more non
EU-residentss among agency workers than among regular workers (see figure 3.2B and 3.2C).
Inn general about 71 percent ofthe regular workers is married or living together while this is only
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FigureFigure 3.3:

Age, 1994*

%% o
**

For agency workers the cluster 55-64 years was so small that it is combined with 45-54 years.

Source:: Labor Force Survey, Statistics Netherlands

aboutt 45 percent for agency workers. The percentage of non-EU residents is for agency workers
twicee as high as for regular workers.
Thee percentage of students (see figure 3.2D) is approximately equal for both groups of
workers,, with the exception of agency workers in 1993. The high prevalence of students among
temporaryy workers in 1993 may be a coincidence. Students include all people whose main
activityy is being in school or at university.
Figuress 3.3 gives an overview of the age composition of regular and agency workers in 1994.
Forr the other years the composition is comparable. Agency workers are much younger than other
workers.. For agency workers the percentage of 15-24 years old is more than twice as high than
forr regular workers. For the group 25-34 years old the percentages are approximately the same
andd for other age groups the percentages for agency workers are much lower than for regular
workers.. In fact, agency workers in the age of 55-64 are true exceptions.2
Figuree 3.4 compares the education level of agency workers and regular workers. In general
agencyy workers have less education than regular workers. This is especially evident in the two
highestt levels of education. There are relatively few agency workers with an high vocational or
universityy degree. When comparing over time there is a shiftfromlower forms of education such

22

Lately, some new temporary work agencies have been established which are primarily directed at people
overr 50. On the demand side the reasons are a loss of knowledge in many firms due to the rejuvenation of the
stafff and a tight labor market. On the supply side the reason is that many retired people want to do something
otherr than hobbies or voluntary work, but not necessarily full time.
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FigureFigure 3.4:

Education level, 1994
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Source:: Labor Force Survey, Statistics Netherlands

ass primary and low vocational towards higher forms of education such as medium and high
vocationall and academic. This trend is visible for both regular as well as agency workers.
Basedd on the answers people gave about their current employer, Statistics Netherlands
classifiedd them into the economic sectors shown in figure 3.5. Regular employees are mainly
foundd in government jobs and other non-commercial services, followed by trade, hotels and
cateringg and industry. Agency workers are mainly found in industry, followed by government jobs
andd other non-commercial services. Very striking is the high number of agency workers that could
nott be classified. The reason for this lack of information is unknown. It may be that agency

FigureFigure 3.5:

Economic sector, 1994
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TableTable 3.2:
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Region,31992-1994 (in %)
Alll workers

Agencyy workers

1992 2

1993 3

1994 4

1992 2

1993 3

1994 4

11.7 7
22.4 4
39.2 2
26.7 7

11.6 6
22.2 2
39.7 7
26.5 5

11.1 1
22.6 6
39.6 6
26.7 7

15.3 3
22.0 0
37.2 2
25.6 6

13.6 6
21.4 4
38.4 4
26.7 7

14.2 2
23.7 7
35.5 5
26.5 5

100 0

100 0

100 0

100 0

100 0

100 0

aa North: Friesland, Groningen, Drenthe; East: Flevoland, Overijssel, Gelderland; West: Utrecht, Noord-Holland, ZuidHolland;; South: Zeeland, Noord-Brabant, Limburg.
Source:: Labor Force Survey, Statistics Netherlands

workerss are less committed to thefirmthey work for and therefore are not capable of indicating
whatt kind offirmit is. It is also possible that they worked for two different firms in one week.
Inspectingg the distribution over regions (table 3.2) small differences can be seen. Due to
fluctuationn in the percentages for agency workers, drawing any conclusions should be drawn
carefully.. The fluctuations maybe caused by sampling problems. Underrepresentation of agency
workerss in less populated regions is very likely. In general though, the northern provinces have
aa relatively high share of agency workers. On the other hand the Western provinces have a
relativelyy low share of agency workers. This is probably related to the fact that the Northern
provincess have higher unemployment rates and are less prosperous. The Western provinces are
economicallyy speaking better off: there are more jobs and unemployment rates are lower. Many
people,, especially the young, leave the Northern provinces to look for work in the Western
provinces.. Of course, table 3.1 andfigure3.1 already showed that unemployment rate and the
numberr of agency contracts are positively correlated.
Finallyyfigure3.6 shows the number ofworking hours. Small jobs are more often taken by
peoplee with a permanent or a temporary contract rather than an agency contract. Surprisingly a
veryy large share of agency workers actually works full time. This share is even higher than that
off regular workers. Of course the Labor Force Survey only records one moment in time. The
questionn asked is how many hours a person worked in the week prior to the survey. It is possible
thatt an agency worker happened to be working full-time the week before the survey, but worked
lesss or not at all in the other weeks. Another reason why so many agency workers work full-time
iss that an agency contract is sometimes used as a probation period before offering the agency
workerr a regular contract. It is also possible that an agency worker had two agency jobs in one
week. .
Whatt figure 3.6 does not show is the way in which the number ofworking hours is laid down
inn the labor contract. Many regular workers officially have a labor contract for 3 8 or 36 hours
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FigureFigure 3.6:

Hours worked, 1994
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aa week. In practice this means that they work 40 hours a week and get 12 or 24 additional days
offf on a yearly base. An agency worker who works full time usually gets a labor contracts for 40
hourss a week without the extra days off.

3.3.22

Agency versus temporary workers

Thiss section compares agency workers with temporary workers only, because some questions
inn the labor force survey did not apply to permanent workers. These were the questions on
contractt duration and preferences.
Figuree 3.7 compares the duration oftemporary contracts with agency contracts. Sometimes
itt was not known exactly when the job would be finished. In this case the expected duration was
reported.. The majority oftemporary contracts last more than six months. Actually one or two
yearr contracts are quite common. Interestingly a large share of agencyjobs also lasts more than
sixx months, despite the fact that this was not allowed in 1992-1994.
Figuree 3.8 shows some figures onjob satisfaction of agency workers. Over two-thirds ofthe
agencyy workers are looking for another job. Fortemporary workers this is aboutfiftypercent.
Inn fact more than eighty percent of agency workers would much rather have a permanent job and
thiss figure shows an increasing trend. One of the main reasons for wanting a permanent job is the
loww pay for agency work compared to regular work. Also many agency workers would like more
securityy and see the agency job as a stepping stone towards permanent work.
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FigureFigure 3.7:

Job duration, 1994 *
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FigureFigure 3.8:

Job satisfaction, 1992-1994
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Forr estimation purposes some transformations were made to the data set. The education level
iss transformed to the lognormal cumulative distribution function of cumulativefrequencies.The
economicc sectors are aggregated to five sectors. Because the sample does not contain any
informationn on income, a wage variable is constructed, based on variables like age, education
level,, gender, kind of labor contract, year and marital status, plus an additional random error
term.33 The resulting hourly wage is valid forfull time regular jobs only. A correction has been

33
The exact formula is based on Aarts & De Jong (1992): Hourly wage (based on a full time job) =
exp{-4.1644 + 3.344 x ln(age) -0.417 x ln(age)2 - 0.359 x <t>(education level) + 0.139 x log(age) x Coeducation
level)) - 0.041 x Female dummy + 0.128 x married dummy - 0.180 x female dummy x married dummy - 0.062 x
femalee dummy x <t>(education level)}+ normally distributed error (at random). Here <D represents the standard
normall cumulative distribution function.
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madee for part-time andflexiblejobs (like agencyjobs) based on information on hourly wages
fromfrom the CBS (1994 and 1996). Nonlabor income is assumed to be zero. The wage variable will
nott be used in the current chapter but only in chapter 4.

3.44

Empirical results

Thee models formulated in section 3.2 are estimated using the data described in section 3.3.
Firstt in section 3.4.1 the characteristics ofpeople with an agency contract are compared to those
withh a permanent or temporary contract. Later on in section 3.4.2 the characteristics ofpeople
holdingg a temporaryjob (i.e. a temporary or an agency contract) are further investigated. The
exogenouss variables include year dummies, number ofworking hours, gender, marital status, age,
educationn level, type of economic sector, student status, EU-residency and a dummy variable
indicatingg whether a respondent has children.
Somee of these exogenous variables will affect the chances of an agency contract in a positive
wayy and some in an negative way. The year dummies are expected to have a positive effect since
thee number agency contracts increased in the period 1992-1994 (see figure 3.1 in section 3.3).
Agencyy workers are often women, thus a gender dummy must have a positive effect. Marital
statuss may have a positive or a negative effect. Married men are often the breadwinner and will
probablyy prefer a permanent job, but married women may wish to be moreflexibleand therefore
preferr an agencyjob. Remember that 'married' also includes people living together. Agency work
mainlyy attracts young people, thus age will have a negative effect. Asfigure3.4 showed agency
workerss usually have a low education. So again a negative effect is expected. The effect of the
economicc sector should be consistent with thefindingsin figure 3.5 in the previous section.
Industryy is the reference sector. Students probably prefer the flexibility of an agency job so the
effectt should be positive. Non-EU residents have a more difficult labor market position and are
moree likely to accept a less desirable labor contract. Having children poses a need for more
flexibility,, which may be found in an agency contract. Also having children may increase the
returnss to home production. This is another reason why people with children may prefer agency
contracts. .
Biddlee and Zarkin (1989) pointed out that workers andfirmsmay not be paired randomly,
becausee workers may choose their number of working hours by choosing the appropriate job.
Insteadd they could also do this by choosing the appropriate labor contract. For example consider
someonee who has a preference for working ten hours a week. If it is not possible to do so in a
regularr job, but it is in an agency job, then this person may choose an agency contract in order
too achieve his preferred number of working hours. Thus the number of working hours is also
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includedd in the analysis, assuming that people decide on their number of hours before choosing
thee type of contract.4 Thus the number of hours is an exogenous variable in the choice of labor
contract.55 Number of working hours is expected to have a positive effect. From the previous
sectionn it became clear that in general agency workers work more hours than regular workers.

3.4.11

Agency, temporary and permanent contracts

Thiss section takes a look at the differences between agency, temporary and permanent
contracts.. Unequal shares are a big problem so the model in equation (3.3) is estimated. This
meanss that for each analysis a new sample had to be drawn. Thus the reported number of
observationss varies. The tables in this section all report the likelihood ratio for testing the case that
nonee of the explanatory variables are relevant.
Theefirstmodel investigates the difference between people holding an agency, temporary and
permanentt contract. Table 3.3 shows the result of a multinomial logit model where the reference
groupp are the people with a permanent contract. Thus the estimated coefficients are those of
peoplee with a temporary contract and with an agency contract.
Firstt temporary workers are compared to permanent workers. The hours variables suggest
thatt for people working less than 47 hours a week the chances of a temporary contract decrease
withh hours.6 For people working more 47 hours a week these chances increase again. It is very
likelyy that people working so much hours only want to do so temporarily, for example interim
managers.. However the category working over 47 hours is very small so no definite conclusion
cann be drawn. Married people are more likely to have permanent jobs. Married women tend to
preferr temporaryjobs but overall the married effect prevails, which leads to the conclusion that
inn general married people are more likely to have permanent jobs. However, when compared to
men,, married women are more likely to be temporary. The coefficients for age are very
interesting.. For people under 47 the chances of a temporary contract decrease with age, but for
peoplee over 47 these chances increase with age. Perhaps older people find it harder to get

44
Implicitly it is also assumed that people reach their goal and that actual number of working hours equals
desiredd number of working hours.
55

Later on in chapter 4 another possibility is considered, namely that number of hours depends on the type
off labor contract and that they may be chosen simultaneously.
66
By putting the derivative of the terms involving hours equal to zero, the optimum is obtained:
0.110+22 xO.00117 *hours=0. Solving this for hours leads to approximately 47 hours per week. The same exercise
cann be done for the age variables.
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TableTable 3.3:

Permanent, temporary and agency contracts

AgencyAgency contract (Prob(D=2)}
TemporaryTemporary contract (Prob(D=1))
ReferenceReference Group:
PermanentPermanent contract (Prob(D=0))
coefficient t
t-value e
coefficient t
t-value e
Constantt (adjusted)
1993 3
1994 4
Numberr of hours
(Numberr of hours)2 3
Female e
Married d
Marriedd female

Age e
Age28 8
Educationn level3
Children n
Student t
Non-EUU residents
Agriculture e
Constructionn & public utilities
Tradee & catering
Transportt & communication
Commerciall Services
Noncommerciall services
Economicc sector unknown

4.065" "
.091 1
.154" "
-.110" "
.117" "
.050 0
-.726" "
.475" "
-.214" "
.228" "
.097" "
.052 2
-.173 3
.726" "
1.144" "
.127 7
.127 7
.137 7
.335" "
.395" "
2.348" "

Numberr of observations
Logg likelihood
Likelihoodd Ratio6

19.424 4
1.658 8
2.805 5
16.407 7
9.913 3
.633 3
9.363 3
4.821 1
12.430 0
10.079 9
10.170 0
.866 6
1.674 4
7.620 0
7.002 2
1.089 9
1.582 2
1.202 2
3.611 1
5.434 4
11.244 4

.716" "
.027 7
.244" "
-.026" "
.025 5
.031 1
-1.032" "
.621" "
-.088" "
.013 3
-.017 7
-.164" "
-.703" "
1.179" "
-.656" "
-.869" "
-1.294" "
-.638" "
-.404" "
-1.030" "
2.662" "

11.801 1
.469 9
4.280 0
3.163 3
1.746 6
.392 2
13.616 6
6.156 6
4.495 5
.467 7
1.425 5
2.532 2
6.272 2
13.005 5
3.568 8
7.964 4
16.565 5
6.003 3
4.817 7
15.031 1
13.307 7

14,929 9
-13,158.0 0
6,446.6" "

"" significant at 5% level
aa divided by 100
bb Chi-squared distribution with 20 degrees of freedom

permanentt jobs because they pose a higher health risk to employers. Or they may prefer a
temporaryjobb so that they can retire when they want to. Again it is difficult to draw any definite
conclusionss because the category aged over 47 is very small. People with a high education level
aree more likely to have a temporary contract. Since they probably also earn more, their need for
job-securityy may be smaller. Also non-EU citizens are more likely to have a temporary contract.
Theirr weak labor market position caused by discrimination, language and cultural handicaps
obviouslyy hinders them in finding a permanent position. In 1994 temporary contracts occurred
moree often. People in agriculture and (non)commercial services are more likely to have temporary
contractss than people in industry. People with an temporary contract more often than people with
aa permanent contract do not know in which economic sector they are working.
AA comparison between agency contracts and permanent contracts shows that married people
aree less likely to be agency workers. Again the effect is dampened for married women. Gender
hass no effect except for married women. Non-EU residents are more likely to have agency
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contracts.. In 1994 there were more agency contracts compared to earlier years. The older you
gett the less likely you are an agency worker. People working a high number ofhours usually do
nott work in agencyjobs either. However the effect is small. This is probably because in regular
jobss there is already a great deal ofhours flexibility. Many people in permanent contracts work
part-time.. So people do not choose agency contracts for the hours flexibility but because of the
lackk of obligations. This also explains why students are less likely to be agency workers. To
achievee hours flexibility they do not need to settle for an agency contract. And many of their
sideliness are of a long-term nature (for example paper rounds, postmen on Saturday). Also
peoplee with children are less likely to be agency workers. This may seem odd, because for
marriedd women agency work is easy to combine with caring duties. But for married men with
childrenn an agency contract is not attractive at all, because they need more security. Again
comparedd to industry agency contracts are less likely to occur in other sectors. The reason may
bee that the other sectors already have a lot ofhours flexibility, while industry has not. The
industriall sector knows a lot of shiftwork withfixedbeginning end ending times. Agency workers
veryy often do not seem to know which sector they are working in, which suggests that they are
lesss committed to the firm they are working for.

3.4.22

Temporary jobs

Becausee in the analysis in the previous section permanent contracts tend to prevail, it maybe
moree interesting to look at a subset of the current sample, namely all those people with a
temporaryy job, i.e. either a temporary or an agency contract. These people all have one thing in
common:: their jobs are of limited duration. Note that the actual ending date need not be known.
Thee contract may end when all agreed tasks have been carried out.
Onee extra variable has been added, namely a dummy variable indicating whether someone
wantss to have a temporary job or not. People working in a temporary j ob and looking for a new
jobb were asked whether they want their new job to be temporary as well. People who are not
lookingg are assumed to be happy with the labor contract they have. Unequal shares are less of
aa problem in this case and thus model (3.1) is estimated.
Tablee 3.4 shows the differences between temporary and agency workers. For people working
lesss than 52 hours per week the chances of being an agency worker increase with hours. For
peoplee working more than 52 hours these chances decrease, but this category is very small. The
agee variables are both signi ficantly differentfromzero but compared to earlier results the signs
aree reversed. This leads to the conclusion that for people under 30 the chances of being an be
agencyy worker increase with age while for people over 30 these chances decrease with age.
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TableTable 3.4:

Temporary versus agency contract

TemporaryTemporary contract=0

coefficient

AgencyAgency contract=1
Constant t

1993 3
1994 4
Numberr of hours
(Numberr of hours)2 a

Female e
Married d
Marriedd female
Age e
Age28 8
Educationn level3
Children n

Student t
Non-EUU resident
Wantss temporary
Agriculture e

Constructionn & public utilities
Tradee & catering
Transportt & communication
Commerciall Services
Noncommerciall services
Economicc sector unknown
Numberr of observations
Logg likelihood
Likeiihoodd Ratio"

-2.793** *
.019 9
-.010 0
.060** *
-.058** *
.034 4
-.273** *
.139 9
.123** *
-.206** *
-.095** *
-.300** *
-.372** *
.451** *
-.636** *
-1.793** *
-.991** *
-1.462" "
-.878** *
-.749** *
-1.580** *
.196 6

6.979 9
.264 4
.150 0
6.870 0
3.841 1
.415 5
2.972 2
1.192 2
5.103 3
5.850 0
6.513 3
3.515 5
3.326 6
4.836 6
8.694 4
8.498 8
7.136 6
15.195 5
6.493 3
7.502 2
18.884 4
1.853 3

10,363 3
-4,068.57 7
1,823.40' '

*** significant at 5% level
aa divided by 100
bb Chi-squared distribution with 21 degrees of freedom

Non-EUU residents are more likely to have an agency contract, while higher educated workers,
marriedd people, people with children and students are less likely to have an agency contract. An
interestingg coefficient is that of the Wants temporary variable. Apparently people who have an
agencyy contract are more interested in getting a permanent contract than people with a temporary
contract.. This last finding deserves more investigation.
Inn the last model of this section the Wants temporaryvariable is put on the left hand side of
thee equation an Agency contract is an explanatory variable. The results of this logit estimation
aree in table 3.5. Remember that these results only apply to people currently having a temporary
job. .
Thee coefficients ofthe hours variables are both significant and indicate that for people working
400 hours or less the chances of wanting a temporary j ob decrease with hours while for people
workingg more these chances increase with hours. However the analysis in the previous section
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TableTable 3.5:

Who wants to be a temporary worker?

DoesDoes not want a temporary job=0
WantsWants a temporary job=1
Constant t
1993 3
1994 4
Numberr of hours
(Numberr of hours)2 *
Female e
Married d
Marriedd female

Age e
Age 13 3
Educationn level*
Children n
Student t
Non-EUU resident
Agencyy contract
Agriculture e
Constructionn & public utilities
Tradee & catering
Transportt & communication
Commerciall Services
Noncommerciall services
Economicc sector unknown
Numberr of observations
Logg likelihood
Likelihoodd ratio*
""
aa
bb

t-value e

coefficient t

3.551" "
-.164" "
-.204" "
-.109" "
.135" "
-.171" "
-.131 1
.425" "
-.170" "
.263" "
-.055" "
.146" "
1.669" "
.027 7
-.638" "
.710" "
.124 4
.079 9
-.206 6
-.011 1
-.171" "
.373" "

11.186 6
2.688 8
3.434 4
17.323 3
11.319 9
2.284 4
1.441 1
4.020 0
9.123 3
10.353 3
4.478 8
2.058 8
19.965 5
.287 7
8.846 6
4.619 9
.836 6
.843 3
1.477 7
.098 8
1.990 0
3.241 1
10,363 3
-5,179.63 3
3,717.08" "

significant at 5% level
divided by 100
Chi-squared distribution with 21 degrees of freedom

showedd that the changes ofhaving a permanent contract increase with the number ofhours. Thus
temporaryjobss over 40 hours are few. So especially part-timers prefer temporaryjobs. However
itt may be that they have no choice. It is possible that small jobs in terms ofhours are often
temporaryy and permanent. The age variables are also both significant. For people under 32 the
preferencess for permanent jobs increase with age, while for people over 32 these chances
decreasee with age. At first glance this result may seems rather strange but one has to remember
thiss only applies to people currently working in a temporaryjob. Most likely people preferring
aa permanent job have found one by the time they are 32. In other words, by the time people are
inn their thirties most ofthem are likely to be in the position they want to be in. Students and people
withh children prefer a temporaryjob. Married women also prefer a temporaryjob, but unmarried
womenn rather have a permanent job. This confirms the theory that the husband is usually the main
incomee earner. Compared to 1992 both in 1993 as well as in 1994 permanent jobs were
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TableTable 3.6:

Agency work as a stepping stone towards permanent work (%)
19944

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Lookingg for a permanent job
-- finds a permanent job
-- with user company
-- elsewhere

56 6
43 3
34 4
66 6

56 6
32 2
47 7
53 3

56 6
35 5
41 1
59 9

53 3
36 6
54 4
46 6

48 8
45 5
58 8
42 2

52 2
48 8
59 9
41 1

50 0
51 1
54 4
44 4

Nott looking for a permanent job
-- finds a permanent job
-- with user company
-- elsewhere

44 4
14 4
59 9
41 1

44 4
16 6
19 9
81 1

44 4
14 4
57 7
43 3

47 7
20 0
29 9
71 1

52 2
21 1
32 2
68 8

48 8
24 4
31 1
69 9

50 0
22 2
26 6
72 2

Findss a permanent job

30 0

25 5

25 5

29 9

33 3

36 6

37 7

Source:: ABU

preferred.. Compared to people in industry people working in agriculture and mineral exploitation
ratherr have a temporaryjob and people in noncommercial services prefer a permanent job. And
againn agency workers much rather have a permanent contract, probably because permanent j obs
aree better paid and provide more security.
Thee fact that agency workers rather have a permanent job is confirmed by other sources.
Tablee 3.6 shows how many agency workers want and find a permanent job. In the past six years
(withh the exception of 1998) the majority of agency workers was looking for a permanent job.
Onlyy about one third actually found apermanent job. But due to the good labor market conditions
thiss percentage has risen over the past five years. It is interesting to see that in 1999 about a
quarterr of the agency workers who are not looking for apermanent job, stillfindone. Agency
workerss that are looking for a permanent job increasinglyfindone with the user company they
weree lent out to. This confirms the supposition that agency work is often a stepping stone towards
permanentt work.

3.55

Summary and conclusions

Thiss chapter deals with the characteristics of agency workers. To examine these samples from
thee Labor Force Surveys of 1992,1993 and 1994 were drawn. Descriptive statistics show that
inn 1994 about 3.1 percent ofthe working population had an agency contract. This is a little higher
thann in previous years. The number of agency contracts increase with unemployment, although
womenn do not profitfromthis development. However, the duration of the agency contracts has
decreasedd in this period. Agency workers are much younger than regular workers. In fact, there
aree almost no agency workers over 55. Agency workers have less schooling and are mainly
foundd in industry, government and noncommercial services. The Northern part of the Netherlands
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hass a relatively high share of agency workers. Many agency workers work full-time and more
thann six months, even though this was not allowed during this period. More than eighty percent
wantss a permanent job, and about seventy percent are looking for a job.
AA logit model is used to find out exactly which characteristics influence the choice of labor
contract.. Because agency workers form a very small share of the labor force, the sample size for
permanentt workers is adjusted. The logit model is then estimated while accounting for the
chancess ofbeing in the adjusted sample. An essential assumption is that people have decided on
thee number of hours they want to work before choosing a labor contract. Thus the number of
hourss is one of explanatory variables in the logit models in addition to a number of other
exogenouss variables such as year dummies, gender, marital status, age, education level, type of
economicc sector, student status, EU-residency and a dummy variable indicating whether a
respondentt has children.
Thee resultsfromthe multivariate logit models show that non EU-residents have a higher chance
off having a temporary contract and especially an agency contract. They are a difficult group to
employ.. Unemployment among non-EU citizens is usually higher and lasts longer than among EU
citizens.. For non-EU citizens temporary work agencies are often a stepping stone towards the
regularr labor market (both temporary and permanent contracts) and the only way to gain job
experience.. Students on the other hand often have permanent contracts and the chance that they
aree agency workers is smal Ier than the chance that they have a temporary contract. Apparently
combiningg classes with work is not a big problem.
Agencyy workers are more interested in getting a permanent contract than temporary workers.
Off course many people start out as an agency worker with the idea that this is only transitory
state.. They do not choose agency work for itsflexibilitybut because it can serve as a stepping
stonee towards a regular contract. Compared to temporary contracts the chance of an agency
contractss increases with age for people under thirty. Over thirty the chances of an agency
contractss decrease with age in favor of temporary contracts. In general the chances of a
temporaryyj ob (either a temporary or an agency contract) decrease. Probably by the time people
aree in their thirties most ofthem have the kind of contract they want to have given their options.
Marriedd women prefer temporary jobs (either temporary or agency), while single women
preferr permanent contracts. This is in line with expectations. Single women usually have no other
sourcee of income to fall back on, while married women want thefreedomto take on caring duties
whenn necessary. Home production competes with market production. This means that ifreturns
too home production are higher, other obligations are less desirable and the lack of obligations
associatedd with an agency contract becomes more attractive. Single women have the same
chancee of a permanent, temporary or agency contract as men, but married women have a higher
chancee of temporary job.

Chapterr 4
Thee Supply Of
Agencyy Work

4.11

Introduction

Inn the previous chapter the characteristics and choices of agency workers were thoroughly
investigated.. One critical assumption was that people decided on the number of working hours
beforee deciding on the type of labor contract. This assumption is now relinquished.
Inn this chapter a formal model for the supply of agency work is formulated. The modeling of
thee labor supply function will be straightforward, but two issues are taken into account. First
peoplee trade off their income against their spare time. Secondly choosing agency work maybe
ann integrated part of that trade-off. In other words the choice of agency work is taken to be
endogenouss in the trade-off model.
Inn section 4.2 an income equation is combined with a labor supply function to model the tradeofff between income and spare time. The case of endogeneity of agency work is discussed in
sectionn 4.3. The estimation results are in section 4.4. Finally section 4.5 provides a summary and
conclusions. .

4.22

The trade-off between income and spare time

Onee aspect of the supply of agency labor is the trade-off between hours and wages. An
agencyy worker has more freedom in choosing the hours worked. While permanent workers
usuallyy have a fixed number of hours per week, laid down in a labor contract, agency workers
cann choose their number ofworking hours by choosing the most suitable agency job. Of course
thee choice will be simple when the economy is booming. When there are many agency jobs on
offer,, the agency worker will find it easier to make such a choice. When there is not much on
offerr the agency worker may be forced to take on a job with more or less than the preferred
numberr ofhours (or be unemployed). In theory permanent workers can also choose ajob which
hass the preferred number ofhours, but in practice there is little variety in number ofworking hours
off permanent jobs. Most of them full time or half time (see figure 3.6).
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Workingg less hours means less income. This is the trade-off each individual has to make. The
ideaa ofbeing able to choose the number ofworking hours may be very appealing. Unfortunately,
mostt people fully depend on labor income. Yet the temporary work agency business is booming.
Soo there must be other reasons for wanting to be an agency worker. One group of people for
whomm income may be less important than the number of working hours are married women.
Despitee emancipation the husband is often still the main income earner in the family. Ifhis income
iss large enough to support his family the incentive for his wife to take on a full time job may not
bee very strong. Extra income would be nice but is not really needed. Therefore she may prefer
too take on an agency job.
Anotherr reason for women to prefer the more flexible agency contract is that it allows them
too combine work with caring duties. Many women have children (or other relatives) to look after.
Butt they also want to build up a career and befinanciallyindependent. With an agency contract
thee combination of working and taking care of children is less difficult. On the other hand there
aree also women who are quite happy caring for the children, but do not want to be fully consumed
byy it. They like to have a social life outside the circle of motherhood. Also in this case agency
workk offers them the desired flexibility so that they can work while still being able to concentrate
onn caring duties when necessary.
Anotherr group of people for whom agency work may be very attractive, are students.
Workingg for a temporary work agency is often a very good way ofcombining their studies with
aa job. There may be other reasonss too. For example, in the Netherlands many students get
governmentt grants. The extent of this grant depends on the students earnings. Students are
allowedd to earn some extra cash but any earnings above 6,800 euro a year are deducted from
thee grant. It basically means that if you have a full time job you do not get anything at all. So
rationall students sign up with a temporary work agency, work until they have reached the
earningss limit and then stop working until the next year.
Economicc theory states that each individual maximizes his utility
U=U(L,Y&U=U(L,Y&

(4.1)

withh respect to a linear budget constraint
pG=wL+y,pG=wL+y, where Y=wL.
Heree L represents labor hours, w represents the wage rate, Yis wage income,y is other income
and/77 are the prices for commodities (7 (Pencavel, 1986). The vectorZconsists of exogenous
factorss affecting utility. It is assumed that the utiltity function U'\s nonincreasing, homogenous of
degreee zero, quasiconvex and continuous.

(4.2)
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Itt is also assumed that each hour of work is paid the same. But if workers choose their number
off working hours by choosing an appropriate job, workers andfirmsare not paired randomly
implyingg correlations between worker andfirmcharacteristics (Biddle & Zarkin 1989). In other
words,, it is possible that people who want half time jobs do not apply to positions which they
expectt to be full time jobs.
Soo instead of letting labor income being exogenous as in equation (4.2) wages are taken to be
endogenouss depending on hours worked and personal characteristics X. This means that by
definitionn earnings are endogenous. The highest level of labor income obtainable at each level of
hourss is described by the earnings equation:
Y=j[LJC).Y=j[LJC).

(4-3)

Thee vectors Zand Xmay have some elements in common. Utility is now maximized subject to
thee nonlinear budget constraint
pG=J{L^)pG=J{L^)++y-y-

(44>

Itt is assumed that the budget constraint is fully differentiable and that it forms a convex set. If the
nonlinearitiess are due to taxes, this means that taxes must be progressive at all levels of income
(Burtlesss & Hausman, 1978). The actual form of the utility function is left unspecified but it is
assumedd that maximizing (4.1) subject to (4.4) with respect tot labor hours leads to the following
laborr supply function:
L=g(w^,y).L=g(w^,y).
Thee specification ofthe earnings equation used in estimation is as follows. Let labor income
dependd on hours worked and some variables believed to affect wages:
foy=afoy=a11hZ,+ahZ,+a22(hL)(hL)22+a+a33(lrLL)(lrLL)33 +a44 +Xp+e r
Thee labor supply function is as follows:
]nL=y]nL=yQQ+y+yxxhw+yhw+y22A+Zr\+yb+eA+Zr\+yb+eLL..
Bothh in (4.6) and (4.7) the variable^ indicates whether someone is an agency worker 04=1) or
nott (4=0). The a,, a2, a3, a4, fi, y„, yh y2, r\ and ö are parameters to be estimated. The eY and
eeLL are error terms. If a2 and a} are set to zero and a, is equal to one, than equation (4.6) is the
linearr budget constraint.
Laborr supply enters with a third order term in the earnings equation to allow for the poverty
trap.. A person can get caught in this poverty trap when his income increases while at the same
timee he loses all kinds of benefits, subsidies, and tax advantages due to the increase in income.

(4.5)
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FigureFigure 4.1:

The poverty trap represented by a third order (unction

Hours s

AA third order function mimics this property (see figure 4.1). It has a local maximum (A) and a
locall minimum (B). Left ofthe maximum (A) andrightofthe minimum (B) more hours will always
leadd to more income. However in the area in between A and B more hours do not effectively lead
too more income.

4.33

Endogeneity of agency work

Choosingg the number ofhours by choosing an appropriate job implies that workers and firms
aree not paired randomly. Consequently, choosing the number of hours by choosing the
appropriatee labor contract implies that workers and labor contracts are not paired randomly
either.. A certain number of labor hours may be characteristic to a certain contract. In chapter 3
itt was assumed that people decided on the working hours before choosing a labor contract. Thus
thee labor contract depended on the desired number ofworking hours. But in this chapter people
aree assumed to trade-off hours against spare time. This means that hours are endogenous and that
thee choice of labor contract must be made first. Thus the number ofworkings hours depends on
thee labor contract. However the choice of labor contract can still also be endogenous. The choice
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off agency work may depend on exogenous variables which overlap with the personal
characteristicss in the earnings equation (JV) and the exogenous factors affecting utility in the labor
supplyy equation (Z).
Inn order to solve this problem a two stage estimation method is followed (see Maddala,
1989).. Equation (4.7) can be rewritten as a switching regression model:

Noww there are two labor supply equations: one for nonagency workers (indicated by subscript
n)n) and one for agency workers (indicated by subscript a). A * is a dummy variable which is one
forr nonagency workers and zero for agency workers. It is assumed that the exogenous variables
aree the same for both groups of workers, but that the parameters vary for each group of workers.
Essentiallyy it does not matter whether A or A * is used to discriminate between the two
regressions.. But later on A * will prove to be a more convenient choice. The choice for agency
workk (or rather nonagency work in this case) can be modeled as follows
A*A* = WQ+u,

(4.9)

wheree ffis a vector of exogenous variables, 0 a vector of parameters and u an error term.
Becausee 0 is estimable up to a scale factor, it is assumed that the variance of u equals one.
Furthermoree it is assumed that enh eaL and u have a trivariate normal distribution with mean
vectorr zero and covariance matrix
nLnL

nL,aL

nL,u

22
°nL,aL°nL,aL °aL
OO ,
^^ nL,u

(4.10) )

°aL,u

O ,
aL,u

1

Thiss model can be estimated in two stages. First the endogenous dummy variable^ * is estimated
usingg a probit model: let 0 be the probit estimate for 0. Then equation (4.8) can be rendered as
lni=

y n 0 + y n y l n w + Z T l n ^ 5 n - a n i i U - ^ ^ + e n ££
^

m

ll

XA* = \,
(4.11)

wheree <p is the standard normal density function and O is the standard normal cumulative
distributionn function. Estimating the equations in (4.11) separately with OLS renders consistent
estimatess for the y's, 77's, anLu and aaLu.
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Forr the income equation (4.6) a similar exercise can be done, so that the total model consist
off four equations. However, our original model only had two equations and so it would be nice
iff the model could be further simplified. The overall expectation of the natural logarithm of labor
supplyy is
£(hL)=£(h/.p44 * = \)-P(A '=iyE(hL\A

* =0)-Prob(A ' =0).

(4.12)

Fillingg in the details gives
((
hLhL =

'

"
(4.13) )

1-<D(W9) )
whichh can be rewritten as
++

(y(ynno-yaoW™y(ynio-yaoW™y(yni - Y ^ W - O ^ )

+ <D(^)Z(i,„-n fl )

+(

i>(^BMo„-5 a ) )

(4.14) )

wheree vL=£aL+&(W0)(£nL-£aL) is the combined error term. Estimating this equation with OLS
givess estimates of the coefficients of agency workers and also provides a way to test whether
thesee coefficients differ significantly from the coefficients for regular workers.
Inn a similar way equation (4.6) can be reformulated as
hr=aa , h l + a ,(hZ,)2+a X\nL?+Xp +e „

if A ' = 1-^ = 1,

22

hY=ahY=aaJaJ)nL+a)nL+aa2a2(\nL)(\nL) +a+aaJaJ(\nL)(\nL)ii+XP+XPaa+c+caYaY
Rewritingg gives the equation to be estimated:
h ^ h L + o ^ l n L ) 22 + a flj (lnl) 3 +Xp,
+ (a n/ -a fl/ )hI-0(^)Ha n2 -a a2 )(lnI)

2

-(I>(WB) )

Ha^-a^Xln^-Ot^+Ot^mp^PJJ
+

(oflXiU-afly>(^)+vrr

Soo together equations (4.8) and (4.15) form the labor supply model for agency work taking into
accountt the endogeneity ofhours, wages and the choice for agency work, and the difference with
regularr work.
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Empirical results

Laborr supply may depend on many exogenous variables. These may indicate other sources
off income, such as marital status and gender. In the Netherlands married men are usually the main
breadwinnerr of the family and therefore work more hours than married women. Also single
femaless probably work more than married women, because they usually have less nonwage
sourcess of income. Other exogenous variables in the labor supply equation include age, education
level,, year dummies with 1992 as the reference year, a dummy variable indicating whether
someonee has children under 18, dummy variables indicating whether someone is a student or a
non-EUU citizen and regional dummies with West as the reference region. Older people are
expectedd to work less. A high education level may induce people to work less, because their
earningss are higher (substitution effect). On the other hand high earnings make spare time more
expensivee (income effect). Thus the effect ofthis variable is uncertain. People with children may
havee less time available for work. Students usually prefer small jobs (in terms of hours). Non-EU
citizenss have a difficult labor market position and may have problems finding a job with the
preferredd number of hours. Since most jobs can be found in region West, the other regions are
assumedd to do worse.
Exogenouss variables affecting the earnings equation include year dummies, age, education
level,, gender and a dummy variable indicating whether someone holds a managerial position.
Olderr people earn more. This is more or less inherent to the Dutch system. A high education level
willl usually pay off. Despite anti-discrimination laws women still earn less even if they work in the
samee job with the same number of hours as a man. A manager usually earns more than an
ordinaryy employee. This variable was mainly added for identification purposes. Since there are
twoo endogenous variables in the model, there should be at least one variable excludedfromeach
equation.11 Thus the manager variable enters the earnings equation but not the labor supply
equation.. All the other variables enter the labor supply equation and a subset also enters the
earningss equation. All exogenous variables in the model serve as instrumental variables to both
equations. .
Severall forms of endogeneity may occur in the model formed by equations (4.6) and (4.7).
Eitherr the agency dummy or the hours variables or both may be endogenous. If the agency
dummyy is endogenous a totally different model is required, namely a model consisting of equations

11
Because working hours enters the earnings equation with third order function there are technically four
endogenouss variables. But it is hard to view the first, second and third order term separately. For example, if
hourss are endogenous the combination of first, second and third order should be endogenous. Although they
cann be tested separately, the result would not be interpretable. Thus there are only two relevant endogenous
variabless in the model.
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(4.8)) and (4.15). If the hours variables are endogenous either model should be estimated using
instrumentall variables. The null hypothesis of exogeneity (either of the agency dummy or the hours
variables)) is tested using a Hausman test (Hausman, 1978; Hausman & Taylor, 1981). When
instrumentall variables are required another Hausman test is performed to see if two stage least
squaress (2SLS) or three stage least squares (3SLS) is the appropriate estimation method. Under
thee null hypothesis of correct specification 3SLS is efficient and consistent. The models are
estimatedd using the data described in chapter 3.
Thee tables with estimation results also report the R2 and the value of the obj ecti ve function.
Onee should not be deceived by the height of the R2. In cross-sections the R2 is usually very low.
Howeverr since the R2 is a measure of linear association between the independent and the
dependentt variables, it is not surprising that it is so low. After all the model is far from linear. For
thee earnings equation the R2 is in fact exceptionally high. Remember though that the wage rate is
aa constructed variable. Although the variables used in the construction are not exactly the same
ass in the earnings equation, there is a good deal of overlap. Thus, the R2 should not be judged on
itss height. It is only reported here for the purpose of comparison between models and not as an
absolutee indicator of goodness of fit.
Optimizingg the models formed by equations (4.6) and (4.7) or by equations (4.8) and (4.15)
requiress a lot of calculation. Unfortunately, due to hardware and software limitations, these
modelss could not be estimated on the full sample. Therefore some form ofreduction was needed.
Soo a random sample often percent of the original data set was taken. For estimation 16,938
observationss were used, unless stated otherwise. These include 526 agency workers.

Everyone Everyone
Firstt the model specified in equations (4.6) and (4.7) is estimated for the random sample as
aa whole and a Hausman test for endogeneityof the agency dummy is performed. Exogeneity of
thee agency dummy is rejected in the earnings equation (see table 4.1).
Thuss theoretically the correct model consists of equations (4.6) and (4.15). The problem is
thatt this would render a somewhat unbalanced model. When estimating simultaneous equations
withh instrumental variables, all the exogenous variables in the model must be included as
instruments.. However due to the specification of equation (4.15) there are many exogenous
variabless in the earnings equation that bear no relation to the variables in the labor supply.
Specificallyy the exogenous variables multiplied by 0(W0) may be problematic. Another problem
iss that because agency work is exogenous in the labor supply equation (4.6), it should be an
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TableTable 4.1:

Results of hypothesis testing for the total random sample

Nulll hypothesis
Model:Model: equation (4.6) & (4.7)
Agencyy work exogenous in Earnings
Agencyy work exogenous in Labor supply
Model:Model: equation (4.8) & (4.15)
Hourss exogenous
3SLSS correct
aa
bb
cc

Decision n

Testt statistic

Criticall value

4.476 6
2.692 2

3.8413 3
3.8413 3

Reject t
Doo not reject

100.189 9
123.370 0

12.592" "
72.153

Reject t
Reject t

Chi-squared distribution with 1 degrees of freedom and a significance level of 5%.
Chi-squared distribution with 6 degrees of freedom and a significance level of 5%.
Chi-squared distribution with 54 degrees of freedom and a significance level of 5%.

instrumentall variable in the model, thus also in the earnings equation (4.15). But in the earnings
equationn agency work is endogenous, thus it cannot be an instrumental variable.
Soo although tests may indicate that agency work is endogenous in only one of the two
equations,,froman estimation perspective it is wiser to assume that agency work is endogenous
inn both equations. Thus equations (4.8) and (4.15) are estimated simultaneously. This also
simplifiess the interpretation of the model, since in both equations the coefficients for agency
workerss and regular workers are now estimated separately.
Firstt a probit model is estimated as explained in section 4.3 (for the results see table B. 1 in
appendixx B). The normal and cumulative normal of thefittedvalues are calculated and used in the
estimationn ofthe simultaneous model. Table 4.1 shows that exogeneity of the hours variables is
nott rej ected. Also the hypothesis that 3 SLS is correct is rejected. This means that there is some
formm of misspecification of unknown source in the model and that the 2SLS estimates are
consistent.. The nature of the misspecification is probably the difference in labor supply between
menn and women.
Thee estimation results can be seen in table 4.2. Female agency workers supply more hours.
Thee reverse is true for nonagency workers. Agency workers with children as well as students
supplyy less hours. Non EU-agency workers and agency workers from the North supply more
hours.. The earnings of agency workers under 17 increase with age. However this is a very small
groupp in the sample. Agency workers over 17 earn less as their age increases. This is probably
becausee skill level increases with age and highly skilled workers are usually better of in a regular
job.. Married women supply significantly more agency hours.
Lookingg at labor supply the difference between agency workers and regular workers is
significantt for married women, people with children and students. Looking at earnings, only
educationn level makes a difference. The earnings of regular workers always increase with hours
andd age. Highly skilled workers earn more and as expected women earn less. Earnings increased
inn 1993 and 1994. A high wage rate and being female have a positive effect on the labor supply
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TableTable 4.2:
2SLS Estimation results with endogenous agency work for both earnings and the
laborr supply equation
AgencyAgency workers

Regular workers

LaborLabor Supply coef coeft-value t-value
coef coeft-value Earnings
t-value Earnings
constant t
4.753 3
log(wagee rate) -3.106 6
-.257 7
1993 3
.107 7
1994 4
female e
-1.039 9
-.845 5
married d
marriedd female 11 3.287"
log(age) )
-.848 8
.372 2
educationn level*
children n
-2.489"
student t
-1.912* *
nonn EU-citizen
1.409"
North h
1.038* *
.571 1
East t
South h
.413 3
u -<Vu
22

u

R
Numberr of obs.

7.514" "

.740 0 4.173" "
.646 6 2.348" "
.426 6 -.087" "
.197 7 -.145" "
.827 7 .486" "
.829 9 -.065 5
2.394 4 -.141* *
.159 9 -2.129" "
1.291 1 -.100" "
3.411 1 -.210" "
1.824 4 -.964" "
2.071 1 -.050 0
1.695 5 .786 6
1.122 2 .319 9
.784 4 .161 1
4.829 9

Agency workers

coef coeft-value t-value
coef coeft-value t-value

-8.957 7
16.687 7log(hours) )
1.042 2
10.156 6log(hours)2 2
.123* *
3.315 5log(hours)* *
5.385 5constant t
-.219 9
6.824 41993 3
.159 9
1.070 01994 4
-.032 2
1.827 7log(age) )
13.255" "
-2.329" "
10.095 5log(age)2 2
7.952 2educationn level3
-.242"
-.218 8
8.389 9female e
12.892 2manager r
-.278 8
.752 2
.996 6
.409 9
.211 1
0.324 4

aa

Regular workers

1.448 8
1.308 8
1.681 1
.018 8
.871 1
.178 8
2.135 5
2.468 8
4.308 8
.794 4
.614 4

-1.173" "
.305" "
.028" "
-9.444" "
.032" "
.036" "
7.369" "
-.882" "
.044" "
-.196" "
.019 9

2.991 1
5.796 6
6.194 4
13.677 7
3.800 0
4.010 0
14.269 9
12.750 0
28.884 4
7.146 6
1.422 2

.718 8
0.937

0.182
16,938

""
**

significant at 5% level
significant at 10% level
agency workers differ significantly from regular workers at the 5% level
aa divided by 100

off regular workers. But age, education level, having children, being a student or a non-EU citizen
alll affect labor supply negatively. Also regular workers worked less in 1993 and 1994.
Ass mentioned earlier the labor supply of Dutch couples is still very traditional. The husband
iss the main breadwinner, while his wife's salary is a secondary form of income. Moreover, wives
aree more often assumed to divide their time between work, household and children. Female
participationn in the labor force is relatively low (see table 4.3) and there are few women in high
positions.. Thus it is highly likely that the labor supply decision of women differs from that of men.
Therefore,, assuming that the actual variables influencing income and labor hours are equal but
theirr effect is not, the sample is split into two parts. The model consisting of equations (4.6) and
(4.7)) is re-estimated for men and women separately
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TableTable 4.3:
Labor force participation rates for people aged between 25 and 49 years old,
aa
1995
Women n
Finland d
Denmark k
France e
Portugal l
Austria a
Unitedd Kingdom
Germany y
Belgium m
EU-15 5
TheThe Netherlands
Ireland d
Spain n
Italy y
Greece e
Luxemburg g
aa

Men n

767 7

89.3 3
92.5 5
95.8 8
94.8 8

75.8 8
74.6 6
74.2 2
72.0 0
70.1 1
68.3 3
57.6 6
59.0 0
56.8 8
57.6 6
55.8 8

94.3 3
93.6 6
93.5 5
93.6 6
93.5 5
93.6 6
91.9 9
93.5 5
91.3 3
95.6 6
94.6 6

82.7 7
83.9 9
78.5 5

Difference e

6.6 6
8.6 6
17.3 3
18.1 1
18.5 5
19.0 0
19.3 3
21.6 6
23.4 4
25.3 3
34.3 3
34.5 5
34.5 5
38.0 0
38.8 8

Numbers are sorted by the difference between male and female participation rates

Source:: Eurostat

Men Men
Thee test results for the subsample of men are reported in table 4.4. Exogeneity of agency work
iss not rejected in either equation. This means that the combination of (4.6) and (4.7) is the correct
model.. In other words, men do not simultaneously choose a labor contract on the one hand and
earningss and labor supply on the other. The joint exogeneity of the hours variables is rejected
whichh means an instrumental variable approach is in order. A Hausman test shows that 3SLS is
thee best estimation method.
Thee results for men are reported in table 4.5. As the wage raterises,men work more hours.
Butt ifthey are married, old, student, or highly skilled their labor supply decreases. In 1994 men's
wagess were significantly higher than in 1992. As the men get older their earnings rise. Although
TableTable 4, Resultss of hypothesis testing for a subsample of men
Nulll hypothesis
Model:Model: equation (4.6)8.(4.7)
Agencyy work exogenous in Earnings
Agencyy work exogenous in labor supply
Hourss exogenous
3SLSS correct
aa
bb
cc

Testt statistic

Criticall value

0.044 4
0.003 3
10.889 9
10.333 3

3.841a a
3.841a a
7.815" "
37.652= =

Chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom and a significance level of 5%.
Chi-squared distribution with 3 degrees of freedom and a significance level of 5%.
Chi-squared distribution with 25 degrees of freedom and a significance level of 5%.

Decision n

Doo not reject
Doo not reject
Reject t
Doo not reject
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TableTable 4.5:

3SLS Estimation results for earnings and the labor supply for men only
All workers

AllAll workers
LaborLabor Supply
constant t
log(wagee rate)
1993 3
1994 4
agencyy worker
married d
log(age) )
educationn level 3
children n
student t
nonn EU-citizen
North h
East t
South h
R22
Numberr of observations
""
aa

coef coef

Earnings Earnings
t-value t-value

4.082" "
1.131" "
-.042 2
-.040 0
.176 6
-.148" "
-1.047" "
-.064" "
-.037 7
-1.242" "
-.002 2
-.034 4
-.002 2
-.019 9

5.639 9constant t
4.395 5 1993 3
1.336 6 1994 4
.853 3log(age) )
.063 3log(age) 2 2
2.962 2educationn level*
7.802 2agencyy worker
5.457 7manager r
1.332 2 log(hours) )
5.829 9log(hours)2 2
.012 2log(hours)3 3
.465 5
.043 3
.841 1

coef coef
1.384 4
.032 2
.054" "
6.642" "
-.792" "
.049" "
-.486 6
-.071 1
-8.526" "
1.276" "
.120" "

t-value t-value
.381 1
1.552 2
2.317 7
6.035 5
5.417 7
11.579 9
.464 4
1.298 8
2.237 7
2.600 0
2.468 8

0.697

0.215
9,946

significant at 5% level
divided by 100

thee squared age term is significant, it has no influence because the turning point is at 66 years.
Sincee there are no people older than 65 in the sample, this term has no effect. Higher educated
menn earn more. The coefficients of the hours variables are such that earnings rise with hours, if
aa man works more than 12 hours. Otherwise they decrease.
Thee agency dummy is never significantly different from zero, meaning that the labor supply and
earningss are the same for male regular workers and male agency workers. The fact that agency
workk is not endogenous means that the choice for agency work is not made simultaneously with
thee choice for working hours or earnings. These choices are made independently of each other.

Women Women
Thee test results for the subsample of women are shown in table 4.6. After estimating the model
consistingg of equation (4.6) and (4.7) exogeneity of agency work in the earnings equation is not
rejj ected but exogeneity in the labor supply function is. This implies that theoretically equation
(4.6)) should be re-estimated in combination with equation (4.8). But for the same reasons as
beforee (4.8) is estimated in combination with (4.15). Exogeneity of the hours variables is not
rejectedd so ordinary least squares estimation suffices.
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TableTable 4.6:Resultss of hypothesis testing for a subsample of women

Model:Model: equation (4.6) & (4.7)
Agencyy work exogenous in Earnings
Agencyy work exogenous in labor supply
Model:Model: equation (4.8) & (4.15)
Hourss exogenous

Decision n

Criticall value

Testt statistic

Nulll hypothesis

0.848 8
5.040 0

3.841a a
3.841a a

Doo not reject
Reject t

6.750 0

12.592" "

Doo not reject

Chi-squaredd distribution with 1 degree of freedom and a significance level of 5%.
Chi-squaredd distribution with 6 degrees of freedom and a significance level of 5%.

Thee estimates are in table 4.7. The probit estimates can be found in table B.2 in appendix B.
Femalee non-EU agency workers with children supply more hours as do agency workersfromthe
easternn part of the country. Agency labor supply increases with age but decreases as the wage
rateerises.Female agency workers seem to prefer constant level of income and more spare time.
Soo they also trade offhours against wages, only not simultaneously. For female agency workers
thee income effect overrules the substitution effect. The earnings of female agency workers are
affectedd only by education level. The effect is negative.
TableTable 4.7:
LS Estimation results for women with endogenous agency work for both earnings
andd the labor supply equation
AgencyAgency workers
LaborLabor Supply coefcoef
""
constant t
-7.926"
tog(wagee rate)
-.535 5
1993 3
-.088 8
1994 4
.001 1
married d
7.706"
log(age) )
educationn level3 -.116 6
-1.814 4
children n
-.408 8
student t
3.519"
nonn EU-citizen
.972 2
North h
1.682* *
East t
.725 5
South h

«W^i» »
22

R
NN
""
**

11.603" "

t-value

Regular workers
coef

2.984 4 5.146" "
3.126 6 1.535" "
.517 7 -.046 6
.087 7 -.142" "
.001 1 -.023 3
2.231 1 -1.715" "
.467 7 .001 1
1.611 1 -.482" "
.295 5 -1.297" "
2.357 7 -.196 6
.691 1 .919 9
1.689 9 1.628 8
.758 8 .671 1
3.258 8

t-value Earnings

AgencyAgency workers
coefcoef

t-value

.483 3
10.821 1log(hours) )
22
-.002 2
10.853 3log(hours)
33
.017 7
.961 1log(hours)
4.699 9
2.861 1constant t
.395* *
.412 21993 3
.400* *
9.949 91994 4
3.719 9
.060 0log(age) )
11
-.481 1
11.140 0log(age)
3
-.153"
13.486 6educationn level
.196 6
1.404 4 manager r
.524 4
1.100 0
.458 8

.542 2
.018 8
1.556 6
.507 7
1.871 1
1.938 8
.656 6
.559 9
3.157 7
.377 7

.510 0

1.085 5

aa

6,992 2

significant at 5% level
significant at 10% level
significantly different from the labor supply of regular workers at the 5% level
aa divided by 100

coef

1.034" "
.002 2
.000 0
-4.502" "
.014 4
.015 5
2.989" "
-.288" "
.034" "
.022 2

0.971 1

0.135 5

Regular workers
t-value
32.631 1
.370 0
.303 3
10.311 1
1.408 8
1.542 2
11.894 4
8.005 5
17.401 1
1.053 3
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Percentage changes in the characteristics of agency workers from 1992 to
1998a a
Total l

wagee rate
hours s
weeklyy income
women n
married d

age e
educationn level"
children0 0
non-EUU citizens"
north h
east t
south h

11.28 8
0.36 6
11.68 8
1.26 6
0.84 4
6.67 7
31.10 0
-5.29 9
11.21 1
0.14 4
2.23 3
0.09 9

Men n

Women n

12.81 1
-3.34 4
9,04 4

9.16 6
4.26 6
13.82 2

0.85 5
11.64 4
31.10 0
-5.29 9
6.86 6
0.61 1
2.78 8
-0.15 5

0.84 4
1.35 5
31.10 0
-5.29 9
16.09 9
0.47 7
2.25 5
0.57 7

aa

In 1998 no information was available on the percentages of working students and on the number of managers, so the
changess in these variables are assumed to be zero,
bb On education level no information was available for men and women separately, so the change isassumed to be the same
forr men and women,
cc On children only information for women is available. It is assumed that this rate of change is the same for men.
dd The change in non-EU citizens belonging to the working labor force is actually much greater. But the share of non-EU
citizenss among agency workers is much higher than the general share of non-EU workers. In fact it closely resembled
thee share of non-EU citizens in the population as a whole. Thus, the change in the non-EU citizens is assumed to
representt the change in non-EU agency workers.
Source:: Statistics Netherlands, ABU, own calculations

Alll of the effects mentioned are significantlydifferent from those for regular workers. Age,
hourss and education level have apositive effect on the earnings of female regular workers. A high
wagee rate positively contributes to the labor supply of female regular workers. Thus the
substitutionn effect overrules the income effect. But regular labor supply decreases as age
increases.. Having children and being a student also negatively affects the regular labor supply of
women.. Obviously agency work makes participating in the work force easier for women with
children. .

EffectsEffects of change
Too test their performance the models are applied to average values for 1998. The predicted
changess are compared with actual changes. Table 4.8 shows the actual changes in variables from
19922 to 1998. They differ quit a lot between men and women. The wage rate of male agency
workersworkers increased more than that of female agency workers. However, since the number of
workingg hours for male agency workers has fallen while that of female agency workers rose, this
impliess that weekly income for female agency workers increased more than that of male agency
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TableTable 4.9:
Predicted and actual percentage changes in the labor supply and income of
agencyy workers from 1992 to 1998a
Totall

Men

Women

LaborLabor supply
predictedd change
actuall change
percentagee error

2.21
0.36
60.08

-0.80 0
-3.34 4
0.76 6

54.20 0
4.26 6
11.71 1

Earnings Earnings
predictedd change
actuall change
percentagee error

7.46
11 -68
0.56

836 6
9.04 4
0.08 8

10.71 1
13.82 2
0.23 3

workers.. The education level of agency workers rose rapidly in six years time. Especially the
averagee age of male agency workers increased. Employment in the Eastern part of the country
alsoo rose. And employment for non-EU citizens has improved greatly.
Applyingg table 4.8 to the models renders predictions on the change in labor supply and
income.. For the total sample and the subsample of women the model with endogenous agency
workk (equations (4.8) and (4.15)) is used. For the subsample ofmen the model with exogenous
agencyy work (equations (4.6) and (4.7)) is used. Table 4.9 compares the predictions and the
realizations.. As an indicator of predictive performance the percentage error is used.2
Althoughh in most cases the size of the predicted changes differs a lotfromthe actual changes,
thee sign is always correct. The prediction of the model for the total sample is very poor. The
predictionss ofthe model for men only are closest to the actual changes. The model for the sample
off women does not predict very well either, but it still does better than the model for the total
sample.. Overall income is predicted better than labor supply but this is largely due to the fact that
inn the original model the data on wages was constructed.

4.55

Summary and conclusions

Thiss chapter deals with the supply side of the temporary work market. A model for the supply
off agency work is formulated. The model includes two equations, one for the supplied number
offhours and the other for weekly earnings. It is assumed that the choice of the number ofhours
andd the choice of work with certain earnings' level are mutually dependent. So the question is
whetherr agency and regular workers make a trade-off between number ofhours and earnings,
;;

Because there is only one prediction the percentage error is equal to the RMSPE used in chapter 2.
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orr whether earnings are a consequence of the hours worked. The earnings and labor supply
equationsequations are combined with an endogenous choice for agency work. In other words, are the
numberr of working hours determined by the labor contract? Hours, wages and the choice for
agencyy work may all be endogenous. Depending on the results of a test for exogeneity, OLS,
2SLSS or 3SLS is used to estimate the model. The results for agency workers are compared with
thosee for regular workers.
Usuallyy men and women differ in their labor supply. Thus the sample is split into two
subb samples. The models are estimated for the total sample as well as the two subsamples. The
dataa used is the same as in chapter 3.

Everyone Everyone
Inn the labor supply model for the total sample the choice for agency work is endogenous in
thee earnings equation. Hours are also endogenous. This means that people trade off hours,
earningss and labor contract. In other words the choice of agency contract is not independent of
thee choice of income level and working hours. These three choices are determined partially by
thee same explanatory factors. 2SLS proves to be the best estimation method. Thus there is some
formm of misspecification in the model, most likely the fact that men and women are treated the
same. .
Inn general people with children supply less hours than people without but the effect is stronger
forr agency workers than for regular workers. Obviously people with children prefer spare time
too income. Especially for agency workers, taking care of children takes priority over work. On
thee other hand, (officially or unofficially) married women supply more agency hours and less
regularr hours. Usually their income is not the main income and they can afford to be flexible. As
expectedd non-EU citizens supply more agency hours. Non-EU citizens often have difficulties
enteringg the labor market in a regular contract, so agency work may serve as a stepping stone
towardss a regular contract, or provides them with more work related experience. Contrary to
expectationn students provide less agency hours than non-students. Students probably adapt their
studiess to suit theirjobs instead of adapting job to studies. Also people living in the Northern part
off the country supply more agency hours. The reason could be that the labor market in North is
worsee compared to other parts of the country. Thus people take what they can get.
Generally,, if agency workers get older and better educated they earn less. This could be a
survivorr effect. Those who can do better eventually drop out of agency work and what remains
aree the people who either do not want a regular contract or who are unable to obtain a regular
contract. .
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Thee difference between the supply of agency work and regular work is mainly determined by
marriedd women, people with children and non-EU citizens. For all of these groups agency work
fulfillss certain needs that regular work cannot. People with children needflexibility,married people
needd extra income without too many strings attached and non-EU citizens need help accessing
thee regular labor market. The difference between the earnings of agency workers and regular
workerss is determined mainly by the education level. For agency workers a higher education level
doess not pay off, but it does for regular workers although not significantly.

Men Men
Agencyy work is exogenous in both the earnings as well as the labor supply equation for men
only.. This means that men's labor supply does not depend on the type of labor contract. No
matterr what contract i s chosen the choice for number ofworking hours is always determined by
thee same factors. There are no significantdifferences between regular and agency workers. But
thee hours are endogenous in the earnings equation, which means that men trade off hours and
earnings.. 3SLS turns out to be the correct estimation method.
Marriedd men supply less hours, probably because they prefer to spend more time with their
families.. Older men also supply less hours. Obviously spare time becomes more precious and
workingg takes more energy as you get older. Higher educated men also supply less hours. It is
nott immediately clear why. Perhaps a high education level makes you more productive. It could
alsoo be that because higher educated men earn more, they need to work less hours to obtain their
desiredd level of income than lower educated men. Male students also supply less hours. There
aree two reason. It maybe the same effect as education level, but it could also be that students
simplyy have less time to spend on work because they have to study. A high wage rate makes men
yearnn for more.
Menn working less than twelve hours a week earn relatively less than their counterparts (after
correctingg for number ofhours). But i f you are a men working more than twelve hours, earnings
willl always go up with the number ofhours. Higher educated men earn more. So education pays
offf for men. Older men also earn more, probably because they are in higher functions.

Women Women
Forr women the choice for agency work is endogenous in the labor supply equation. This
meanss that women trade off hours and labor contract. In other words the choice of agency
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contractt is not independent of the choice ofworking hours. These two choices are determined
partiallyy by the same explanatory factors. Hours in the earnings equation are exogenous though,
implyingg that women do not trade of income and spare time, at least not simultaneously. Least
squaress is the preferred estimation method.
Olderr agency workers work more than younger agency workers. There may be various
reasons.. Older women often have older children, who require less time. Thus more time is
availablee for work. Young women may still be living with their parents or in a student dormitory
andd thus have less costs and less need for more work. It could also be a survivor effect. For older
womenn agency work is a more permanent state and not a transitory state. Thus they put more
hourss into it. Again ass expected non-EU women supply more agency hours than EU women.
Apparentlyy women in the eastern part of the country have a difficult time finding work, because
theyy also supply more agency hours. Interestingly a high wage rate decreases the number of
agencyy hours supplied by women. This implies that once women have reached their desired level
oo f i ncome, they prefer spare time. So even women trade off earnings against spare time, but j ust
nott simultaneously.
Thee difference between the supply of agency work and regular work is mainly determined by
thee wage rate, age and non-EU women. While a high wage rate induces regular working women
too supply more labor, it has the opposite effect on agency women. Their spare time is valued
higherr than the increase in income. So female agency workers make a trade-offbetween spare
timee and income, only not simultaneously. Female regular workers do not make this trade-off.
Olderr agency workers supply more hours than their younger counterparts, while women in a
regularr j ob take it easier as they get older. And non-EU women supply more agency hours than
EU-women,, while country of origin has no effect on the labor supply of regular workers.
Educationn level pays offor women with regular jobs but not for women with agency jobs. A
higherr education level of female agency workers leads to less earnings. Again this might be the
survivorr effect. The ones who can do better, eventually drop out of the agency market, leaving
behindd the ones who do not want or cannot get a regular job. These women will be on average
lowerr educated. But because they older or have been with the temporary work agency longer,
theyy may earn more than higher educated colleagues.
Iff average values of the exogenous variable in 1998 are applied to the three models, the signs
forr labor supply and earnings of agency workers are predicted correctly. But in case of labor
supplysupply the size of the prediction is usually far off. The total sample model predicts worst.

Chapterr 5
Thee Demand For
Agencyy Work
5.11

Introduction

Thee demand for labor is continuously changing. Most employers have some people entering
andd leaving the firm every year. Furthermore, changing labor laws, different economic
circumstancess and changing labor markets often make it necessary to change the employment
benefits.. These changes usually lead to additional costs.
Bothh hiring and firing costs depend on the extent of firing barriers. Higherfiringcosts lead to
stricterr selection and consequently higher hiring costs. In countries with high barriers to firing, like
thee Netherlands, adaption to shrinking labor demand occurs not by lay-offs but by less hiring. In
countriess where there are little or nofiringcosts, like the United States, people are as easily hired
ass they are fired.
Thiss does not mean that adjustment costs are necessarily a bad thing. Especially in countries
withh extended social security systems there is a good reason for maintainingfiringcosts. They can
reducee the social insurance costs of lay-offs. If there are no barriers to firing, an employer will layofffhis workers too easily. He knows that his former workers will be provided for without any
costt to thefirm.By regulating dismissals some of the social costs of unemployment benefits and
unemploymentt expenditures are borne by the employer.
Inn the past many economists have dealt with the issue of labor demand in the presence of
adjustmentss costs. Most of the theory originates from investment theory (Gould, 1986), but a
comprehensivee study for the labor market was made by Nickell (1986). Many economists have
followedd up on Nickel 1's work, for example Hamermesh (1989,1992), Burgess (1992) and
Bertolaa (1992). Bentolila and Bertola (1990) add a new dimension to the dynamic demand theory
byy making product demand stochastic. Bentolila and Saint-Paul (1992) compare labor demand
betweenn different types of labor, i.e. permanent and flexible labor contracts. All of these studies
assumee a dynamic environment where labor demand is assumed to converge to an equilibrium.
Thiss chapter takes a different approach. No assumptions will be made on equilibria. Instead
thee basic assumption is that every worker that enters thefirm,will eventually leave thefirmone
wayy or another. These costs will not be considered as incidental costs that have nothing to do
withh labor, but inherent to the employment ofworkers. An employer knows this and takes it into
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accountt when he decides to hire a new employee. Consequently, adj ustment costs are part of the
non-wagee labor costs and a mark-up on the wage costs. The size of non-wage labor costs may
dependd on the search channel the firm uses, the type of labor contract offered to the worker, and
thee way in which the worker will eventually leave the company (voluntary or involuntary).
Thiss chapter proceeds as follows. Section 5.2 formulates a labor demand model based on the
factt that firms may use various search channels, and explains the theory of efficiency
measurement.. In section 5.3 the data that is used in estimation will be discussed. Section 5.4
discussess the composition ofthe labor costs in more detail. Section 5.5 gives the empirical results
andd section 5.6 presents a summary and conclusions.

5.22

The demand for agency work

Theree are many aspects of a firm that can affect the hiring of agency workers (Davis-Blake
&& Uzzi, 1993; Golden & Appelbaum, 1992). The non-monetary aspects will be discussed in
chapterr 6 but this chapter will focus on the costs of agency work. Agency work contracts can
reducee non-wage labor costs, such as hiring costs. The employer does not have to go through the
timee consuming process of reading and answering application letters and holding job interviews.
Generallyy there are no or little training costs. Temporary work agencies usually make a selection
andd seek out an employee that has the required skills. So unless the job needs firm specific
trainingg there are virtually no training costs. If a certain job requiresfirmspecific training then it
iss unlikely that an agency worker will be hired for this job. Also a company with extensive fringe
benefitss has a larger incentive for hiring temporary personnel, because agency workers usually
aree not eligible for these benefits.
Thiss section provides a theoretical framework for comparing the costs of agency work to that
off regular labor contracts. Section 5.2.1 formulates a labor demand model where the employer
takess into account the various costs involved with the three types of labor contracts. Section 5.2.2
discussess the issue of efficiency in the presence of agency workers.

5.2.11

Labor demand model

Assumee a simple economy where every firm produces only one good Q. Production of Q
requiress two inputs, labor/, and capital K. The labor demand function can be derivedfromeither
thee production or the cost function. A production function, however, usually does not incorporate
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inputt costs and is therefore of little use for the purpose of investigating employment costs. Instead
aa cost function is used. The firm's total cost function is rendered by
TC=h(Q,w,r).TC=h(Q,w,r).

(5.1)

Thee price of capital is r and the price of labor is w per unit. The cost function is non-decreasing,
homogenouss of degree one, concave and continuous in w and r. The specification of long run
laborr demand, depends on the exact form ofthe cost function. Generally it will be a function of
exogenouss variables which are believed to affect profits and labordemand, such as the wage rate,
capitall stock and other costs.
Insteadd of employing only one type of labor suppose that an employer can choose among
differentt types of labor. Not only has each type of labor its own price, but it may also have
varyingg nonwage costs, for example the cost of fringe benefits. It is possible to differentiate
betweenn three types of labor: permanent employees LP with cost CP, agency workers LA with
costt CA, and temporary workers! r with cost CT, The costs Cp, CA and CT consist ofwages plus
additionall nonwage costs.
Itt is also possible to make a distinction between variable and constant costs. The cost (or
price)) of capital is considered to be constant. The reason is that this is an analysis of labor
demandd in a cross-section framework. Usually the depreciation is considered to be the cost of
capitall and within one year this measure does not vary much. Depreciation is usually a given thing
whichh in the short term cannot be altered to accommodate changing economic circumstances.
Moreover,, not every company uses the same method of depreciation and even within a firm
differentt methods of depreciation may be used, for example one for tax purposes and another one
forr the annual report.
Thuss the cost function to be minimized is the variable cost function:
VC^'&C^C^CjJC).VC^'&C^C^CjJC).
Thiss cost function is determined by the level ofproduction, the cost ofthe variable inputs and the
levell of the constant input (see Caves et al., 1981 and Cowing & Holtman, 1983). Note that the
costss of the variable inputs are functions of input prices:
CCpp=(\+T=(\+Tpp)w)wpp+B+Bp p
CA<CA<UU*A)*A)WWAA+B+BAA

C r =(ll +xJ)wT+BT
wheree subscript/5, A, and Vindicate permanent, agency and temporary workers respectively.
Taxess are represented by r. The variable B represents the total non-wage labor costs which can
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bee attributed to a specific form of labor. The exact contents ofB will be discussed in section 5.4.
Thenn the variable costs are
VC=CVC=CppLLpp^C^CAALLA+A+CC11LLrr

(

Minimizingg (5.2) with respect to the labor costs and applying Shephard's lemma' to the
derivativess leads to a set of share equations.
Hamermeshh (1986) suggests several possibilities for the specification of/,. Because it is very
likelyy that the inputs interact with each other, this research is not limited to a Cobb-Douglas or
aa CES cost function, but the more flexible translog cost function is taken.2 The translog cost
functionn can be viewed as a second order approach of an arbitrary cost function. Compared to
thee Cobb-Douglas and CES-function the advantage of the translog function is that it allows for
crosss effects: there are interdependencies between the various inputs. In fact, the Cobb-Douglas
functionn is a special case of the translog function.
Thee translog variable cost function with exogenous variables A'can be written as
b^C=a 00 + E c t . l n C ^ E E ^InC.JnC,
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wheree y =Py4,r and lyk=\..Nx
wheree A^ is the number of exogenous variables included and a,> «,-, a(>fig,J3QQ, r\K, rj^, ög, ö,,
<>ik,<>ik, 6iQ, GiK. 6u, hq. ^IK> and lQK are parameters to be estimated. Restrictions on the parameters
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dVC/3CrLi where i=P,A,T

Another flexible cost function is the Diewert (or generalized Leontieff) cost function, which has the same
propertiess as the translog function. However because elasticities are easier to calculate from the translog
function,, this is the preferred function.
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aree necessary to ensure symmetry and homogeneity of degree one in prices.3 The translog
variablee cost function generates the following system of cost share equations4
S=a.+J^aS=a.+J^auu\nC\nCJJ+9+9iiJnQ+6JnQ+6iKiKhK+'Ev.hK+'Ev.ll\\aaXXpp
jj

ÏJ--P4J,

'

Thee system (5.6) is linear in the parameters and can be estimated in combination with (5.5) using
aa seemingly unrelated regression (SUR). Due to singularity one of the share equations has to be
droppedd when estimating the system.
Unfortunatelyy the estimated parameters will only demonstrate what the effect of the variables
iss on the cost shares. What the question is whether a price change leads to substitution away from
onee form of labor to another. So the elasticity of substitution is also calculated. Usually the Allen
substitutionn elasticities are used. However this elasticity was originally formulated for a two factor
modell and it is not a good generalization for a model with more than two inputs (Blackorby &
Russell,, 1989). Instead the Morishima elasticity of substitution is used. The Morishima substitution
elasticityy (MES) is defined as:
ain(L,/Z) )
MES,=MES,=
'-^-,
,J,J
ah(C./C y )

ij=PAJ.

(5.7)

Thiss can be rewritten as (Blackorby & Russell, 1981):
C.C. dL. C dL. dfoL.

dhL.
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(5.
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Sincee the Morishima elasticity of substitution is asymmetric (MES9- *MESfi) it is possible vary only
C,C, and hold C} constant. Thus MESg reflects the effects on L/Lj by varying C, and holding Cj
constant,, while MESJt reflects the effects on L/Lj by varying C} and holding C, constant. A simple
calculationn shows that
yy

-LJ--LJ- = 1 -MES..,
tJ
öh(C./Cy.))

ij -PA J-

(5.9)

Inn other words the percentage change in the share ratio S/Sj induced by a percentage change in
thee labor cost ratio C/Cp is given by 1 -MESg. IfMESy is greater than one then the relative share
of// decreases and it increases if MESy is less than one.
33
Setting all parameters equal to zero except ag and a,. (i=P,AJ) would render the Cobb-Douglas cost
function. .
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Efficiency

AA firm using agency workers will be moreflexibleand have less labor costs, but on the other
handd there is a loss of human capital and commitment to the firm. Thus, one might wonder
whetherrfirmsusing agency workers are more or less efficient thanfirmsthat do not use agency
workers.. There are various ways to estimate the extent of inefficiency: parametric or nonparametric,, deterministic or stochastic (for an overview see Bauer, 1990, Lovell and Schmidt,
19888 and Schmidt, 1986). But the theory behind it is basically the same for all approaches.
Insteadd of the production function these models try to measure the production frontier, i.e. the
maximummaximum level of production possible given the inputs.
Onee problem with estimating a production frontier is thatfirmsare assumed to maximize
profits.. However firms in the nonprofit sector do not aim to maximize profits. Thesefirmsoften
gett a budget from the state and they have to try to keep the costs within budget. In other words
theyy are cost minimizing firms. Since the profit-maximizingfirmsalso minimize their costs, a cost
frontierr is estimated instead of a production frontier. The cost frontier represents the minimum
levell of costs possible given the outputs.
Ann illustration is given in figure 5.1. The dots represent several observations on firms.
Estimatingg the cost function would imply drawing a curve through the middle of the cloud ofdots.
Butt when measuring efficiency a curve is drawn through the lower boundary of the cloud ofdots,
ass is done in figure 5.1. This is the cost frontier. Firm A is exactly on the frontier, which means
thatt it is fully efficient. Given the level of output firm A has the lowest possible costs. Firm B on
thee other hand is farfromthe cost frontier. The dotted line measures the distancefromthe cost
frontierfrontier and represents cost inefficiency. In case of a stochastic approach small deviations from
theefrontierare allowed and not considered ineffici ency, because these deviations may be due to
errorr in data, error in modeling et cetera. In this section a stochastic parametric approach is used,
sincee other approaches require a high degree of accuracy of the data.
Thee basis for the theory on efficiency measurement based on a stochastic parametric
approach,, dates from 1977 when Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt presented one of thefirstmodels
forr measuring efficiency offirms.This model has been modified by Battese & Coelli (1992) to
deall with panel data. Cost efficiency is defined as the distance of afirmto the cost frontier. In
termss ofthe labor demand model presented in the previous section (equation (5.2)) the model can
bee written as

^^'Vr/^^^
wheree ujt =rj;V«(.=e

'ni'~Af>ur

(510)
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FigureFigure AA
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Inn this model uit measures the inefficiency of the z' firmin the t period (i.e. the dotted line in
figurefigure 5.1). The total number ofperiods is M. The tj is a parameter to be estimated. The v<,'s are
thee regular independent and identically distributed N(0,a\) error terms, but the K,'S are
independentt and identically distributed non-negative truncations otiheNfa^J distribution.5 The
w„„ can only take on positive values because the cost frontier represents the lowest possible costs.
Thuss inefficiency implies a "positive" deviation from the cost frontier. Cost efficiency (CE) is
measuredd as
CE... CE...

(5.11) )

Thee «,, measures how far afirmoperatesfromthe costfrontier.CEU can take on a value between
onee and infinity. It is usually more conveni ent to look at the efficiency score EFF,„ which is the
inversee of CEU:

55
Of course, other distributions are also possible. For example Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt (1977) and
Jondrow,, Lovell, Materov and Schmidt (1982) also use an exponential distribution. Stevenson (1980) and
Greenee (1990) suggest a gamma distribution.
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EFFEFFUU takes on values between zero and one, where one indicates a fully efficient firm.
Recentlyy this model has been extended by Battese & Coelli (1995) to include explanatory
variabless in the inefficiency term:
VC=hVC=h *{CP „CT,,C. , , £ > V "*
itit
P,it' + T,ir
A,if
it'
wheree ititu=z-$
z-,
it
u
v

/c

i

,

j\

wheree the zü are a set of variables which may explain the inefficiency uit and ö is a vector of
parameterss to be estimated. The uit are now a non-negative truncation of the N(z^,a2J
distribution,, i.e. eu is atruncation ofN(0,a2J such that eite-z^. Cost efficiency is still measured
ass in equation (5.11). Note that model (5.10) and (5.13) are non-nested models. When
estimatingg the model the following reparametrization is used:/^„/fa^+^J and (r2=^cr?1)+a2J
(seee Battese and Corra, 1977). The advantage is that/ can be seen as an indicator of
inefficiency.. It represents the share of inefficiency variance in the total variance. If/ is close to one
muchh of the variance in the model is caused by inefficiency.

5.33

Descriptives of firms with and without agency workers

Thee data set used comesfromthe Organization for Strategic Labor Market Research (OSA).
Everyy two years the OSA holds a labor market survey among approximately 2000 enterprises
inn various sectors ofthe Dutch economy. The data used in this chapter datefrom1990 and 1992
surveyss (for an technical overview of the sampling procedure see Kersten, 1993). The survey is
sett up as a panel. However, firms may drop out and new firms may enter the panel. Thus the
panell is unbalanced. Due to missing or inconsistent answers not all observations are useful. These
weree deleted from the sample. In total only 1681 out of approximately 4000 observations
remained.. Note that, ifpossible, missing values have sometimes been imputed based on other
informationn in the sample in order not to lose too much information.
Figuree 5.2 shows the proportions ofpermanent, temporary and agency labor. The majority
off employees are permanent workers. The percentage of permanent workers is higher in 1992
thann in 1990. In economic terms 1992 was a worse year than 1990, which led to a crowding out
effect:: temporary and agency workers were laid off, while permanent workers remained. The
decreasee in agency workers is consistent with the findings in chapter 2.
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FigureFigure 5.2:

Type of labor contract (in full time equivalents), 1990 and 1992

Permanentt contract

Temporaryy contract

Agencyy contract

100 0

Source:: Organization Panel, OSA

Tablee 5.1 shows some general statistics on firms in the 1992 sample. The figures are similar
forr 1990. The last column reports only on firms using agency workers. Firms using agency
workerss do not differ very much as far as age, (difficult) vacancy rate and settling-in period are
concerned.. But in generalfirmsusing agency workers are larger, have less female employees, less
absenteeism,, and are less unionized. Labor turnover is high infirmsusing agency workers.
Becausee the survey was mainly aimed at getting insight into the labor market behavior of
companies,, it included little information on the costs ofthe production process. So a little ingenuity
wass necessary. Most of the cost data necessary for estimation was derivedfromthe information

TableTable 5.1: Characteristicss of firms, 1992
Alll firms
Averagee firm size
Averagee age of the employees
Averagee settling-in period
Femalee employees
Vacancyy rate
Difficultt vacancy rate
Absenteeismm rate
Unionn membership
Laborr inflow
Laborr outflow
Share e
Source:: Organization Panel, OSA

fte e
years s
weeks s

%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%
%%

127 7
37 7
20 0
30.4 4
1.0 0
0.2 2
7.5 5
24.9 9
9.1 1
10.3 3
100 0

Firms without agency workers

37 7
20 0

Firms using agency workers
159 9
37 7
21 1

34.5 5
1.1 1
0.3 3
8.2 2
28.6 6
8.1 1
8.7 7

28.4 4
1.0 0
0.2 2
7.2 2
23.1 1
9.7 7
11.0 0

44.7 7

55.3 3
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TableTable 5.2:

Financial characteristics of firms, 1992 (median in euros per employee3)
Alll firms

Productionn value
Capital l
Trainingg costsb
Wagee costs0

Firmss without agency workers

Firmss using agency workers

92.15 5
27.93 3
0.24 4
22.90 0

68.07 7
22.80 0

84.34 4
24.94 4
0.20 0
22.40 0

0.15 5
21.90 0

aa including agency workers
bb permanent workers only
cc excluding agency workers
Source:: Organization Panel, OSA

availablee in the survey. Production is measured as the total value of the produced goods and
renderedd services. Capital is measured as the value of the material assets. The figures on
productionn value and capital per employee confirm what table 5.1 already indicated, namely that
agencyy workers are mainly found in larger companies. The training costs per permanent employee
andd the wage costs per regular employee are also higher infirmswith agency workers. This is
probablyy due to the fact that thesefirmsare larger. Because the average is strongly influenced by
outliers,, table 5.2 shows the median values. In the next section the data on training costs and
wagee costs will be used to calculate the labor costs.
Figuree 5.3 shows the weekly company hours offirms.Mostfirmsare in operation 40 hours
orr less per week. There is not much difference between firms with or without agency workers.
Firmss using agency workers are more often in the categories 40 hours and over 81 hours.
Tablee 5.3 reports on the capital utilization and staffing rate. Understaffing was a big problem
inn 1990 but the economic recession seems to have solved it a little. In 1992 under- and
FigureFigure 5.3:

Weekly company hours, 1992

1-399 hours

iimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii i

116.1 1
i.0 0

400 hours

l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l ! ! 8.3 3

41-566 hours

miiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiii i

57-800 hours
81-1200 hours
Alll firms
120-1688 hours
%% 0

Source:: Organization Panel, OSA
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TableTable 5.3:

£

Capital utilization and staffing, 1992 (in %)
Alll firms
numberr of f rms
(in%)(in%)

Firms using agency workers

number of firms
average % of underor overutilization
(in %)

Labor Labor
understaffingg
noo under- or overstating
overstatingg

23.2
66.8
10.1

11.3 3

Capital Capital
underutilizationn
noo under- or overutilization
overutilizationn

12.8
80.1
7.1

15.6 6

11.7 7

average % of underor overutilization

23.9 9
65.4 4
10.7 7

12.0 0

14.7 7
77.1 1
8.1 1

14.9 9

14.6 6

12.7 7

14.9 9

Source:: Organization Panel, OSA

overstaffingg is a bigger problem for firms using agency workers than for otherfirms.This is
strangee because in theory especially the problem of overstaffing could be solved by using agency
workers.. Over- or underutilization of capital is also a bigger problem in firms using agency
workers.. In 1992 capital is more underutilized reflecting the economic recession.
Figuree 5.4 shows how firms are distributed over economic sectors. Firms using agency
workerss do not differ very much from the general trend, except in industry (more) and in the
publicc sector (less).
Tablee 5.4 shows the distribution offirmsover regions. There are very little differences. In 1990
thee percentage offirmsusing agency workers was a little higher in the western part of the country,

FigureFigure 5.4:

Firms by economic sector, 1992

Agriculture,, fishery & mineral exploitation
Industry y
Publicc utilities & construction
Trade,, hotel & catering
Transportt & communication
Bank,, insurance & commercial services
Government,, other services
%%

Source:: Organization Panel, OSA
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TableTable 5.4:

Firms by region, 1992 (in %)
Alll firms

Firmss using agency workers

North h
East t
West t
South h

10.3 3
22.7 7
40.1 1
27.0 0

11.1 1
22.9 9
39.5 5
26.5 5

Total l

100 0

100 0

Source:: Organization Panel, OSA

namelyy 44%. This is probably a sampling problem, although there were more agency contracts
inn the west and the south in 1990 than in 1992.
Figuree 5.5 shows the percentage distribution of the schooling level among the employees of
thee sampledfirms.Again there is not much difference between firms using agency workers and
firmsfirms in general. For estimation purposes the education categories are transformed into an average
educationn level for eachfirm.First, the distribution of employees over education categories is
calculatedd assuming a lognormal distribution. Then the average education level of afirmis
calculatedd as the weighted average of distribution function values over the four education
categories. .
Thee lastfigurein this section shows the usage intensity oftemporary work agencies (see figure
5.6).. In 1990 38.6% of the firms never called in a temporary work agency. In 1992 this
percentagee rose to 45.6%, again a reflection ofthe economic downturn. However the majority
off firms still use temporary work agencies once in a while.

FigureFigure 5.5:

Education level, 1992
Alll firms
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FigureFigure 5.6:
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Temporary work agency use, 1990 and 1992

Alwayss HL'.,

Source:: Organization Panel, OSA

5.44

Labor costs

Inn section 5.2 the costs of the three types of labor contracts are included in a model of labor
demand.. In this section these costs are defined and attributed to different type ofworkers. The
laborr costs consist of wage and nonwage labor costs. The wage costs are the gross wages plus
compulsoryy surcharges. The nonwage labor costs consist ofhiring, employment andfiringcosts.
Employmentt costs are the costs of fringe benefits and training. The labor costs maybe different
forr all three types of workers. Its size depends on how the worker is hired, type of contract
offeredd and on how easily the contract can be terminated (either by the firm or the worker).
Permanentt and temporary workers are assumed to have the same wage costs. From a
theoreticall viewpoint agency wages should also be the same to avoid crowding out effects. If the
wagee rate for agency workers is higher than the wage rate for permanent staff, it is more
profitablee for afirmto hire permanent staff only, but all of its permanent personnel would prefer
too be agency workers. On the other hand, ifthe wage rate for agency workers is lower than the
wagee rate for permanent staff,firmswill only hire agency workers and no permanent staff. To
preventtfirmsfromfiringpermanent staff and replacing them with agency workers unions usually
demandd equal pay. This also protects the agency worker, because he often does the same work
ass his permanent equivalent, and is therefore entitled to the same wages.
Nevertheless,, in practice agency workers are usually paid less than their permanent
equivalents.. General statistics on wages (CBS, 1994) show that on average agency workers earn
aboutt 35% less than their permanent equivalents. Employers justify this by claiming that agency
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workerss are less experienced, have less human capital or are less productive. This is not
necessarilyy true. A secretaryfroma temporary work agency who has worked for many different
firms,, may be far more experienced than a permanent secretary, who has worked with one firm
only.. Although it is true that agency workers have lessfirmspecific knowledge, the question is
whetherr this firm specific knowledge is always needed for the job they are doing. Another reason
whyy agency workers may get paid less, is that they are subject to a di fferent collective bargaining
agreement.. In the Netherlands agency workers have their own collective bargaining agreement
irrespectivee of the industry they are working in, while many permanent employees fall under
industryy specific collective bargaining agreements. Another reason for the lower agency wages
mayy be the irregular payment system used by the largest temporary work agency in the
Netherlands.. This system was aimed at equalizing the net wages ofpart-time and full-time agency
workers,, causing the gross wages of part-time agency workers to be lower than that of full-time
agencyy workers.6
Whenn an employee is hired, the employer may incur costs of putting an advertisement in the
paper,, reading and answering letters of application, holding job interviews, reimbursing traveling
expenditures,, negotiation rounds and possibly a medical examination.7 The time necessary for
settling-inn also needs to be taken into account. Temporary work agencies and commercial
employmentt agencies charge a fee. The public employment agency does not. An employer may
nott incur all ofthese costs. The actual hiring costs depend on the search channel used. Table 5.5
givess an overview of possible search channels and the associated hiring costs. .
Oncee the newly hired employee is fully instated in thefirmhe is eligible for fringe benefits, can
usee the child care facilities provided by the employer, may be sent on a training course, may get
ann end-of-year bonus or can participate in the firm's health insurance scheme. Unlikee permanent
andd temporary workers agency workers are usually not eligible for these kind of things. Because
agencyy workers and temporary workers are only employed for a short period, it is unlikely that
ann employer will invest in their education. Therefore it is assumed that only permanent workers
aree allowed to go on a training course.
Whatt happens when an employee is laid off is unclear. When there are a large number of layoffss the employer, the unions and the social services agree on some form of severance pay. The
rulee is a month per year of employment. Very often the ex-employee gets unemployment benefit
(70%% of last earned income) and the ex-employer tops this up with a certain percentage for a
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Under pressure of the unions this system has been abolished.

77
Before 1998 could an employer could always demand a medical examination. Since January 1st, 1998
medicall examinations are only allowed if the job requires a high degree of medical fitness, for example for
firemenfiremen or policemen.
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TableTable 5.5:

Search channel costs

Searchh channel

Costs s

Ownn personnel

none e

Openn applications

application/selectionn procedure
medicall examination
settling-inn period

Schools s

medicall examination n
settling-inn period

Commerciall employment agency

medicall examination
settling-inn period
commerciall employment agency fee

Relations s

medicall examination
settling-inn period

Publicc employment agency

medicall examination
settling-inn period

Advertisements s

advertisementt costs
application/selectionn procedure
medicall examination
settling-inn period

Temporaryy work agency

temporaryy work agency fee

certainn number ofmonths8. When there are only a few lay-offs the position of the union may not
bee very strong and the severance pay may not be very high or even non-existent. However an
ex-employeee can always sue ifhe does not agree with the level of severance payor ifhe feels he
hass been fired without just cause.
Ass mentioned in the introduction the nonwage labor costs are not considered incidental costs.
Insteadd they are viewed as an investment in human capital. Just like other investments, the
employerr may want to write off on the nonwage labor costs in the years that the employee is
workingg for him. Consequently, high nonwage labor costs are less of a problem i f the employee
iss expected to stay with the firm for a long time.
Unfortunatelyy employees are unpredictable.9 Although the employer may know the hiring costs
off an employee, he does not know how long the employee will remain with thefirmand how the

88

For example earty retirement schemes often top up the unemployment benefit with an extra 15% for five

yearss (maximum term of the unemployment benefit).
99

Of course to some extent their behavior can be manipulated by incentives.
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BoxBox 5.1: Writing off the nonwage labor costs: an example
Supposee a firm hires three people with the same labor contract in year 1. In year 3 they all leave. In each year the employer
incurss nonwage labor costs:
Personn 1 ii Person 2 ;; Person 3
B

Yearl l

AA

::

Yearr 2

DD

II E

Yearr 3

GG

H

Totall nonwage labor
costss for one person

A+D+G G || B+E+H

!!

Totall nonwage labor costs in one year

c

A+B+C C

!! F

D+E+F F

|| I

G+H+l l

;; C+F+l

Totall nonwage labor costs
(=A+B+C+D+E+F+G+H+I) )

!!

Preferably,, he would like the write off the total nonwage labor costs of a certain employee by spreading them out over the
yearss this employee is working for the firm:
\\ Person 3

Personn 1

Personn 2

Yearl l

y3(A+D+G) )

1

/3(B+E+H) ) !! Vb(C+F+l)

Vbb Total nonwage labor costs

Yearr 2

1

V3(B+E+H) ) || VafC+F+l)

y 33 Total nonwage labor costs

Yearr 3

1

y3(B+E+H) ) !! YsfC+F+l)

y 33 Total nonwage labor costs

Totall nonwage labor
costss for one person

A+D+G G

B+E+H H

Totall nonwage labor costs
(=A+B+C+D+E+F+G+H+I) )

/3(A+D+G) )

/3(A+D+G) )

II C+F+l

Totall nonwage labor costs in one year

Butt because the employer does not know D, E, F, G, H, and I in year 1, this is not possible. So he settles for the second best
solutionn and spreads out all of the incurred nonwage labor costs in a certain year over all of workers in that year:
Personn 1

ii Person 2

II Person 3

Totall nonwage labor costs in one
year r

Yearl l

y3(A+B+C) )

;; y3(A+B+C)

jj y3(A+B+C)

A+B+C C

Yearr 2

y3{D+E+F) )

jj %(D+E+F)

|| y3(D+E+F)

D+E+F F

Yearr 3

y3{G+H+l) )

|| y3(G+H+l)

jj y3(G+H+l)

G+H+l l

1
Totall nonwage labor VzVz Total nonwage:: /3 Total nonwage \\ y3 Total nonwage Totall nonwage labor costs
(=A+B+C+D+E+F+G+H+I) )
\\ labor costs
;; labor costs
costss for one person laborr costs

laborr contract will terminate (voluntary or involuntary). So the size of the employment and firing
costss are unknown which makes it difficult for the employer to write off on these costs.
Thuss instead of spreading out all the nonwage labor costs of one employee over the years this
employeee is employed by thefirm,the total yearlynonwage labor costs associated with a certain
typee of labor contract are spread out over all the employees with that type of labor contract. In
thee end, however the total sum of write-offs is the same. To illustrate this, box 5.1 presents a
simplee example.
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TableTable 5.6: Labor costs
Permanentt workers

Agencyy workers

Temporaryy workers

Hiringg costs

searchh channel costs3

agencyy fee

searchh channel costs3

Wages s

grosss firm wages

grosss agency wages

grosss firm wages

Employmentt costs

none e
childd care
bonuses s
holidayy pay
pensionn premiums
collectivee insurance premiums
trainingg cost

Firingg costs

severancee pay
lawsuit t

aa

none e

childd care
bonuses s
holidayy pay
pensionn premiums
collectivee insurance premiums

none e

See table 5.5.

Thuss in equation (5.3) the nonwage labor costs ofpermanent workers, BP, are calculated by
takingg the yearly sum of all the nonwage labor costs ofpermanent workers and dividing this by
thee total number of permanent workers. BA and £ r are calculated in a similar way. Table 5.6
showss an overview of all the wage and nonwage labor costs associated with the three types of
laborr contracts. The employer could now decide to employ the worker with the lowest costs. On
thee other hand an employer may be prepared to make higher costs to ensure commitment and
higherr productivityfromthe worker. So even if the actual costs of each worker are known, this
doess not necessarily imply that the cheapest one is chosen. There could be other reasons for
preferringg a certain type of worker.
Inn practice it is difficult to make a distinction between wage costs and employment costs. The
OSS A survey only contains data on the total labor costs, which consists of the wage costs plus the
costss of fringe benefits such as holiday pay and the premiums for pension and collective
insurances.. The total labor costs per year ofthe average employee is calculated as the total labor
costss of a firm divided by the number of regular employees. The average training costs are
calculatedd as the total costs spent on training courses divided by the number of permanent
employees,, since they are the only ones eligible. There was no information available on bonuses
andd child care.
Too avoid crowding out effects the average wage of agency workers is assumed to be equal
too that of regular and permanent workers. Thus it is also approximated by the average wage
costs.. This means that the labor costs of agency workers get somewhat overestimated in the
samplee period. But it is a good representation of the current situation, because since July 1998
agencyy workers are also eligible for fringe benefits.
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TableTable 5.7:

Sources of hiring cost

Sourcess of hiring costs

Calculationn (in euros)

Advertisements s

2277 euros +
educationn level * 20

Onn average 2269 euros; highly educated people are more
expensivee to hire because they read more expensive
magazines/newspapers. .

Application/selectionn procedure

totall labor costs / 52
weekss * 1.4 week

Approximatelyy 7 working days

Medicall examination

233 euros

Settling-inn period

f(settling-inn period) *
totall labor costs per
employee e
// 52 weeks

Itt is assumed that the new employee is only half as productive,
soo the weekly total labor costs is multiplied by a decreasing
summ of the settling-in period. It is assumed that in the first week
off the settling-in period there is a big loss in productivity, while
inn the last week of the settling-in period there is only a small
losss of productivity.

Commerciall employment agency
feee

total labor costs per
year per employee
/122 months

Itt is assumed that the agency fee is equal to one month of
wagee costs of the new employee.

Temporaryy work agency fee

0.188 x total labor costs The surcharge of the temporary work agency is on average
perr employee
approximately 28% of gross wages (see for some empirical
evidencee De Lange & Sluiter, 1994). This is equal to about
18%% of the total labor costs.'

aa

Comment

De Lange & Stuiter (1994) find that the surcharges vary from 19% to 30% of gross wages. Five years earlier Van
Bekkumm (1989) found that the surcharges varied from 17% to 23% of gross wage costs.

Hiringg costs depend on the search channel used. Table 5.5 already gave an overview of what
kindd ofcosts maybe involved with each search channel. Table 5.7 presents the actual calculation
off the sources of hiring costs. The costs per search channel can now be calculated by adding up
thee appropriate items.
Althoughh it is not exactly known through which search channel each new employee is hired,
thee survey gives some insight into the prevalence of the eight search channels mentioned in table
5.5.. For each search channel the firm had to indicate the usage intensity (never, sometimes,
always,, etc.). On the basis of these answers, the probabilities of channel usage could be
calculated.100 For each firm the hiring costs of each search channel were multiplied by the
100
For each search channel a firm can indicate whether this search channel is used never, sometimes,
regularly,, often or always. These answers are recoded into 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 respectively. Note that the answer
nevernever is not coded 0 because it became clear from other answers in the survey that to most firms "never"
meanss "almost never". Then the probability of using a search channel is calculated with the following formula:

Prob(j)=VjiY,Vf Prob(j)=VjiY,Vf
wheree i' indicates search channel 1 through 7 (temporary work agencies are excluded). Vt indicates the usage
intensityy (1 through 5) of search channel i. The usage intensities are squared so that more weight is given to
highh usage.

y
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TableTable 5.8:

'

Calculation of the labor costs
Permanentt worker

Agency worker

Temporary worker

Hiringg costs

Total hiring costs /
numberr of permanent
andd temporary workers

0.18«total labor costs per Total hiring costs / number
employee
of permanent and
temporary workers

Wages+employmentt costs

total labor costs per employee
++ Training costs/
numberr of permanent workers

total labor costs per
employee

Firingg costs

Total firing costs /
numberr of permanent employees

total labor costs per
employee

probabilityy of using that channel. Summing up over all search channels gives the average search
channell costs.'' Temporary work agencies are excluded because it is assumed that permanent
andd temporary workers cannot be hired through a temporary work agency and agency workers
cannott be hired through any of the other search channels.12
Oncee the average search channel costs are calculated the total hiring costs can be calculated
byy multiplying the average search channel costs by the total number of people hired. As
mentionedd before little is known about thefiringcosts. For practical purposes it is assumed here
thatt the firing costs for every lay-off equal the total labor costs per employee. This consists of six
monthss severance pay and the other half goes to administrative costs. Thus the total firing costs
aree the total labor costs per employee multiplied by the number of lay-offs. Then finally the
averagee labor costs per type of employee can be calculated. This is done in table 5.8.

5.55

Empirical results

Thee theory from section 5.2 and the data from section 5.3 are now combined to give an
impressionn of labor demand in the Netherlands. Section 5.5.1 estimates the labor demand model,
whilee section 5.5.2 looks at the issue of efficiency.
111

The total hiring costs (THQ are calculated as follows
77

THC=(HTHC=(HPP+H+HTTYY<YY< Prob(i)*SCC(i)
i-l l

wheree SCCfi) stands for the search channel costs for channel i as stated in table 5.5 and HP and HT are the
numberr of permanent and temporary employees hired respectively.
122
The previous section demonstrated that this is not entirely true. But from the OSA survey it is not clear
whetherr the temporary work agency is used to hire agency or regular staff. So it is assumed that only agency
stafff is hired through a temporary work agency, since this is the temporary work agency's core business.
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5.5.11

Labor demand model

Thee labordemand model formed by equation (5.5) and (5.6) is estimated using seemingly
unrelatedd regression. It is estimated with maximum likelihood to make the system indifferent to
whichh equation is dropped (owing to singularity). In fact the share equation for temporary work
wass dropped from the system. The results for temporary work are calculated from the other
equationss and the restrictions. Because two years were available for estimation a year dummy for
19922 was added to the cost function. All variables are divided by their respective means to
facilitatee the analyses of the substitution elasticities.
Ass mentioned there could be other reasons apart from costs for hiring a certain type of
workers.. Thus some exogenous variables are included, like average age, absenteeism rate,
vacancyy rate, the rate of vacancies that are difficult to fulfill, the percentage of women working
inn the company, education level, company hours, percentage of union members, staffing rate, and
capitall utilization rate. Older workers are usually on a permanent contract, so a company with
manyy older workers is less likely to have many employees with a temporary or agency contract.
Companiess with high sickness rates may have a great need for agency workers. Companies with
highh vacancy rates (that is the number of vacancies in relation to the total number of full-time
employees)) and many vacancies that are difficult to fulfill may turn to temporary work agencies
too reliefthemfromtheir most urgent needs. However it maybe that the temporary work agencies
aree also unable to help them. So the effect is unclear. Chapter 3 showed that women are more
likelyy to have a temporary job (either on a temporary or an agency contract). Thus a company
withh many women is more likely to have temporary and agency contracts. On the other hand a
firmfirm with a well educated staffis less likely to hire agency workers. High company hours requires
moreeflexibilityfrom the employees and thus agency contracts are more likely to occur. A strongly
unionizedd firm will not favor agency contracts (Davis-Blake & Uzzi, 1993). A high capital
utilizationn rate may indicate a high degree of specialization which usually cannot be found in
agencyy workers. A high degree o f understaffing may indicate peak production and thus an urgent
needd for temporary and agency workers. On the other hand a high degree of overstaffing implies
thatt no extra help is needed. Thus the effect of the staffing rate is negative. Firm size is not
includedd because it is measured as the number of employees, which may be highly correlated with
thee cost shares.
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AllAll firms
Includingg all ofthe afore mentioned variables in a model for all the firms in the sample would
leadd to a large amount of parameters to be estimated. That is why an explorative analysis was
conducteddfirstto eliminate some variables beforehand. Because the vacancy rate and the difficult
vacancyy rate are highly correlated, they can not be included together in the same model. It was
decidedd to drop the vacancy rate and to include the difficult vacancy rate because the latter is
likelyy to provide more information about afirm.A first analysis showed that the staffing rate and
capitall utilization rate had little effect on the cost function as well as the labor demand functions.
Soo they were also dropped from the equation.
Tablee 5.9 reports on the results of the three cost share equations.'3 The production value and
capitall do not seem to have any significant effects on the cost shares of labor. The coefficients for
permanent,, agency and temporary labor costs all have the correct signs. For example, if
permanentt labor costs increase, its cost share also increases. If any of the other labor costs
increase,, the cost share of permanent labor decreases. Interestingly, the costs of agency and
temporaryy labor do not affect the cost shares of agency and temporary labor. It is the cost of
permanentt labor that influences all three forms of labor. Mostfirmswill have a steady core of
permanentt workers. Whether this core is expanded or reduced depends on the relative costs of
permanentt contracts. It is then these costs that influence the decision to hire temporary or agency
workers.. An increase in the average age of the employees leads to a higher cost share of
permanentt workers and a lower cost share of temporary workers. Older workers are more likely
too have an permanent contract. An increase in the number of vacancies that are difficult to fulfill
leadss to a lower cost share ofpermanent work. This is a logical consequence of the fact that there
iss a vacancy. But it also leads to an increase in the cost share of agency work. So probably
agencyy workers are (temporarily?) used to fulfill difficult vacancies. Ass expected, a high average
educationn level pushes the cost share of agency work downwards. On the other hand it also leads
too a higher cost share oftemporary work. This concurs with the findings in chapter 3 that higher
educatedd people are often on temporary contracts but not in agency work. If there are many
womenn working in a firm, the cost share of temporary contracts increases.
Toofindthe effect of one form of labor contract on another the substitution elasticities are
calculated.. This can be done in two ways. One way is to calculate the substitution elasticity for
alll observations and take the average. The problem with this method is that it can be strongly

133
The results for the cost function (equation (5.5)) are not included here, because the interest is primarily
onn the labor demand equations. They can be found in table C.2 in appendix C. Remember though that
estimatedd parameters are the result of a combined estimation of the share equations with the cost function.
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TableTable 5.9:

SUR-estimation of the demand for labor in the total sample
Costt share of
permanentt contracts
coefficient t

t-value e

Costt share of
agencyy contracts
coefficient t

Costt share of
temporaryy contracts

t-value e

coefficient t

t-value e

Constanta a
Permanentt labor costb
Agencyy labor costb
Temporaryy labor costb
Productionc c
Capitalc c

.922" "
.021" "
-.010" "
-.011" "
-.794 4
-.665 5

121.866 6
8.589 9
5.486 6
6.123 3
.570 0
.829 9

.031" "
-.010" "
.010 0
.000 0
-.324 4
.424 4

5.429 9
5.486 6
1.248 8
.056 6
.312 2
.710 0

.047" "
-.011" "
.000 0
.011 1
1.118 8
.241 1

9.368 8
6.123 3
.056 6
1.226 6
1.202 2
.452 2

Age e

.032" "
-.115 5
-.085" "
-.048 8
-.003 3
-.006 6
.009 9

2.134 4
.541 1
2.290 0
.562 2
1.309 9
1.123 3
,165 5

.010 0
-.042 2
.060" "
-.062 2
-.003* *
.004 4
-.046 6

.909 9
.264 4
2.166 6
.981 1
1.699 9
.894 4
1.136 6

-,022" "
.157 7
.025 5
.110* *
.005" "
.002 2
.037 7

2.177 7
1.111 1
1.014 4
1.945 5
3.875 5
.687 7
1.023 3

Absenteeismm rated
Difficultt vacancies rate d
Femalee rated
Educationn level
Companyy hours
Unionizationn rate *

R2 2
Share e
R22 cost functione
Numberr of observations

040 0
939 9

.019 9
.027 7

.045 5
.034 4

.753 3
1,681 1

"" significant at the 5% level
** significant at the 10% level
aa row coefficients add up to one
bb row coefficients add up to zero
cc divided by 1000
dd divided by 100
ee The coefficients of the cost function can be found in table C.2 in appendix C

influencedd by outliers. Alternatively the substitution elasticity may be calculated for the average
firm,firm, which is less sensitive to outliers and therefore preferred. Since all variables are divided by
theirr respective means, the natural logarithm renders zero if a variable is exactly at its mean. So
variabless measured at their means drop from the equation. For the average firm all variables are
att their mean.14 Consequently the cost share equations only contain the constant. The Morishima
elasticityy of substitution can then easily be calculated.
Thee second column of table 5.10 shows the Morishima elasticities of substitution for the
averagee firm with the t-values in the third column indicating whether these elasticities differ
significantlyy from zero. For convenience one minus the Morishima elasticity of substitution is
reportedd in the fourth column with the t-values in thefifthcolumn. These t-values not only indicate

Thiss is of course a very hypothetical firm. The chance that this firm actually exists is very small but not
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TableTable 5.10:

101

Morishima elasticity of substitution for the total sample

Substitutionn of...

elasticity
.742*™ ™
.763" "

Temporaryy for permanent work
Permanentt for temporary work
Agencyy for permanent work
Permanentt for agency work
Agencyy for temporary work
Temporaryy for agency work
""
000

t-value

.664" "
.790 0
.686 6

1-elasticity
.258" "
.237 7
.363" "
.336 6
.210 0
.314 4

15.713 3
4.105 5
7.187 7
2.496 6
1.756 6
1.578 8

t-value
5.466 6
1.275 5
4.090 0
1.261 1
.467 7
.724 4

significantly different from 0 at the 5% level
significantly different from 1 at the 5% level

whetherr 1-MES is significantly different from zero, they also indicate whether the MES is
significantlyy different from one.
Thee 1-MES are all positive which means that the relative cost shares always increase with a
percentagee increase in any of the cost ratios (see equation (5.9)). However since they are all
smallerr than one, a one percentage increase in one of the cost ratios leads to a less than one
percentagee increase in the associated relative cost shares. This means that the associated relative
laborr demands must decrease. For example, a one percent increase in Cp/CA (due to an increase
inn CP), leads to a 0.363% increase in Sp/SA. Because this increase is less than one percent, Lp/LA
decreases.. In fact it decreases by 0.631 %.15 Thus substitution takes place but not enough to
totallyy compensate the higher cost ofpermanent labor. Since all the other elasticities more or less
havee the same order ofmagnitude and the same sign, this conclusion is valid for all other forms
off labor contracts as well. An increase in the cost ratio leads to substitution awayfromthe more
expensivee form of labor towards the cheaper form of labor, but not enough to totally compensate
thee increase in costs. Only the elasticities involving permanent work are significant. So apparently
agencyy work and temporary work form a substitute for permanent work, but they are not
substitutess for each other.

155

If C/CA increases with 1% then S/SA changes with (1 -MES)%. Thus
{{

100 j

SA {

100 J

C

CALA {

IOOJ

wheree A is the change in L/LA. The A can then easily be calculated as
11 -MES\ I,
\ \ J , A \
A _
11 +

Ji + _LWi + AÏÏ , A

1000 ) {

iooJ I,

iooJ

CA \

100J

MES

1 + 1%

Iff the MES is positive L/LA will decrease with MES/1.01 percent. If MES is negative L/LA will increase with
A/ES/1.011 percent.
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TableTable 5.11:

SUR-estimation of the demand for labor in industry
Costt share of
permanentt contracts
coefficient t

aa

Constant
Permanentt labor costb
Agencyy labor costb
Temporaryy labor costb
Productionc c
Capitalc c

Age e
Difficultt vacancies rate"
Staffingg rate

R* R*
Share e
R22 cost function'
Numberr of observations

t-value e

Costt share of
agencyy contracts
coefficient t

Costt share of
temporaryy contracts

t-value e

coefficient t

t-value e

.930** *
.022** *
-.012** *
-.010** *
-3.575 5
.489 9

73.510 0
5.586 6
3.702 2
3.774 4
1.322 2
.321 1

.029** *
•012" "
.011 1
.000 0
.155 5
-1.435 5

2.848 8
3.702 2
1.000 0
.038 8
.072 2
1.192 2

.041" "
-.010" "
.000 0
.010 0
3.421" "
.947 7

5.300 0
3.774 4
.038 8
.776 6
2.054 4
1.018 8

.036 6
-.061 1
.042* *

1.306 6
.953 3
1.757 7

.011 1
.046 6
-.042** *

.495 5
.906 6
2.245 5

-.047" "
.015 5
.000 0

2.760 0
.383 3
.025 5

068 8
937 7

.039 9
.035 5

.090 0
.028 8

.773 3

477 7

"" significant at the 5% level
** significant at the 10% level
aa row coefficients add up to one
bb row coefficients add up to zero
cc divided by 1000
dd divided by 100
ee The coefficients of the cost function can be found in table C.1 in appendix C

Inn the previous analysis all firms in the sample are considered to behave in a similar way.
Howeverr it is very likely thatfirmsin different types of economic sectors behave differently.
Becausee the model has a lot ofparameters and the sample size is not very large, it is not possible
too run a separate analysis for all types of economic sectors. But there are two sectors within the
samplee that are large enough: industry and noncommercial services.

FirmsFirms in industry
AA first explorative analysis for the industrial sector shows that sickness rate, female rate,
educationn level, company hours, capital utilization rate and union membership have little effect on
thee variable cost function and the labor demand shares. Therefore these variables were deleted
fromfrom the model with the obvious advantage of a large reduction in parameters. Table 5.11 shows
thee results.
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TableTable 5.12:

Morishima elasticity of substitution in industry

Substitutionn of...
Temporaryy for permanent work
Permanentt for temporary work
Agencyy for permanent work
Permanentt for agency work
Agencyy for temporary work
Temporaryy for agency work
""
000

103

elasticity y
.731**" "
.755** *
.594 4
.781 1
.618 8

t-value e

1-elasticity y

t-value e

9.006 6
2.462 2
3.157 7
1.428 8
1.105 5

.269** *

3.307 7

.245 5
.432" "

.800 0
2.400 0

.406 6
.219 9

.975 5
.310 0

.903 3

.382 2

.559 9

significantly different from 0 at the 5% level
significantly different from 1 at the 5% level

Forr labor costs, production and capital the results are similar to the results in the whole
sample.. Production and capital have little effect on the labor cost shares. Only the cost share of
temporaryy contracts is influenced by the production value. The cost shares of agency and
temporaryy work are mainly influenced by the costs of permanent work.
Alsoo the substitution elasticities (see table 5.12) are similar to the previous analysis. An
increasee in the cost ratio leads to substitution away from the more expensive form of labor
towardss the cheaper form of labor, but not enough to totally compensate the increase in costs.
Forr example, a one percent increase in Cp/CA (due to an increase in CP), leads to a 0.432%
increasee in Sp/SA. Because this increase is less than one percent, Lp/LA decreases by 0.562%.

FirmsFirms in noncommercial services
Inn the analysis of the noncommercial services sector the variables age, union membership,
staffingg rate and capital utilization rate were dropped because they had little effect on the variable
costt function and the labor demand functions. Agency contracts have little effect on permanent
orr temporary contracts (see table 5.13). This is probably due to the very low share of agency
contractss in this sector. A relatively high number of female employees leads to a lower share of
permanentt contracts, while again firms with higher educated workers often make use of
temporaryy contracts (but not agency work).
Substitutionn elasticities in table 5.14 are like the substitution elasticities in the earlier analysis.
Forr example, a one percent increase in Cp/CA (due to an increase in CP), leads to a 0.427%
increasee in Sp/SA. Because this increase is less than one percent, Lp/LA decreases by 0.567%.
Nonee of the elasticities involving agency work is significant. So agency work does not play an
importantt role in the noncommercial sector.
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TableTable 5.13:

SUR-estimation of the demand for labor in noncommercial services
Costt share of
permanentt contracts
coefficient t

aa

t-value e

Costt share of
agencyy contracts

Costt share of
temporaryy contracts

coefficient t

t-value e

coefficient t

t-value e

Constant
Permanentt labor costb
Agencyy labor costb
Temporaryy labor costb
Productionc c
Capitalc c

.928" "
.022" "
-.005 5
-.017" "
2.176 6
-.731 1

75.118 8
4.385 5
1.496 6
3.444 4
.829 9
.581 1

.014 4
-.005 5
.002 2
.003 3
-2.189 9
.656 6

1.520 0
1.496 6
.168 8
.214 4
1.144 4
.721 1

.058" "
-.017" "
.003 3
.014 4
.013 3
.074 4

5.002 2
3.444 4
.214 4
.862 2
.005 5
.063 3

Absenteeismm rated
Difficultt vacancies rate *
Femalee rate d
Educationn level
Companyy hours

-.367 7
-.047 7
-1.330* *
-.008" "
.001 1

1.065 5
.731 1
1.870 0
2.628 8
.100 0

.055 5
-.016 6
.603 3
.001 1
.005 5

.221 1
.343 3
1.172 2
.408 8
.891 1

.312 2
.063 3
.727 7
.007" "
-.006 6

.963 3
1.041 1
1.086 6
2.475 5
.790 0

R2 2

071 1
942 2

Share e
R22 cost functione
Numberr of observations

.026 6
.013 3

.080 0
.045 5

.734 4

463 3

"" significant at the 5% level
** significant at the 10% level
aa row coefficients add up to one
bb row coefficients add up to zero
cc divided by 1000
dd divided by 100
ee The coefficients of the cost function cart be found in table C.3 in appendix C

TableTable 5.14:

Morishima elasticity of substitution in noncommercial services

Substitutionn of.
Temporaryy for permanent work
Permanentt for temporary work
Agencyy for permanent work
Permanentt for agency work
Agencyy for temporary work
Temporaryy for agency work
significantlyy different from 0 at the 5% level
significantlyy different from 1 at the 5% level

elasticity y

.749" "
.573 3
.819 9
.995 5
.878 8

t-value e
6.669 9
2.720 0
1.517 7

.779 9
.747 7
.679 9

1-- elasticity
.311* *
.251 1
.427 7
.181 1
.005 5
.122 2

t-value e
3.003 3
.913 3
1.133 3
.172 2
.003 3
.094 4
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TableTable 5.15:
Percentage change in de cost share of agency work due to a one percent
increasee in other variables
1%% increase in...
Permanentt labor cost
Agencyy labor cost
Temporaryy labor cost
Production n
Capital l

Age e
Sicknesss rate
Difficultt vacancies rate
Femalee rate
Educationn level
Companyy hours
Unionn membership rate
Staffingg rate

Totall sample

Industry y

Noncommerciall services

-.32 2

-.41 1

-.36 6

.32 2
.00 0

.14 4
.21 1

-.01 1

.38 8
.00 0
.01 1

-.16 6

.01 1

-.05 5

.05 5

.32 2

.38 8

-.01 1

.02 2

.04 4
.02 2

-.01 1

.43 3
.07 7
.36 6

-.02 2
-.10 0

.13 3
-.02 2
-1.44 4

EffectsEffects of change
Inn chapter 4 the performance of the model was checked by applying the model to average
valuess for 1998. Ideally the same procedure would be followed for the model of labor demand.
Unfortunately,, for the variables included in the model there is little known about the average
valuess in 1998. So the current analyses is limited to finding out what happens in case of a one
percentt change in the explanatory variables of the cost share of agency work.
Tablee 5.15 shows what happens if the variables affecting the cost share of agency work
increasee by one percent. If permanent labor costrisesone percent the cost share of agency work
decreasess with less than one percent in all samples. If the cost of agency laborrises,its cost share
alsoo rises.
Whenn looking at the exogenous variables, a one percent increase in the average age of the
employeess increases the cost share of agency work by 0.32 percent in the total sample and 0.3 8
percentt in industry. This concurs with the Dutch practice ofpayment: in many firms an employee's
salaryy automaticallyriseswith age regardless of the employee's performance. A one percent
increasee in the average education level leads to an decrease of 0.10 percent in the cost share of
agencyy labor in the total sample. As concluded earlier on, higher educated people usually do not
havee an agency contract. A one percent increase in the company hours leads to an increase in the
costt share of agency labor, both in the total sample as well as in the noncommercial services.
Probablyy the extra hours are filled with agency workers. In industry the largest effect comes from
aa one percent increase in the staffing rate inducing the cost share of agency labor to decrease by
moree than one percent. In other words, in case of understaffing this means that firms are more
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TableTable 5.16:
Percentage change in de cost share of permanent and temporary contracts due
too a one percent increase in the agency labor cost
Totall sample

Industry

Noncommercial services

Costt share of permanent labor (SP)
SA/SPP
LA/LPP

-.01
.34
-.66

-.01
.41
-.59

-.01
.18
-.82

Costt share of temporary labor (ST)

.00

.00

.05

S A /STT

.32

.38

.12

LA/LTT

-J8

^61

Il87

likelyy to hire permanent staff to get to the right level of staffing, while in case of overstating the
agencyy workers are the first ones to go.
Thee substitution elasticities also show what happens if the cost of agency labor increases by
onee percent (see table 5.16). From the model it becomes clear that the direct effects of an
increasee in agency labor costs are very small. The cost share of permanent labor will decrease
byy 0.01 percent. The effects on the cost share of temporary labor are almost zero except in
noncommerciall services. However, the Morishima elasticities of substitution show that a one
percentt increase in the agency labor costs leads to a less than one percent increasee in the ratio
SS A/SP, varying from 0.18 percent to 0.41 percent depending on the economic sector, and in the
ratioo SA/ST, varyingfrom0.12 percent to 0.38 percent. This implies a decrease in the ratios LA/Lp
andd LA/Lj of less than one percent. So as the cost of agency labor increases the demand for
agencyy labor will drop, but less than the increase.

5.5.22

Efficiency

Too find out whetherfirmsusing agency workers are more or less efficient thanfirmsthat do
nott use agency workers two cost frontiers as specified in equation (5.13) are estimated, where
thee variable cost function takes on the translog form as in equation (5.5). The specification ofthe
variablee cost function is the same as in the previous section. The data come from the OSA
sample. .
Inn the first analysis the exogenous variables in the efficiency term (ij,) consist of a constant, a
dummyy for 1992, a dummy indicating whether a firm uses agency workers or not and the same
exogenouss variables used in the estimation of the cost function in section 5.5.1. In the second
analysiss the agency dummy is replaced by the percentage of agency workers. Because this
sectionn is mainly interested in efficiency and not in the cost frontier itself, the coefficients of the
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TableTable 5.17:

Inefficiency in the total sample
EstimationEstimation of the inefficiency term"
Modell 1

Model 2

Coefficientt

t-value

Coefficient

Constant t
Agencyy dummy
Percentagee of agency workers

-2.177 7
0.774" "

1.780 0
3.314 4

-4.388 8

1.530 0

19922 dummy
age e

0.016 6
0.717 7
0.341 1
0.032" "
-0.121 1
-0.271 1
0.885 5
0.057 7

0.076 6
1.464 4
1.952 2
2.779 9
1.898 8
1.502 2
1.587 7
0.581 1

0.129" "
0.131 1
1.133 3
0.721" "
0.049" "
-0.217 7
-0.354 4
1.182 2
0.109 9

3.074 4
0.536 6
1.526 6
2.467 7
2.320 0
1.551 1
1.337 7
1.262 2
0.955 5

1.206" "
0.797" "

3.994 4
18.095 5

2.028" "
0.857" "

2.324 4
15.446 6

absenteeismm rate
difficultt vacancy rate
educationn level
companyy hours
staffingg rate
unionization n
Totall variance (a2)
Degreee of inefficiency (x)
Numberr of observations
Logg likelihood

t-value

1,681 1
-1,909.977 7

1,681
-1,897.525

AverageAverage efficiency scores
Modell 1
Firmss without
agencyy workers
19900
19922

0.545
0_560

Model 2

Firms with
agency workers

Firms without
agency workers

Firms with
agency workers

0.413
0435

0.576
0_580

0.499
0.514

*** significant at 5% level
aa The coefficients of thee cost frontier can be found in table C.4 in appendix C

costtfrontierare not reported here, but can be found in appendix C. Only the coefficients of the
inefficiencyy term are reported in this section.

AllAll firms
Inn thefirstmodel for all thefirmsin the sample about 79.7 percent Of) of the total variance a2
iss due to inefficiency (see table 5.17). The question is whether this inefficiency can be attributed
too agency work. Indeed, it can. The coefficient for the agency dummy is positive and differs
significantlyyfromzero meaning thatfirmswhich use agency workers are more inefficient than firms
thatt do not use agency workers. Alsofirmswith many difficult vacancies are less efficient. The
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FigureFigure 5.7:

Frequency of efficiency scores in the total sample (model 1,1992)

35% %

Firmss without agency workers

Q

Firms with agency workers

30% %

25% %

20% %
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10% %
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0.4-0.5
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0.6-0.7

0.7-0.8

0.8-0.9

0.9-1.0

Efficiencyy scores

secondd model wonders whether inefficiency increases with the number ofagency workers. About
85.77 percent of total variance is due to inefficiency. More agency workers, more absenteeism and
moree difficult vacancies imply more inefficiency within the firm.
Inn both models the average efficiency score rose from 1990 to 1992. Also there is a big
dii fference in efficiency scores betweenfirmswith and without agency workers in both models.
Figuree 5.7 shows the distribution offirmsin 1992 over ten categories of efficiency scores (model
1).. Of allfirmswithout agency workers 21 percent has an efficiency score between 0.7 and 0.8.
Onlyy 5 percent of all firms with agency workers are in the same category. The figure clearly
showss that firms without agency workers are in the higher efficiency score categories.
Ass explained in the previous section the total sample is very diverse. Thus cost frontiers for
thee industrial and noncommercial services sectors are also estimated. Table 5.18 reports on the
industriall sector and table 5.19 reports on noncommercial services.
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TableTable 5.18:

Inefficiency in industry
EstimationEstimation of the inefficiency term*
Modell 2

Modell 1

Constant t
Agencyy dummy
Percentagee of agency workers
19922 dummy

age e
absenteeismm rate
difficultt vacancy rate
educationn level
companyy hours
staffingg rate
unionization n
Totall variance (a2)
Degreee of inefficiency (x)

Coefficient t

t-value e

Coefficient t

t-value e

-1.198 8
0.546" "

0.594 4
4.365 5

-0.390 0

0.457 7

-0.034 4
1.401 1
0.389" "
-0.082 2
-0.021 1
0.298" "
0.130 0
-0.014 4

0.114 4
1.091 1
3.622 2
1.253 3
0.490 0
4.098 8
0.070 0
0.304 4

0.457" "
0.042 2
1.635" "
0.545" "
-0.124" "
-0.062 2
0.377" "
-1.403 3
0.003 3

3.902 2
0.155 5
2.800 0
3.868 8
2.176 6
0.791 1
3.834 4
1.665 5
0.040 0

0.639" "
0.865" "

7.448 8
6.236 6

0.761" "
0.763" "

7.176 6
13.057 7

Numberr of observations
Logg likelihood

477 7

477 7

-514.862 2

-516.614 4
AverageAverage efficiency score
Modell 2

Modell 1
Firmss without
agencyy workers
1990 0
1992 2

0.411 1
0.456 6

:
irmss with
agency workers

Firmss without
agencyy workers

Firmss with
agency workers

0.261 1
0.245 5

0.483 3
0.526 6

0.375 5
0.357 7

significantt at 5% level
Thee coefficients of the cost frontier can be found in table C.5 in appendix C

FirmsFirms in industry
Inn industry the degree of inefficiency in thefirstmodel is 86.5 percent and again agency work
affectss inefficiency positively and significantly (see table 5.18). Other factors influencing efficiency
negativelyy are the absenteeism rate and company hours. The second model indicates that
inefficiencyyriseswith the number of agency workers: the coefficient for the percentage of agency
workerss is also positive and significantly differentfromzero. Again absenteeism and company
hourss affect inefficiency positively, just like age. However in industry difficult vacancies do not
raisee inefficiency. The average efficiency scores are not very high and forfirmswith agency
workerss much lower than forfirmswithout agency workers. Interestingly forfirmswithout agency
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FigureFigure 5.8:

Frequency of efficiency scores in industry (model 1,1992)
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Efficiencyy scores

workerss the efficiency scores increased from 1990 to 1992, but forfirmswith agency workers
theyy decreased.
Figuree 5.8 shows the distribution offirmsin 1992 over ten categories of efficiency scores
(modell 1). A large proportion (31 percent) of thefirmswith agency workers have an efficiency
scoree between 0.1 and 0.2, while the proportion offirmswithout agency workers is very low (12
percent)) in this category. Again the firms without agency workers are relatively more often
positionedd in the higher categories

FirmsFirms in noncommercial services
Agencyy work is not significant for noncommercial services (see table 5.19). Neither the
presencee nor the number of agency workers seems to affect efficiency. Instead efficiency is
negativelyy affected by absenteeism but positively by company hours and age (only model 2). The
averagee efficiency scores forfirmswithout agency workers are higher than those forfirmswith
agencyy workers. Interestingly, in this sector the average efficiency scores droppedfrom1990 to
19922 for all firms. Figure 5.9 shows the distribution of firms in 1992 over ten categories of
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TableTable 5.19:

Inefficiency in noncommercial services
EstimationEstimation of the inefficiency temf
Modell 1
t-value e

Coefficient t

t-value e

-5.461 1
0.164 4

1.570 0
0.575 5

-5.431 1

1.638 8

1.170" "
-1.974 4
1.268" "
0.041 1
-0.048 8
-0.702" "
5.828 8
-0.128 8

2.117 7
1.672 2
2.999 9
0.299 9
0.640 0
2.241 1
1.824 4
0.738 8

-0.485 5
1.210" "
-2.128" "
1.334" "
0.044 4
-0.057 7
-0.712" "
5.919 9
-0.131 1

0.434 4
2.302 2
1.991 1
3.417 7
0.330 0
0.776 6
2.430 0
1.932 2
0.827 7

1.706" "
0.910" "

2.899 9
26.046 6

1.731" "
0.907" "

2.976 6
24.264 4

Coefficient t
Constant t
Agencyy dummy
Percentagee of agency workers
19922 dummy
age e
absenteeismm rate
difficultt vacancy rate
educationn level
companyy hours
staffingg rate
unionization n
Totall variance (a2)
Degreee of inefficiency (x)

Model 2

463 3
491.567 7

463 3
491.481 1

Numberr of observations
Logg likelihood

AverageAverage efficiency scores
Modell 2

Modell 1

1990 0
1992 2

Firmss without
agencyy workers

Firms with
agency workers

Firms without
agency workers

Firms with
agency workers

0.592 2
0.481 1

0.531 1
0.449 9

0.594 4
0.482 2

0.540 0
0.455 5

"" significant at 5% level
aa The coefficients of the cost frontier can be found in table C.5 in appendix C

efficiencyy scores (model 1). The distribution of the two types offirmsdoes not vary as much as
inn the total sample and industry. In the category 0.7-0.8 there are relatively morefirmswithout
agencyy workers, while the category 0.3-0.4 there are relatively morefirmswith agency workers.
Despitee the fact that thefirmsin the sample and even in the subsamples are very diverse, the
conclusionn is that in general using agency workers does not positively affect the efficiency of the
firm.firm. The reasons maybe a loss of human capital, less commitment to thefirm,inexperience or
aa lack of firm specific knowledge.
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FigureFigure 5.9:

Frequency of efficiency scores in noncommercial services (model 1,1992)
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Summary and conclusions

Withh every worker afirmincurs hiring, employment and firing costs. These costs are not
incidentall but inherent to the labor process. Employers know this and take it into account when
hiringg new workers. Thus it influences the demand for labor in general and the demand for certain
typess of workers specifically. Different types of workers have different costs. For example, there
aree no firing costs involved with temporary and agency workers. As far as hiring costs are
concerned,, much depends on the search channel used. Agency workers come through a
temporaryy work agency, which demands a fee. Regular workers are usually hired through other
searchh channels. Each of these search channels have their own price tag.
Toofindout the effects of these costs a labor demand model is estimated. The model consists
off a variable cost function and three cost share equations, one for each type of labor contract.
Capitall is considered to be afixedinput in the short term. There is only one output which is the
productionn value. The chosen form for the variable cost function is the translog function. Instead
off using wages as input prices the costs of each labor contract are calculated. This is done by
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calculatingg hiring, employment andfiringcosts per search channel. It is assumed that these costs
differr for all three types of labor contract.
Thee data comefromthe Organization for Strategic Labor Market Research (OS A) and covers
thee years 1990 and 1992. Temporary work agencies are a very popular search channel but still
thee number of agency workers decreased from 1990 to 1992. The data show that firms hiring
agencyy workers are often large firms with relatively few women. They also have a low
absenteeismmrate,are less unionized and have a high labor turnover. Firms using agency workers
seemm to have more difficulties to achieve an optimal staffing and capital utilization rate. Agency
workerss are frequently hired in industry, but less frequently in noncommercial services.
Thee labor demand model is estimated with a seemingly unrelated regression. Firms with a high
ratee ofvacancies that are difficult to fulfil also have a high share of agency workers. Perhaps these
firmsfirms try to overcome the vacancy problems by hiring agency workers. On the other hand firms
withh an high average education level have a lower share of agency workers. This concurs with
earlierrfindingsthat agency workers usually are not highly educated. The Morishima elasticity of
substitutionn indicates that an increase in the relative cost of any labor contract leads to a
substitutionn awayfromthe more expensive form of labor towards the cheaper form of labor, but
nott enough to totally compensate the increase in costs. Except for the noncommercial services
agencyy work is an alternative for permanent work when the costs ofpermanent work increase.
Agencyy work is never an alternative for temporary work. Obviously firms see no benefit in
replacingg agency contracts with temporary contracts or vice versa. In industry a high staffing rate
(i.e.. overstaffing) implies a low share of agency workers. This is in line with expectations.
Obviouslyy any temporary staff shortages can then easily be solved by moving own personnel
around.. In noncommercial services none of explanatory variables has any effect on the share of
agencyy work, probably becausefirmsin this sector employ relatively few agency workers in the
periodd under investigation.
Anotherr aspect of the demand for agency work is the question of efficiency. Instead of a cost
functionn a costfrontieris estimated. The cost frontier is the set ofpoints where, given the amount
off output, minimal costs are achieved. Deviations from the cost frontier are attributed to
inefficiency. .
Estimationn of the cost frontier shows that using agency workers does not positively affect the
efficiencyy offirms.In generalfirmsusing agency workers are less efficient thanfirmsnot using
agencyy workers. This is especially true forfirmsin industry. Moreover, their efficiency decreases
withh the number of agency workers. Forfirmsin noncommercial services there is no effect from
hiringg agency workers. Noncommercial services with agency workers are just as efficient as
noncommerciall services without agency workers.

Chapterr 6
Thee Temporary Work
Agencyy As A
Searchh Channel
6.11

Introduction

Findingg therightstaff is not easy. Much depends on the search channel used. The previous
chapterr demonstrated that each search channel has its own price tag. But it is unlikely that the
choicee of search channel is determined by cost aspects alone. There must be other reasons. This
chapterr will focus on one search channel in particular, namely temporary work agencies. What
reasons,, other than cost aspects, do firms have for calling in a temporary work agency?
Theree are many aspects of afirmthat can affect the hiring of agency workers (Davis-Blake
&& Uzzi, 1993; Golden & Appelbaum, 1992). Due to the existence of agency work firms can
makee more strategic decisions about staffing. Agency work can be a cure against structural
overmanning.. In case ofholidays and sickness leave there is no need for a pool ofreplacements.
Iff production isrisingafirmmay be uncertain whether it is a temporary boom or a structural
development.. In this case it is attractive to hire agency workers. If production starts to fall again
thee agency worker can be easily laid offwithout any costs. If production continues torisethe
agencyy worker could be hired permanently. Thus the firm passes some of the economic
uncertaintyy on to the temporary work agency. The price to be paid will usually outweigh the costs
off a possibly wrong staffing decision.
Unionizationn can sometimes be a problem. Unions generally do not like the use of agency
workers.. They are afraid that it will undermine the position of the permanent staff. Agency
workerss generally get paid less and are entitled to little or no fringe benefits. Thus they maybe
cheaperr to the firm. Also agency workers tend to ask less questions about employment
conditions.'' Another problem is that most agency workers are not union members. Therefore, a
11
A common problem is that agency workers do not always follow safety regulations. Sometimes firms do
nott inform the agency workers about safety regulations, sometimes it is not convenient. For example, in some
jobss protective clothing is required. If the firm does not have the clothing in the agency worker's size, the
agencyy worker is offered clothing in a bigger size. This is not allowed but an agency worker will rarely object,
oftenn because he does not know that it is not allowed. Although the firm always remains responsible for the
workers'' safety (including agency workers), it is sometimes cheaper to take a risk than to follow safety
regulations. .
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highlyy unionized company may not employ many agency workers. On the other hand, the
managementt of such a company may want to use agency workers to break union power. This
problemm is mainly encountered in the USA where union workers differfromnon-union workers
inn wages and fringe benefits. In the Netherlands collective bargaining agreements are often
declaredd generally binding and unions have less power in individualfirms.Unions attitudes toward
agencyy work may also change through time. For example, in the early days of agency work
agenciess (late sixties, early seventies) Dutch unions were very much opposed to the idea of
agencyy workers for the reasons mentioned above. Nowadays Dutch unions say that working for
aa temporary work agency is the best way to gain work experience. So the overall temporal effect
off unionization is uncertain.
Anotherr factor influencing the demand for agency labor is the length of the probation period.
AA firm in a sector or country with short probation periods may favor agency workers. For
examplee in the Netherlands the probation period of a permanent job is two months, while an
agencyy contract can last much longer.2 Often a person is first hired on an agency contract and
thenn gets offered a permanent contract.
Anotherr advantage of agency work is that the employer does not have to search himself. Of
coursee there is a price to be paid but this price is sometimes acceptable. The disadvantage is that
searchh channels and workers are not paired randomly. Each search channel has its own particular
supplyy of workers. From chapters 3 and 4 it became clear that temporary work agencies are
especiallyy attractive to married women and non-EU citizens. It is very unattractive for
breadwinnerss (either men or women) and well educated people. So if an employer calls in a
temporaryy work agency, he will get a particular kind of worker.
Theree are more disadvantages. Agency workers have nofirmspecific knowledge. Thus hiring
agencyy workers on a large scale may entail a lower level of human capital. Moreover, agency
workerss are less committed to afirm.And agency workers have no real bond to other employees
whichh could lead to tensions on the work floor. Also agency workers are often less experienced
thann the permanent workers and thus less productive.
Thiss chapter investigates the importance of temporary work agencies as a search channel.
First,, section 6.2 gives the theoretical background. Section 6.3 reviews the data. Section 6.4
discussess the estimation results. Finally section 6.5 ends with a summary.
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Before 1-7-1998 an agency contract could only last 6 months. Since July 1998 there is no limit to its
duration. .
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Choice of a temporary work agency

Theree are many ways in which afirmcanfindnew employees. Firms can put advertisements
inn the newspaper, ask around, search among their own staff, approach schools, check at the
publicc employment office, or use the services of a commercial employment agency or a temporary
workk agency. In this section the question is what kind of firms use temporary work agencies as
aa search channel and with which intensity.
Thee choice for a temporary work agency as a search channel can be investigated with logit
models.. The theoretical form of these models was already discussed in section 3.2. To measure
thee intensity of agency work usage a tobit model is estimated. In a tobit model the number of
agencyy hours LA is regressed on exogenous variables Awaking into account the fact that many
firmss do not employ agency workers. The tobit model is defined as

L;-0L;-0

ifLA=0,

(6.1)

HereHerefiis a vector of parameters to be estimated and e is an error term. The likelihood function
forr the new random variable LA* is
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wheree <p(-) and <D(-) are, respectively, the density function and the cumulative distribution function
off the standard normal distribution. The parameter a represents the standard error. This is a non
standardd type of likelihood function, since it is a mixture ofcontinuous and discrete distributions.
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Descriptives of firms with and without agency workers

Twoo different data sets are used in this chapter. Thefirstcomes from the Organization for
Strategicc Labor Market Research (OSA) and was discussed in section 5.3. The second one
comess from Intomart, a market research agency and is discussed below.
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Characteristics of firms, 1994
Alll firms

Averagee number of employees
Averagee number of agency days
Averagee number of personnel hired
Averagee vacancy rate
Difficultt vacancies
Numberr of firms

Firms without agency workers

Firms using agency workers

51
37
.45

29
0
.34

121
158
.80

1.50
4%

1.52
2%

1.43
8%

10,061

7JS94

^367

Source:: Recruitment survey, Intomart

Everyy two months Intomart holds a survey inquiring how vacancies arefilledin the past two
months.. The survey is not set up as a panel although it is possible that afirmis interviewed more
thann once. The data used in this chapter datefromJuly through December 1994 and are recorded
inn three waves (July/August, September/October and November/December). Unfortunately
earlierr data are not useful due to changes in the questionnaire.
Thee sample contains over ten thousand observations on firms. About 24 percent used agency
workerss in the two months prior to the survey. About 2,300 firms actually hired personnel in a
temporaryy or permanent contract. Of those firms about ten percent used temporary work
agenciess to find these new employees. In these cases the agency contract is used as a stepping
stonee towards a temporary or permanent contract.
Tablee 6.1 shows some general statistics on the sample. Firms using agency workers are larger
thann other firms and that they have a higher labor turnover. Also the percentage of difficult
vacanciess is higher in firms using agency workers.
Bothh table 6.2 and figure 6.1 give some information on the regional distribution of agency
workers.. Table 6.2 shows that firms in the Western part of the country tend to use agency
workerss more often. Figure 6.1 shows that firms in rural areas are less likely to use agency
workers. .
Thee distribution offirmsover economic sectors is given infigure6.2. In industry many firms
workk with agency workers. On the other hand using agency workers is not so common in the
governmentt and noncommercial services. The distribution corresponds with the OS A sample (see
figuree 5.4)
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TableTable 6.2:

Region,31994 (%)
Alll firms

Firmss without agency workers

Firms using agency workers

25 5
22 2
13 3
40 0

20 0
19 9
24 4
37 7

24 4
21 1
15 5
39 9

North h
East t
West t
South h

aa North: Friesland, Groningen, Drenthe; East: Flevoland, Overijssel, Gelderland; West: Utrecht, Noord-Holland, ZuidHolland;; South: Zeeland, Noord-Brabant, Limburg.
Source:: Recruitment survey, Intomart

FigureFigure 6.1:

Urbanization, 1994

Alll firms
Veryy urban

Firmss using agency workers
II

10 0

%% 0

15 5

25 5

20 0

30 0

Source:: Recruitment survey, Intomart

FigureFigure 6.2:

Firms by economic sector, 1994
Industry y

M i ll

TH29.4

Construction n
Trade,, hotel & caterini

19.8 8
Alll firms

Transportt & communication
ITT11
Bank,, insurance & commercial services
Governmentt & noncommercial services
Other r
%% 0

Source:: Recruitment survey, Intomart

Firms using
agencyy workers
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TableTable 6.3:

Characteristics of firms that hired personnel, 1994 (%)
Alll firms

Permanentt contract
Seasonal l
Experiencee needed
Temporaryy work agency first choice
Regularr staff hired through a temporary work agency

72 2
44
65 5
99
99

Firmss using agency
workers s

Firmss without agency
workers s

78 8
11
70 0
21 1
20 0

68 8
66
62 2
11
22

Source:: Recruitment survey, Intomart

FigureFigure 6.3:

Reasons for using temporary work agencies to hire regular workers, 1994
Nott much work

|83.88

Motivatedd candidates

|89.33

Fast t

|92.44

Cheap p

|50.88

Candidatess meet requirements

•90.99

Amplee choice

|67.0 0

Other r

|42.11

20 0

40 0

ii
60 0

II
80 0

100 0

Source:: Recruitment survey, Intomart

Ass mentioned at the beginning of this section about 2,300firmsactually hired staff in a regular
contract.. Table 6.3 shows some characteristics of thesefirms.Firms using agency workers more
oftenn offer a permanent contract but also require more experience. Usually the jobs they have on
offerr are not seasonal. Obivously manyfirmsuse temporary work agencies to try out a worker
beforee offering a permanent contract.
Thee next question is then why they use the temporary work agencies to hire regular staff. This
iss answered infigure6.3. The categories "fast", "qualified candidates", "motivated candidates"
andd "not much work" are the main reasons for using a temporary work agency.
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Empirical results

Thiss section presents the estimation results of several logit and tobit models. Thefirstthree
analysess investigate what kind offirmsuse temporary work agencies to hire agency workers. All
threee ofthem are based on the OSA data. The fourth analysis tries to measure the usage intensity
byy estimating a tobit model with both the OSA and the Intomart data. The last two analyses
investigatee to what extent temporary work agencies serve as a stepping stone towards regular
work. .
Inn the first two analyses the exogenous variables include a constant, a dummy for 1992,
percentagee of women in thefirm,average overall education level of the firm's work force, capital
utilizationn rate (less than one means underutilization, while greater than one means overutilization),
staffingg rate (less than one means understaffing, while greater than one means overstaffing),
vacancyy rate (number ofvacancies divided by the number of employees), the rate ofvacancies
thatt are difficult to fulfil (number ofvacancies that are difficult to fulfil divided by the number of
employees),, the in- and outflow of labor, the number ofhours per week that afirmis in operation,
thee percentage ofpeople on sickness leave, the average age of the firm's work force, firm size,
regionn and economic sector.
Womenn often have a weaker labor market position. Thusfirmswith many female employees
mayy also be more tempted to hire agency workers. Chapter 3 showed that higher educated
peoplee are usually not agency workers. Sofirmswith ahigh average education level are unlikely
too hire many agency workers. Firms with a high capital utilization rate do not need many staff.
Howeverr on the occasion that they do, a temporary work agency may be the quickest solution.
AA firm with a lot of overstaffing does not need any more staff. Therefore the staffing rate is
includedd in the analysis. On the other hand firms with many vacancies and many people on
sicknesss leave do. Since agency workers are often young people,firmswith many older workers
aree less likely to use a temporary work agency. A high outflow may lead to an increased need
forr agency workers, while a high inflow does not. Afirmwith a high number of company hours
mayy require his employees to work irregular hours. In this case agency workers may be the
solution.. From the data descripti ves it became clear thatfirmsusing agency workers are generally
larger.. Three regional dummies are included with the region West as the reference region.
Becausee the sectors industry and noncommercial services show the largest differences between
firmsfirms with and without agency workers, two dummy variables for these economic sectors are
included.. The industry dummy is expected to be positive and the noncommercial services dummy
iss expected to be negative.
Theefirstanalysis investigates whether or not afirmuses agency workers. The results of the
logitt estimation are in table 6.4. Ass the vacancy rate increases, the chance that afirmemploys
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TableTable 6.4:

Use of agency workers

firmfirm does not use agency workers=0
firmfirm uses agency workers^ 1
Constant t
19922 dummy
Femalee rate
Educationn level3
Capitall utilization rate
Staffingg rate
Vacancyy rate
Difficultt vacancy rate
Laborr inflow
Laborr outflow
Companyy hours
Absenteeismm rate
Averagee age
Firmm size
North h
East t
South h
Industry y
Noncommerciall services
Numberr of observations
Logg likelihood full model
Logg likelihood restricted model
""
aa

t-value e

coefficient t

.167 7
.468 8
.256 6
1.189 9
.160 0
.732 2
2.901 1
1.988 8
.269 9
.583 3
1.186 6
1.095 5
.351 1
5.930 0
.870 0
1.355 5
1.954 4
5.701 1
.617 7

.147 7
-.050 0
.001 1
-.132 2
.098 8
-.449 9
.073" "
-.062" "
-.002 2
.004 4
.002 2
.015 5
-.003 3
.003" "
-.157 7
-.188 8
-.253 3
.746" "
-.091 1
1,681 1
-1,072.76 6
-1,144.84 4

significant at 5% level
divided by 1000

agencyy workersrises.On the other hand as the rate ofproblematic vacanciesrises,firmsbecome
lesss likely to employ agency workers. Apparently even temporary work agencies are not capable
off providing people for problematic vacancies. The influence of firm size is small but significant.
Ass firms grow in size they become more likely to use temporary work agencies. Also firms in
industriall branches use temporary work agencies significantly more often.
Firmss indicated the usage intensity of temporary work agencies as a search channel. The
answersanswers never, sometimes, regularly, often, always were analyzed with a multinomial logit
estimationn using the same exogenous variables as before. The results are shown in table 6.5.
Firmss with relatively old staff have a higher chance ofbeingfrequentusers oftemporary work
agencies.. Firms with a high absenteeism rate will often turn to the temporary work agency. Firms
withh a high vacancy rate use the temporary work agency less frequently. Againfirmswith many
vacanciess that are difficult to fulfill are less likely to turn to a temporary work agency. Large firms
havee a higher chance ofbeing frequent users of temporary work agencies. So have firms in
industry.. On the other hand firms in noncommercial services definitely do not.
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TableTable 6.5:

Frequency of temporary work agency usage

ReferenceReference Group:
Never Never

Constant t
19922 dummy
Femalee rate
Educationn level3
Capitall utilization rate
Staffingg rate
Vacancyy rate
Difficultt vacancy rate
Laborr inflow
Laborr outflow
Companyy hours
Absenteeismm rate
Averagee age
Firmm size
North h
East t
South h
Industry y
Noncommerciall services

Regularlyi i Regularly

Sometimes Sometimes
coefficient t

t-value e

coefficient t

t-value e

-.403 3
-.114 4
-.000 0
-.147 7
.686 6
-.674 4
.066" "
-.104" "
.006 6
.011 1
-.003 3
.020 0
-.009 9
.005" "
-.401 1
.027 7
-.111 1
.318" "
-.160 0

.395 5
.949 9
.069 9
1.104 4
.940 0
.988 8
2.512 2
2.912 2
.934 4
1.548 8
1.730 0
1.263 3
.948 8
8.142 2
1.910 0
.169 9
.764 4
2.055 5
.986 6

-2.022 2
-.042 2
-.004 4
.045 5
.244 4
.017 7
.056 6
-.087 7
.017 7
-.007 7
-.000 0
.037 7
-.003 3
.006" "
-.192 2
-.089 9
-.242 2
.963" "
-1.545" "

1.459 9
.252 2
.964 4
.202 2
.252 2
.017 7
1.543 3
1.777 7
1.956 6
.704 4
.101 1
1.715 5
.196 6
8.318 8
.691 1
.406 6
1.185 5
5.265 5
4.956 6
Always Always

Often Often

Constant t
19922 dummy
Femalee rate
Educationn level3
Capitall utilization rate
Staffingg rate
Vacancyy rate
Difficultt vacancy rate
Laborr inflow
Laborr outflow
Companyy hours
Absenteeismm rate
Averagee age
Firmm size
North h
East t
South h
Industry y
Noncommerciall services
Numberr of observations
Logg likelihood full model
Logg likelihood restricted model
"" significant at 5% level
aa divided by 1000

coefficient t

t-value e

coefficient t

t-value e

-.483 3
-.137 7
.008 8
.367 7
-.886 6
-.383 3
-.033 3
.032 2
-.010 0
.006 6
.004 4
.087" "
-.048" "
.005" "
-.592 2
.180 0
-.008 8
1.531" "
4.058" "

.285 5
.618 8
1.497 7
1.213 3
.794 4
.335 5
.543 3
.481 1
.777 7
.517 7
1.471 1
3.559 9
2.461 1
5.490 0
1.413 3
.650 0
.030 0
6.636 6
3.812 2

5.166 6
-.128 8
.008 8
.386 6
-3.387 7
-2.300 0
-.610 0
.427 7
-.035 5
-.041 1
-.001 1
.074 4
-.104" "
-.000 0
1.178 8
.255 5
-.713 3
1.578" "
-1.213 3

1.766 6
.246 6
.708 8
1.159 9
1.853 3
.963 3
1.240 0
.782 2
.999 9
1.095 5
.095 5
1.426 6
2.225 5
.108 8
1.859 9
.373 3
.830 0
2.801 1
1.236 6

1,681 1
-1,849.97 7
-2,097.52 2
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TableTable 6.6: Use of temporary work agencies compared with other search channels
firmfirm does not use agency worker$=Q
firmfirm uses agency workers= 1
constant t
19922 dummy
ownn personnel
schools s
commerciall employment agency
relations s
publicc employment agency
adverts s
openn applications
Numberr of observations
Logg likelihood full model
Logg likelihood restricted model
""
**

coefficient t

t-value e

-.874" "
-.190* *
-.000 0
.119 9
.586" "
.132 2
-.031 1
.014 4
.115* *

3.248 8
1.885 5
.003 3
1.523 3
5.272 2
1.616 6
.444 4
.305 5
1.721 1
1,681 1
-1,118.72 2
-1,144.84 4

significant at 5% level
significant at 10% level

Itt would be interesting to know what the relation of the temporary work agency is to the other
searchh channels. In other words, are the other search channels complements or substitutes? Each
off the search channels is represented by a dummy variable which is equal to zero if the firm
answeredd that it never used the search channel and equal to one otherwise. Then the temporary
workk agency dummy is regressed on the other dummies, a constant term and a dummy for 1992
usingg a logit model. The results are in table 6.6. Again not many ofthe coefficients are significantly
differentt from zero at the 5% significance level. Firms using commercial employment agencies are
alsoo more likely to use temporary work agencies. This may be because many temporary work
agenciess also have permanent placement activities. At the 10% significance level the more often
firmss use spontaneous applications as a search channel, the more likely they are to use temporary
workk agencies. The temporary work agency was less likely to be used in 1992 than in 1990.
Inn the next analysis the demand for agency workers is regressed on some exogenous variables.
Thee analysis is performed on both the OSA and the Intomart data. For the OSA data the
dependentt variable is the number of agency years, which are defined as the number of agency
workerss in full time equivalents. For the Intomart data the dependent variable is the number of
agencyy days, which are defined as the number of days an agency worker was employed by the
companyy during the last two months.
Thee exogenous variables for the estimation based on the OSA data are the same as in the first
twoo analyses. The exogenous variables for the estimation based on the Intomart data include
companyy size, vacancy rate, a dummy variable if any of the vacancies are difficult to fulfil, total
numberr of personnel hired, unemployment rate in the area, degree of urbanization, region,
economicc sector and the period in which the hiring took place. According to Davis-Blake & Uzzi
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(1993)) larger companies need less agency workers because they have more possibilities for
temporarilyy reshuffling people. On the other hand table 6.4 showed that asfirmsize increases,
firmss have a higher chance of hiring agency workers. A high vacancy rate may inducefirmsthat
normallyy do not hire through a temporary work agency to give this search channel a try. On the
otherr hand afirmmay already have tried a temporary work agency without success. Thus the
effectt ofthe vacancy rate is not immediately clear. The same reasoning is applicable for vacancies
thatt are difficult to fulfil. When a lot of new employees are needed in the same period,firmsmay
turnn to temporary work agencies in order not to spend too much time on recruitment. A high
unemploymentt rate usually means that there is not much work for agency workers either. The
degreee ofurbanization influences the number of jobs available and thus the demand for agency
workers.. Most economic activity takes place in the Western part of the Netherlands.
Consequently,, the number of jobs in other parts of the country are fewer, which may negatively
affectt the demand for agency workers. It is interesting to see whether this is also the case in the
Intomart-sample.. The Intomart-sample includes two interesting periods, namely July/August,
whichh is the holiday season and November/December which includes the Christmas season. In
bothh periods extra staff is needed, which might be hired through a temporary work agency.
Industryy and noncommercial services show the largest differences in the use of agency workers.
Thuss the dummy for industry is expected to be positive and the dummy for noncommercial
servicess is expected to be negative. The sum of the all other sectors is the reference group.
Becausee there are manyfirmswho did not hire any agency workers at all a tobit model is
estimated.. The results are shown in table 6.7. Contrary to Davis-Blake & Uzzi' s claim company
sizee positively affects the demand for agency workers, both in the OS A as well as the Intomart
sample.. Probably most companies are not soflexiblethat they can easily reshuffle personnel when
needed.. It maybe possible in case of illness, but during the holiday season most departments are
shortt on staff, and during peak production very often all departments are overloaded with work.
Inn both cases there is little room for reshuffling. In rural areas less agency workers are hired. The
industriall sector hires many agency workers while noncommercial services hires few agency
workers.. The holiday seasons do not affect the number of agency workers hired, which suggest
thatt agency workers are often hired for other reasons than peak production. According to the
Intomartt sample firms in the north, east and south all hire significantly less agency workers than
firmss in the west, but this is not confirmed by the OS A sample
Inn the Intomart sample a higher vacancy rate does not lead to hiring more agency workers,
butt in the OS A sample it does. The two samples disagree on this variable. Thus the effect is not
clear,, nor is the effect ofdifficult vacancies. The dummy for difficult vacancies is significant, but
thee difficult vacancy rate is not. The problem with both these variables may be the time of
measurement.. The OSA sample datesfrom1990 and 1992 when the economy took a downturn,
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TableTable 6.7:

Tobit analysis of the need for agency workers

Dependentt variable

Agencyy years (OSA, 1990 and 1992)
Coefficient t

Constant t
19922 dummy
Femalee rate
Educationn level3
Capitall utilization rate
Staffingg rate
Vacancyy rate
Difficultt vacancy rate
Difficultt vacancies dummy
Laborr inflow
Laborr outflow
Companyy hours
Absenteeismm rate
Averagee age
Firmm size
Unemploymentt rate
Highlyy urbanized
Urbanized d
Rural l
Highlyy rural
North h
East t
South h
Industry y
Noncommerciall services
July-August t
November-December r

aa
Numberr of observations
Logg likelihood

-43.107 7
-9.326" "
.044 4
-.806 6
28.315 5
-38.371 1
1.916" "
-.296 6
.362 2
.081 1
.022 2
-.078 8
.338 8
.153" "

t-value e
1.214 4
2.126 6
.413 3
.158 8
1.141 1
1.618 8
2.070 0
.257 7
1.523 3
.319 9
.380 0
.135 5
.951 1
19.836 6

-4.418 8
-10.217 7
-7.257 7
11.586" "
-16.331" "

.592 2
1.779 9
1.370 0
2.252 2
2.611 1

77.397" "

43.747 7
1681 1
-5976.55 5

Agencyy days (Intomart, 1994)
t-value e

Coefficient t
-398.757" "

14.928 8

-2.821" "

2.390 0

260.775" "
9.125" "

8.042 2
4.503 3

1.109" "
.225 5
-21.293 3
•8.220 0
-46.664" "
-87.646" "
-113.445" "
-121.401" "
-107.826" "
215.747" "
-131.819" "
-3.254 4
9.252 2

23.743 3
.160 0
.788 8
.403 3
2.235 5
4.227 7
4.911 1
5.176 6
5.228 8
12.791 1
7.538 8
.195 5
.552 2

488.163" "

65.500 0

10061 1
-20388.3 3

"" significant at 5% level
aa divided by 1000

whilee the Intomart sample dates from 1994 when the economic tide was turning in a positive
direction. .
Theree are many reasons whyfirmsmake use oftemporary work agencies, for example illness,
holidayy season and peak production. But very often firms also use the agency contract as a
probationn period before offering a temporary or permanent contract. Somefirmssimplyfindit
ann easy way to recruit new personnel. Also agency workers often regard the agency contract as
aa stepping stone towards a temporary or permanent contract.
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Temporary work agency as a first choice search channel for hiring regular workers

TemporaryTemporary work agency is first choice= 1
OtherOther search channel is first choice=0
Constantt (adjusted)
Firmm size
Vacancyy rate
Unemploymentt rate
Difficultt vacancies dummy
Permanentt contract
Seasonall job
Experiencee needed
North h
East t
South h
Industry y
Noncommerciall services
July-August t
November-December r
Reasons: :
Nott much work
Motivatedd candidates
Fast t
Cheap p
Candidatess meet requirements
Choice e
Other r
Numberr of observations
Logg likelihood full model
Logg likelihood restricted model

Coefficient

t-val ue

-4.443" "
.002" "
.039 9
.022 2
.172 2
-.297 7
-2.222" "
.446 6
.210 0
.132 2
-.039 9
1.052" "
-1.441" "
-.107 7
.253 3

2.616 6
1.977 7
1.336 6
1.014 4
.401 1
.999 9
2.217 7
1.664 4
.489 9
.342 2
.119 9
3.397 7
4.052 2
.346 6
.820 0

.802" "
.112 2
.980" "
-2.021" "
1.061" "
.488 8
.234 4

2.239 9
.255 5
2.259 9
6.189 9
2.251 1
1.797 7
.895 5
388 8
-198.150 0
-268.895 5

*** significant at 5% level

Inn the analysis in table 6.8 the dependent variable is whether or not the temporary work
agencyy wasfirstchoice. Asfirmsize increases temporary work agencies become more often the
firstt choice search channel. However the effect is very small. For seasonal jobsfirmsdo not turn
too temporary work agencies first. Apparently many seasonal jobs arefilledby regular workers.
Againn the industrial sector is more likely and the noncommercial services are less likely to turn to
aa temporary work agency first.
Thee most interesting variables are the reasons for using a temporary work agencyfirst.It turns
outt that the main reasons are the fact that using a temporary work agency is not much work for
thee firm, that it is a fast way of getting personnel and that the candidates usually meet the
requirements.. Temporary work agencies are definitely not used because they are so cheap. In
factt section 5.4 showed that on average the temporary work agency fee is approximately a 28
percentt markup on the gross wages of an agency worker. This makes it a fairly expensive way
off hiring new personnel.
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TableTable 6.9:

Number of people hired in regular contract through a temporary work agency
Coefficient t

Constant t
Firmm size
Vacancyy rate
Unemploymentt rate
Difficultt vacancies dummy
Permanentt contract
Seasonall job
Experiencee needed
North h
East t
South h
Industry y
Noncommerciall services
July-August t
November-December r

aa
NN umber of observations
Logg likelihood
""

t-value e

-6.213" "
.004" "
.030 0
.044 4
.743 3
-.585 5
4.484" "
.549 9
-.464 4
-.864 4
-.901" "
1.974" "
-2.939" "
-.128 8
.558 8

8.169 9
5.192 2
1.300 0
1.369 9
1.375 5
1.435 5
2.437 7
1.508 8
.848 8
1.692 2
2.047 7
4.954 4
5.633 3
.309 9
1.379 9

4.437" "

17.845 5
2277
-1016.29

significant at 5% level

Althoughh temporary work agencies are often used as a search channel even when firms are
hiringg temporary or permanent workers, this does not imply thatfirmsalwaysfindsomeone using
thiss search channel. Manyfirmsuse more than one search channel. So the number ofpeople hired
inn a regular contract by means of temporary work agency is analyzed using a tobit analysis with
thee same exogenous variables as before with the exception of the reasons for using a temporary
workk agency and the degree of urbanization.
Fromm table 6.9 demonstrates that the number of people hired in a regular contract through a
temporaryy work agency is positively affected by the company size. Again this effect is small. For
thee same reason as before the sign of a seasonal job is negative. In the Southern part of the
countryy and in noncommercial services, regular workers are less likely to be hired through a
temporaryy work agency. The opposite is true for workers in industry.

6.55

Summary and conclusions

Thiss chapter investigates the use of temporary work agencies as a search channel. Logit
modelss are used to estimate the chances that firms with specific characteristics use temporary
workk agencies. Tobit models are used for estimating the usage intensity.
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Twoo data sets are used. The first one comesfromthe Organization for Strategic Labor Market
Researchh (OS A) and covers the years 1990 and 1992. The second one comes from Intomart,
aa market research agency, and covers the second half of the year 1994.
Temporaryy work agencies are a very popular search channel but still the number of agency
workerss decreasedfrom1990 to 1992. The data show thatfirmshiring agency workers are often
largee firms with relatively few women. They also have a low absenteeism rate, are less unionized
andd have a high labor turnover. Firms using agency workers seem to have more difficulties to
achievee an optimal staffing and capital utilization rate. Agency workers arefrequentlyhired in
industry,, but less frequently in noncommercial services. Firms using agency workers are more
oftenn located in urban areas. Firms that are used to hiring agency workers alsofrequentlyuse the
temporaryy work agency to find regular staff.
Firmss size, vacancy rate and being in the industrial sector positively influences the choice for
thee temporary work agency as a search channel. As the difficult vacancy raterises,firmsbecome
lesss likely to use a temporary work agency. Firms size, inflow and being in industry positively
affectss the usage intensity of temporary work agencies. Being in a rural area and in the noncommerciall sector negatively affects the need for agency workers. The effects ofthe vacancy rate
andd the difficult vacancies on the need for agency workers are unclear. The resultsfromthe OS A
andd the Intomart sample contradict each other. When looking for regular staff temporary work
agenciess are a first choice search channel for large firms and firms in industry. The reasons are
thatt it is not much work and fast plus the fact that the candidates meet the requirements. But
temporaryy work agencies are considered to be expensive.

Chapterr 7
Summary y
Andd Conclusions

7.11

Introduction

Inn the 1980s the combination of stringent firing rules, a large number of social welfare
beneficiariess and a relative high minimum wage led to a large gap between net and gross wages
andd high chances of getting stuck in the poverty trap. These adverse labor market outcomes
inducedd a need for more flexible labor contracts. Contingent work and flexible working
arrangementss increased in popularity. An important characteristic of contingent work is a lack of
attachmentt between the worker and the employer. In contrast to regular work it provides a low
degreee of job security. There is no explicit or implicit commitment for long-term employment and
thee minimum hours worked may vary in a non-systematic way. On the other hand contingent
workk is easily accessible and it provides more choice to the worker.
Thiss study focuses on one particular form of contingent work, namely working through a
temporaryy work agency, henceforth referred to as agency work. An agency work contract is a
laborr contract which is temporary in nature and which comes about by the intervention of a
temporaryy work agency, whose principal activity is to assign or lease out workers to other firms.
Thee most important characteristics of agency work are a short period of employment and a
tripartitee involvement. The three parties involved are the user company, the temporary work
agencyy and the agency worker.
Inn the Netherlands agency work is a popular form of contingent work. And its popularity is
alsoo increasing in other European countries, although the percentage of agency workers in the
laborr force is much larger in the Netherlands than in other European countries. This development
cann be explained by changing economic and competitive conditions, the firm's necessity ofbeing
flexible,, high unemployment among certain groups, demographic change and the consequent
changess in the composition of the workforce and changing tastes among married women (for
moree market work) and older males (for early retirement).
Thee main objective of this book was to gain insight into factors that determine
•• the developments in agency work,
•• agency work as a leading indicator of macro-economic trends,
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•• the characteristics of agency workers,
•• the supply of agency work,
•• the demand for agency work, and
•• the temporary work agency as a search channel for firms.
Severall econometric models were formulated and estimated, both at macro and micro level. In
thee process three types of labor were distinguished, namely permanent labor, temporary labor,
andd agency labor, A permanent labor contract is a contract between the employer and the
employeee for an indefinite period of time. A temporary labor contract is a contract between the
employerr and the employee for an definite period oftime. An agency labor contract is a tripartite
contractt between the agency worker, the temporary work agency and the user company. Agency
workk was compared to the other two forms of work.

7.22

Developments in agency work

LegalLegal framework
Inn the Netherlands the first temporary work agencies occurred in the 1940s. In 1961 the
predecessorr of the Algemene Bond van Uitzendondernemingen (ABU) was founded, an
organizationn which intended to promote the interests of temporary work agencies. In 1965
legislationn on temporary work agencies became effective. In 1971 the first collective bargaining
agreementt between unions and the ABU was negotiated. Ever since the 1965 law new rules and
regulationregulation have been drawn up to regulate temporary work agencies. These rules became an
officiall part of the legislation in 1990.
Untill 1998 temporary work agencies needed a license to operate as such. Agency workers
neitherr had a labor contract with the temporary work agency nor with the user company. Agency
workerss could only work a maximum of six months for the same user company. Temporary work
agenciess were not allowed to prohibit agency workers to accept a regular labor contract. And
agencyy work was not allowed in all economic sectors of the economy. Agency workers were
usuallyy not eligible for fringe benefits, like for example an additional pension. Furthermore, regular
laborr law did not apply to agency contracts.
Despitee these restrictions agency work continued to grow. That is because temporary work
agenciess provided aready-made solution to abig problem. After the second oil crisis ofthe Early
Eightiess the Dutch economy performed very poorly mainly due to an inflexible labor market. Thus
moree flexibility in the labor market became one of the main targets ofDutch labor market policy.
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Forr this purpose the extensive network of temporary work agencies could be used. Temporary
workk agencies could immediately provideflexibilitywithout any time consuming changes in
legislation.. The growing number of agency workers since 1982 was prove of the success ofthis
approach. .
However,, the government became aware that agency workers needed more legal protection.
Recentlyy two new laws became effective, one in 1998 and one in 1999. The 1998 law gave more
freedomm to the establishment and operation of temporary work agencies, while the 1999 law
providedd agency workers with more security.
Sincee 1998 agency workers are employed by the temporary work agency. Thus they have
becomee regular employees, and the agency contract now falls under regular labor law. Agency
workerss have become eligible for fringe benefits, such as additional pension plans and collective
insurances.. On the other hand temporary work agencies may now prevent their employees from
goingg to another employer (that is another temporary work agency or a user company).
Temporaryy work agencies no longer need a license. There's no longer a limit to the term of
lendingg out agency workers to the same user company. And agency work is now allowed in all
sectorss of the economy.
Whatt remains the same is that the collective bargaining agreement of the user company
overruless the collective bargaining agreement of the temporary work agencies if there are
particularr stipulations about agency workers in the former. Temporary work agencies may not
chargee a mediation fee to the agency worker for their services. And agency workers may not be
usedd to break a strike.
Onee of the most important changes in the new law is that agency workers who have been
workingg for the same temporary work agency for a long time, now have the prospect of a
permanentt contract. Agency workers go through four phases with increasingrights.The transition
fromm one phase to another is determined by the number ofhours within a certain time period that
ann agency worker works for the same temporary work agency. In the first two phases their
contractt is usually similar to the old agency contract. Agency workers only get paid if they are
working.. Once they have reached the third phase they are entitled to a temporary contract with
thee temporary work agency. Agency workers in phase four are entitled to a permanent contract
withh the temporary work agency. Thus in the third and fourth phase the agency worker becomes
aa regular worker of the temporary work agency.
Inn theory this system means a large improvement in the legal position of the agency worker.
Andd it works as long as the economy is doing well. But there is a catch. The temporary work
agenciess are under no obligation to provide agency workers with a job. In practice this means
thatt the temporary work agency can prevent an agency worker from ever reaching phase four.
Whilee there is enough work there is no reason for an temporary work agency to prevent this, but
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thiss may change if the economy is slowing down. Thus when economic times are bad agency
workerss have as little security as they had under the old law.

Trends Trends
SS ince 1973figureson the average number of agency workers per day are available. These
figuress show that ever since the number of agency workers is increasing. Although there have
beenn a few set backs during economic depressions, the general trend is upwards. Since 1994 the
numberr of agency workers is booming. Since 1986 also quarterly figures on the number of
agencyy hours are available. These figures show a clear seasonal pattern. In thefirstquarter the
demandd for agency work is at its lowest. The second and fourth quarter are approximately equal
too the yearly average divided by four. But the third quarter is definitely the most profitable time
forr temporary work agencies.
Bothh investments and unemployment follow a similar pattern as agency work, where
unemploymentt moves in opposite direction. Thus it was investigated whether an equilibrium exists
betweenn these two macro-economic variables and agency work. On an annual base there is a
longg term equilibrium between the number of full-time agency workers and investments from the
previouss year. This means that these two economic indicators follow the same path through time.
Anyy deviationsfromthe equilibrium are fully corrected in the next year. Because of the time lag
thee number of full-time agency workers is a leading indicator of investment. On a quarterly base
thee results are similar to the annual figures. A long term equilibrium exists between the number of
agencyy hours and investmentsfromtwo periods ago. No equilibrium exists between the number
off full-time agency workers and the number of unemployed neither annually nor quarterly.
Althoughh the existence of an equilibrium does not imply a causal relationship, there is an
indirectt causal relationship between investments and agency work. Arisein the demand for
agencyy work indicates a rise in product demand. If this rise is likely to be cyclical and not
seasonall the firm may wish to invest in more machines to comply with therisein product demand.
Thuss there will be more investments.

7.33

The choice of labor contract

Thee characteristics of agency workers are inspected using a sample of about 168,000
observationss from the Labor Force Surveys of 1992, 1993 and 1994 which was held by
Statisticss Netherlands (CBS). Theses surveys contained about 5,000 agency workers and
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161,0000 regular workers. The group of regular workers consists of 21,000 temporary workers
andd 140,000 permanent workers. The remaining 2,000 workers have a combination of two or
threee labor contracts.
AA logjt model is used tofindout which characteristics influence the choice of labor contract.
Becausee agency workers form a very small share of the total sample, the sample size for
permanentt workers is adjusted. The logit model is then estimated while accounting for the
chancess ofbeing in the adjusted sample. An essential assumption is that people have decided on
thee number hours they want to work before choosing a labor contract. Thus the number ofhours
iss one of the explanatory variables in the logit model.
Singlee women have the same chance of a permanent, temporary or agency contract as men,
butt married women have a higher chance of a contingent job (that is a temporary or agency
contract).. Single women usually have no other source of income to fall back on, while married
womenn want thefreedomto take on caring duties when necessary. Thus in the case of married
womenn home production competes with market production. The growth in the labor participation
ratee of married women is largely due to atypical forms ofwork, such as temporary and agency
contracts.. First, they prefer contingent work because it is easier to combine with home
production.. Secondly, they usually have afragmentedlabor market history and are thus less
experienced.. This makes them less eligible for permanent contracts.
Itt has been argued that agency work may be attractive to students because it is easier to fit
agencyy work into a school or college timetable. This supposition was not confirmed. In fact,
studentss often have permanent contracts and the chance that they are agency workers is smaller
thann the chance that they have a temporary contract. The reason is that students have a strong
laborr market position with good future prospects.
Nonn EU-residents have a higher chance of having a temporary contract and especially an
agencyy contract. They are a difficult group to employ. Unemployment among non-EU citizens is
usuallyy higher and lasts longer than among EU-citizens. For non-EU citizens temporary work
agenciess are often a stepping stone towards the regular labor market (both temporary and
permanentt contracts) and the only way to gain job experience
Agencyy workers are more interested in getting a permanent contract than temporary workers.
Comparedd to temporary contracts the chance of an agency contracts increase with age for people
underr thirty. Over thirty these chances decrease with age. In general the chances of a temporary
jobb (either a temporary or an agency contract) decrease. Probably by the time people are in their
thirtiess most of them have the kind of contract they want to have given their options.
Thee conclusion is that people with a relatively weak labor market position, such as people with
aafragmentedlabor market history and non-EU residents, have a higher chance of ending up in
aa contingent job. The reasons for their weak labor market position may vary, but all of them have
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moree di fTiculties in getti ng a permanent contract than people with a strong labor market position,
suchh as men, singles and students.

7.44

The supply of agency work

Thee model for the supply of agency work contains two equations, one for the weekly supplied
numberr ofhours and one for weekly earnings. It is assumed that the choice of number of hours
dependss on the choice for a certain earnings level and vice versa. So the question is whether
agencyy and regular workers make a trade-offbetween number ofhours and earnings, or whether
earningss are a consequence of the number of hours chosen. The earnings and labor supply
equationss are combined with an endogenous choice for agency work. In other words, do people
choosee their number ofhours by choosing the appropriate labor contract? Hours, wages and the
choicee of agency work may all be endogenous. Depending on the results of exogeneity tests,
OLS,, 2SLS or 3SLS is used to estimate the model. The results for agency workers are
comparedd to those for regular workers (either temporary or permanent). Because the labor
supplyy of men differsfromthat of women, the model is estimated for the two genders separately.
Thee data used are the same as in the previous section.
Men'ss labor supply does not depend on the type of labor contract. No matter what kind of
contractt is chosen the number of work hours is always determined by the same factors. But men
doo trade offhours and earnings. There are no significant differences between regular and agency
workers. .
Marriedd men supply less hours, probably because they prefer to spend more time with their
families.. Older men also supply less hours. Obviously spare time becomes more precious and
workingg requires more energy as you get older. Given their wages, higher educated men supply
lesss hours. Given their education, a high wage rate makes men yearn for more hours.
Furthermore,, education pays off for men, even if they are agency workers.
Womenn trade off hours and labor contract. In other words the choice of agency contract is
nott independent of the choice of work hours. These two choices are determined partially by the
samee explanatory factors. Women do not trade off income and spare time simultaneously. The
choicee of earnings is made first. Once they have reached their desired level of income, further
increasess in income lead tot a decrease in the supplied number ofhours.
Olderr female agency workers work more than younger female agency workers. One reason
mayy be a survivor effect. For them agency work is a more permanent state and not a transitory
state.. Thus they put more hours into it.
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Thee difference between the supply of agency work and regular work by women is mainly
determinedd by the wage rate, age and non-EU women. While a high wage rate induces regular
workingg women to supply more labor, it has the opposite effect on agency women. Their spare
timee is valued higher than the increase in income.
Educationn level pays off for women with regular jobs but not for women with agencyjobs. A
higherr education level of female agency workers leads to less earnings. Again this might be the
survivorr effect. The ones who can do better, eventually substitute an agency contract for a regular
contract,, leaving behind the ones who do not want or cannot get a regular job. These women will
have,, on average, a lower education, but because they are older or have been with the temporary
workk agency longer they earn more.
Concluding,, women with an agency contract put a higher value on spare time than other
womenn or men. For these women home production competes with market production. They like
extraa income, as long as it does not conflict with household or caring duties. They need flexibility
too spend their time on other things than work. An agency contract provides that kind of flexibility.

7.55

The demand for agency work

Withh every worker a firm incurs hiring, employment and firing costs. These costs are not
incidentall but inherent to the laborprocess. Employers know this and take it into account when
hiringg new workers. Thus it influences the demand for labor in general and the demand for certain
typess ofworkers specifically. Different types ofworkers have different costs. For example, there
aree no firing costs involved with temporary and agency workers. As far as hiring costs are
concernedd much depends on the search channel used. Agency workers are hired through a
temporaryy work agency, which demands a fee for its services. Regular workers are usually hired
throughh other search channels. Each of these search channels have their own price tag.
AA labor demand model is estimated consisting of a variable cost function and three cost share
equations,, one for each type of labor contract. Capital is considered to be a fixed input in the
shortt term. There is only one output, which is the production value. The chosen form for the
variablee cost function is the translog function. Instead of using wages as input prices the costs of
eachh labor contract is calculated separately. This is done by depreciating, so to speak, on the
hiring,, employment andfiringcosts. It is assumed that these costs differ for all three types of labor
contract.. The labordemand model is estimated using a seemingly unrelated regression model. The
dataa comefroma labor market survey among approximately 2,000 enterprises in various sectors
off the Dutch economy held every two years by the Organization for Strategic Labor Market
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Researchh (OS A). The survey is set up as a panel, but firms may drop out and newfirmsmay
enterr the panel. The surveys of 1990 and 1992 were used for this analysis.
Firmss with a high rate of vacancies that are difficult to fulfil also have a high share of agency
workers.. Apparently, these firms try to overcome the vacancy problems by hiring agency
workers.. On the other hand firms with an high average education level have a lower share of
agencyy workers. This concurs with earlier findings that agency workers usually are not highly
educated.. The Morishima elasticity of substitution indicates that an increase in the relative cost
off any labor contract leads to a substitution awayfromthe more expensive form of labor towards
thee cheaper form of labor, but not enough to totally compensate the increase in costs. Except for
thee noncommercial services agency work is an alternative for permanent work when the costs of
permanentt work increase. Agency work is never an alternative for temporary work. Obviously
firmsfirms see no benefit in replacing agency contracts with temporary contracts or vice versa. In
industryy a high staffing rate (i .e. overstating) implies a low share of agency workers. Obviously
anyy temporary staff shortages can then easily be solved by moving own personnel around. In
noncommerciall services none of explanatory variables has any effect on the share of agency
work,, probably because firms in this sector employ relatively few agency workers in the period
underr investigation.
Thuss when permanent workers become too expensive, agency workers are an acceptable
alternative.. On the other hand agency workers are not an alternative to temporary workers. In
factt they seem to be complementary. This implies that the higher hiring costs and wages of
permanentt and temporary workers (compared to agency workers) are not really a problem. It
iss especially the prospect ofhigh firing costs involved with permanent employees, that make firms
preferr agency workers.
Anotherr aspect of the demand for agency work is the question of efficiency. Instead of a cost
functionn a cost frontier is estimated. The cost frontier is the set ofpoints where, given the amount
off output, minimal costs are achieved. Deviations from the cost frontier are attributed to
inefficiency. .
Estimationn of the cost frontier shows that using agency workers does not positively affect the
efficiencyy of firms. In general firms using agency workers are less efficient thanfirmsnot using
agencyy workers. This is especially true for firms in industry. Moreover, their efficiency decreases
withh the number of agency workers. This maybe explained by the fact that agency workers are
inn general less committed to thefirmthey work for and have lessfirmspecific knowledge.
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The temporaryy work agency as a search channel

Too investigate the use of temporary work agencies as a search channel to find new personnel
logjtt models are estimated. The logit model indicates what the chances are thatfirmswith specific
characteristicss use temporary work agencies. A tobitt model is used to estimate the usage
intensity.. The data comefromtwo separate samples: the survey mentioned in the previous section
andd a survey by Intomart inquiring howfirmsfillvacancies. The Intomart data date from July
throughh December 1994 and are recorded in three waves (July/August, September/October and
November/December).. The sample contains over ten thousand observations onfirms.About 24
percentt used agency workers in the two months prior to the survey. About 2,300firmsactually
hiredd personnel in a temporary or permanent contract. Of thosefirmsabout ten percent used
temporaryy work agencies to find these new employees.
Firmm size, vacancy rate and being in the industrial sector positively influences the choice for
thee temporary work agency as a search channel. Firms with a high rate of vacancies that are
difficultt to fulfill, are less likely to use a temporary work agency. Probably these kind ofvacancies
aree highly specialized jobs. Firm size, inflow and being in industry positively affects the usage
intensityy of temporary work agencies. Being in a rural area and in the non-commercial sector
negativelyy affects the need for agency workers. The effects of the vacancy rate and the difficult
vacanciess on the need for agency workers are unclear. The resultsfromthe two different samples
contradictt each other on this subject.
Whenn looking for regular staff temporary work agencies are afirstchoice search channel for
largeefirmsandfirmsin industry. The reasons are that hiring staff through a temporary work
agencyy does not involve much work and that it is fast plus the fact that the candidates meet the
requirements.. But temporary work agencies are considered to be expensive.
Beforehandd it was expected that largefirmscould easily solve personnel problems by moving
peoplee around. However this supposition is not confirmed. Larger firms use temporary work
agenciess more often than smallerfirms.It maybe that the fee temporary work agencies charge,
iss too high for most smallfirms.For a smallfirman agency worker would weigh rather heavily on
thee total wage costs. Moreover smallfirmsmay look for employees more locally, which keeps
thee hiring costs of regular staff low.
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7.77

Final notes

Americann studies sometimes consider the increased use of agency workers to be a somewhat
undesirablee phenomenon. There is some concern that more agency workers will lead to more
instabilityy within the company. Another problem is a limited access to social benefit plans for
agencyy workers.
However,, the Dutch experience has shown that by under suitable arrangements agency work
cann safely grow. Forfirmsit is a good way to find temporary staff when the duration of the job
doess not justify intensive search or when high firing costs need to be avoided. For workers with
aa difficult labor market position it is a good way to gain labor market experience. For workers
whoo have to weigh home production against market production it provides a lot of flexibility.
However,, agency work comes at a cost: temporary work agencies are an expensive search
channell andfirmsmay experience a (small) loss in efficiency due to the use of agency workers.
Thee agency worker is less committed to the firm and has lessfirmspecific knowledge. Afirmhas
too weigh this against the time and costs it would take to hire regular staff.
Agencyy work comes at a cost for workers too: less security and lower wages. Agency
workerss have to weigh the lack of security and lower wages against the flexibility agency work
provides.. Under the new agency work law agency contracts now fall under regular labor law.
Thuss agency workers now have the samerightsas temporary and permanent workers. In theory
thee new law also provides agency workers with higher chances of attaining a permanent contract
andd thus more job security. However, since temporary work agencies determine whether an
agencyy worker attains the required number of working hours necessary for a permanent contract,
theyy can influence these chances negatively. Only time will tell whether agency workers will
indeedd achieve more job security.
Thee question is whether this is a good thing for the Dutch economy as a whole. Because more
jobb security for agency workers, also means less flexibility in the labor market. And it is exactly
thee ability of temporary work agencies to provide the much needed flexibility that has caused the
temporaryy work business to boom over the last two decades and agency work to contribute to
reducingg unemployment.
Itt is likely that in the future regular work and flexible work will converge towards each other.
Regularr work tends to become more flexible and flexible work may become more regulated. This
developmentt is nourished by demographic changes, changing tastes among married women (for
moree market work) and older males (for early retirement), and the European market. Since
capitall costs are virtually the same everywhere, EU-countries are more likely to compete on labor
costs.. One way to save on labor costs is to make sure that employment levels within afirmcan
bee more easily adapted to economic circumstances. Temporary work agencies provide the means
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too do so. Already, temporary work agencies are broadening their scope by including headhunting
andd outsourcing as a part of their activities. But temporary work agencies are also expected to
playy a more significant role in finding jobs for people with a difficult labor market position. As this
studyy showss for these groups of workers temporary work agencies are the key to the labor
market. .

Dee Nederlandse
Marktt Voor
Uitzendd werk
Samenvatting g
Enn Conclusies
Inleiding g
Inn de jaren tachtig leidde de combinatie van strenge ontslagregels, een groot aantal
uitkeringstrekkerss en een relatiefhoog minimum loon tot een gapend gat tussen netto en bruto
lonenn en een grote kans om in de armoedeval te lopen. Deze ongunstige arbeidsmarktuitkomsten
veroorzaaktenn een behoefte aanflexibelerearbeidscontracten. De populariteit van flexibele
vormenn van arbeid nam toe. Een belangrijke eigenschap vanflexibelearbeid is het ontbreken van
eenn duurzame band tussen de werknemer en de werkgever. In tegenstelling tot reguliere arbeid
biedttflexibelearbeid weinig zekerheid. Er is geen expliciete of impliciete verplichting tot een
arbeidscontractt op de lange termijn. Het minimaal aantal gewerkte uren kan op een nietsystematischee wijze variëren. Aan de andere kant isflexibelearbeid gemakkelijk toegankelijk en
biedtt het de werknemer meer keuzemogelijkheden.
Dezee studie behandelt een specifieke vorm van flexibele arbeid, namelijk uitzendwerk. Een
uitzendcontractt is een arbeidscontract dat een tij delijk karakter heeft en dat via een uitzendbureau
tott stand komt. De belangrijkste kenmerken van uitzendwerk zijn een kortdurend arbeidsverband
enn de betrokkenheid van drie partijen, namelijk het inlenende bedrij f, het uitzendbureau en de
uitzendkracht. .
Inn Nederland is uitzendwerk een populaire vorm van flexibele arbeid. Ook in andere landen
neemtt de populariteit van uitzendwerk toe, zij het dat het percentage uitzendkrachten in de
beroepsbevolkingg in Nederland veel groter is dan in andere Europese landen. Dit is het gevolg
vann veranderende economische omstandigheden, concurrentie overwegingen, de noodzaak voor
bedrijvenn omflexibelte zijn, hoge frictiewerkloosheid, demografische veranderingen en daaraan
gerelateerdd een veranderde samenstelling van de beroepsbevolking, en veranderende voorkeuren
vann getrouwde vrouwen (voor meer arbeidsparticipatie) en oudere mannen (voor vervroegde
uittreding). .
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Hett voornaamste doel van deze studie is inzicht te krijgen in:
•• de ontwikkelingen in uitzendwerk,
•• uitzendwerk als conjunctuurindicator voor macro-economische ontwikkelingen,
•• de kenmerken van uitzendkrachten,
•• het aanbod van uitzendkrachten,
•• de vraag naar uitzendwerk, en
•• het uitzendbureau als zoekkanaal voor bedrijven.
Hiertoee zijn een aantal econometrisch modellen geformuleerd en geschat, zowel op macro als
microo niveau. Er zijn drie verschillende vormen van arbeid onderscheiden, namelijk vast werk,
tijdelijkk werk en uitzendwerk. Een vast contract is een contract tussen de werkgever en de
werknemerr voor onbepaalde tij d. Een tij delijk contract is een contract tussen de werkgever en
dee werknemer voor bepaalde tijd. Een uitzendcontract is een tripartiet contract tussen de
uitzendkracht,, het uitzendbureau en het inlenende bedrij f. Uitzendwerk wordt vergeleken met de
tweee andere vormen van arbeid.

Ontwikkelingenn in uitzendwerk

WettelijkWettelijk kader
Inn de veertiger jaren ontstonden de eerste uitzendbureaus in Nederland. In 1961 werd de
voorgangerr van de Algemene Bond van Uitzendondernemingen (ABU) opgericht met als doel
dee belangen van uitzendbureaus te behartigen. In 1965 werd de Wet op het ter beschikking
stellenn van arbeidskrachten van kracht. De eerste collectieve arbeidsovereenkomst (CAO) voor
uitzendkrachtenn kwam in 1971 tot stand. Sinds 1965 zijn er steeds meer regels ten aanzien van
uitzendwerkk bijgekomen, hetgeen in 1990 resulteerde in de Arbeidsvoorzieningswet die in 1991
vann kracht werd.
Tott en met 1998 hadden uitzendbureaus een vergunning nodig om uitzendkrachten uit te lenen.
Uitzendkrachtenn hadden noch een contract met het uitzendbureau noch met het inlenende bedrijf.
Uitzendkrachtenn mochten maximaal zes maanden voor hetzelfde inlenende bedrij f werken.
Uitzendbureauss mochten uitzendkrachten niet verhinderen een regulier contract met het inlenende
bedrijff aan te gaan. Uitzendwerk was niet toegestaan in alle bedrijfstakken. Secundaire
arbeidsvoorwaardenn voor uitzendkrachten, zoals bijvoorbeeld een aanvullend pensioen, waren
err vrijwel niet. Bovendien was het reguliere arbeidsrecht niet van toepassing op uitzendcontracten.
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Ondankss deze restricties bleef de uitzendbranche groeien, omdat uitzendbureaus een passende
oplossingg boden voor een groot probleem. Na de tweede oliecrisis beginjaren tachtig presteerde
dee Nederlandse economie slecht, onder meer vanwege een slecht functionerende arbeidsmarkt.
Derhalvee werd eenflexibelerearbeidsmarkt één van de hoofddoelstellingen van het Nederlandse
sociaal-economischee beleid. Daarbij kon gebruik gemaakt worden van het uitgebreide netwerk
vann uitzendorganisaties. Uitzendbureaus konden flexibiliteit bieden zonder eindeloze
wetswijzigingen.. Het succes van deze aanpak blijkt uit de enorme groei in het aantal
uitzendkrachtenn sinds 1982.
Dee overheid begon zich echter te realiseren dat uitzendkrachten meer rechtsbescherming nodig
hadden.. Recentelijk zijn twee nieuwe wetten van kracht geworden, één in 1998 en één in 1999.
Inn 1998 gaf de Wet allocatie arbeidskrachten door intermediairs (WAADI) meer vrijheden aan
uitzendbureaus.. In 1999 gafde Wet Flexibiliteit en Zekerheid (Flexwet) meer rechtsbescherming
enn zekerheid aan uitzendkrachten.
Sindss 1998 zijn uitzendkrachten in dienst bij het uitzendbureau. Ze zijn nu reguliere
werknemerss en het uitzendcontract valt nu onder het normale arbeidsrecht. Uitzendkrachten
hebbenn nu ook betere secundaire arbeidsvoorwaarden, zoals aanvullend pensioen en collectieve
ziektekostenverzekeringen.. Daarentegen kunnen uitzendbureaus hun werknemers (de
uitzendkrachten)) nu beletten om naar een andere werkgever (inlenend bedrijf of ander
uitzendbureaus)) te gaan. Uitzendbureaus hebben geen vergunning meer nodig voor het uitlenen
vann uitzendkrachten. Het uitzendcontract is niet langer gebonden aan een maximale termijn. En
uitzendwerkk is in alle bedrijfstakken toegestaan.
Watt wel is gebleven, is dat de CAO van het inlenende bedrij fde uitzend-CAO buiten spel zet
alss de CAO van het inlenende bedrijf specifieke regels omtrent uitzendkrachten bevat.
Uitzendbureauss mogen aan de uitzendkracht geen bemiddelingskosten berekenen. En
uitzendkrachtenn mogen niet gebruikt worden om een staking te breken.
Eénn van de belangrijkste veranderingen in de nieuwe wet is dat uitzendkrachten die een lange
tijdd voor hetzelfde uitzendbureau hebben gewerkt, nu uitzicht hebben op een vast contract bij dat
uitzendbureau.. Uitzendkrachten doorlopen vier fasen van toenemende rechten. De overgang van
dee ene naar de andere fase wordt bepaald door het aantal gewerkte uren binnen een bepaalde
periodee voor hetzelfde uitzendbureau. In de eerste twee fasen is het contract van uitzendkrachten
meestall vergelijkbaar met het vroegere uitzendcontract. Uitzendkrachten krijgen alleen betaald
alss ze werken. Als ze echter de derde fase bereiken hebben ze recht op een tijdelijk
dienstverbandd bij het uitzendbureau. Bereiken ze de vierde fase dan hebben ze recht op een vast
dienstverbandd bij het uitzendbureau. Dus in de derde en vierde fase zijn uitzendkrachten reguliere
werknemerss van het uitzendbureau.
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Inn theorie betekent dit systeem een enorme vooruitgang in de rechtspositie van de
uitzendkracht.. En het werkt zolang de economie goed draait. Maar er schuilt een adder onder
hett gras. Het uitzendbureau is namelijk niet verplicht om uitzendkrachten werk aan te bieden. In
dee praktijk betekent dit dat het uitzendbureau kan voorkomen dat een uitzendkracht ooit fase vier
bereikt.. Zolang er genoeg vraag naar uitzendkrachten is, heeft het uitzendbureau geen enkele
redenn om dit te voorkomen, maar dat kan veranderen als de economie slechter gaat draaien. Dus
inn slechte economische tijden hebben uitzendkrachten nog net zo weinig zekerheid als onder de
oudee wet.

Ontwikkelingen Ontwikkelingen
Sindss 1973 zijn er jaarcij fers over het gemiddeld aantal uitzendkrachten per dag beschikbaar.
Dezee cij fers laten zien dat het aantal uitzendkrachten sindsdien toeneemt. Hoewel er een paar
dipjess waren in tijden van economische depressie, is de algemene trend opwaarts. Sinds 1994
stijgtt het aantal uitzendkrachten zelfs heel sterk. Sinds 1986 zijn er ook kwartaalcijfers over het
aantall uitzenduren beschikbaar. Deze cij fers vertonen een duidelijk seizoenspatroon. Het eerste
kwartaall is de vraag naar uitzendkrachten het kleinst. Het tweede en het vierde kwartaal zijn
ongeveerr gemiddeld maar het derde kwartaal is duidelijk de beste tijd voor uitzendbureaus.
Zowell investeringen als werkloosheid kennen soortgelijke ontwikkeling als uitzendwerk, zij
hett dat werkloosheid zich tegengestelderichtingbeweegt. Daarom is gekeken of er een evenwicht
bestaatt tussen deze twee macro-economische indicatoren en uitzendwerk. Op jaarbasis is er een
langee termijn evenwicht tussen het aantal full-time uitzendkrachten en investeringen in het
voorafgaandee jaar. Dit betekent dat deze twee economische variabelen hetzelfde pad volgen door
dee tijd heen. Afwijkingen van dit pad worden volledig gecompenseerd in het volgende jaar. Dus
iss uitzendwerk een conjunctuurindicator van investeringen. Op kwartaalbasis zijn de resultaten
vergelijkbaarr met de jaarcijfers. Er bestaat een lange termijn evenwicht tussen het aantal
uitzendurenn en investeringen van twee kwartalen eerder. Er bestaat geen evenwicht tussen
uitzendwerkk en het aantal werklozen noch op jaarbasis noch op kwartaalbasis.
Hoewell het bestaan van een evenwicht niet impliceert dat er een causaal verband is, is er wel
eenn indirecte causale relatie tussen investeringen en uitzendarbeid. Een toename in de vraag naar
uitzendarbeidd is een indicatie van een toename van de vraag naar goederen (of diensten). Als
verwachtt wordt dat deze toename cyclisch is en niet seizoensgebonden, dan zouden bedrijven
kunnenn investeren in meer machines om aan deze vraag te voldoen. Dus nemen de investeringen
toe. .
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Dee keuze van het type arbeidscontract
Dee kenmerken van uitzendkrachten zijn onderzocht aan de hand van een steekproef van
ongeveerr 168.000 waarneming uit de Enquête Beroepsbevolking gehouden door het Centraal
Bureauu voor de Statistiek in 1992, 1993, 1994. Deze enquêtes bevatten ongeveer 5.000
uitzendkrachtenn en 161.000 reguliere arbeidskrachten. De laatstgenoemde categorie bestaat uit
ongeveerr 21.000 tijdelijke krachten en 140.000 vaste krachten. De overige 2.000 hebben een
combinatiee van twee of drie arbeidscontracten.
Eenn logit model is gebruikt om te bepalen welke kenmerken van invloed zijn op de keuze van
hett type arbeidscontract. Omdat het aantal uitzendkrachten relatief klein is, is de
steekproefgroottee van vaste krachten aangepast. Hiermee is in de schattingsmethode rekening
gehouden.. Een essentiële aanname is dat mensen het aantal uren dat ze willen werken reeds
gekozenn hebben voordat ze kiezen voor eenbepaald arbeidscontract. Dus het aantal gewerkte
urenn is een verklarende variabele in het logit model.
Alleenstaandee vrouwen hebben dezelfde kans op een vast, tijdelijk of uitzendcontract als
mannen,, maar getrouwde vrouwen hebben een hogere kans op een flexibele baan (dat wil zeggen
eenn tijdelijke of uitzendbaan). Alleenstaande vrouwen hebben veelal geen ander inkomen om op
terugg te vallen, terwijl getrouwde vrouwen de vrijheid willen om zorgtaken op zich te nemen als
datt nodig is. Dus in het geval van getrouwde vrouwen wedijvert thuisproductie met
marktproductie.. De groei in de arbeidsparticipatie van getrouwde vrouwen is grotendeels
gerealiseerdd door middel van atypische vormen van arbeid, zoals tijdelijke en uitzendcontracten.
Tenn eerste prefereren zij flexibele arbeid omdat het makkelijker is om te combineren met
thuisproductie.. Ten tweede hebben zij een verbrokkeld arbeidsverleden en dus minder ervaring.
Hierdoorr komen ze minder vaak in aanmerking voor vaste contracten.
Dee veronderstelling dat uitzendwerk aantrekkelijk is voor studenten omdat het makkelijk te
combinerenn is met een lesrooster, wordt niet bevestigd. Sterker, studenten hebben vaak vaste
contractenn en de kans dat ze uitzendkrachten zijn, is kleiner dan de kans dat ze een tijdelijk
contractt hebben. Dereden iss dat studenten een sterke arbeidsmarktpositie hebben met goede
toekomstperspectieven. .
Niet-EU-ingezetenenn hebben een grotere kans op een tijdelijk contract en met name een
uitzendcontract.. Deze groep heeft een moeilijke arbeidsmarktpositie. Werkloosheid komt in deze
groepp vaker voor en duurt langer dan bij EU-ingezetenen. Voor niet-EU-ingezetenen is
uitzendwerkk een opstapje naarde reguliere arbeidsmarkt (zowel tijdelijke als vaste contacten)
enn de enige manier om werkervaring op te doen.
Uitzendkrachtenn hebben meer behoefte aan een vast contract dan tijdelijke werknemers.
Vergelekenn met tijdelijke contracten, neemt de kans op een uitzendcontract bij mensen onder de
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dertigg toe met leeftijd. Over de dertig neemt deze kans af met leeftijd. In het algemeen neemt de
kanss op een tijdelijke baan (een tijdelijk of een uitzendcontract) af met leeftijd. Na hun dertigste
zullenn de meeste mensen het arbeidscontract hebben wat ze willen hebben.
Dee conclusie is dat mensen met een relatief zwakke arbeidsmarktpositie, zoals mensen met
eenn verbrokkeld arbeidsverleden en niet-EU-ingezetenen, een grotere kans hebben op een
flexibelee baan. De redenen voor hun zwakke arbeidsmarktpositie verschillen, maar allen hebben
zee meer moeite om een vast contract te veroveren dan mensen met een sterke
arbeidsmarktpositie,, zoals mannen, alleenstaanden en studenten.

Hett aanbod van uitzendarbeid
Hett model voor het aanbod van uitzendwerk bevat twee vergelijkingen, één voor het wekelijks
aantall aangeboden uren en één voor het wekelijkse inkomen. Aangenomen wordt dat de keuze
voorr het aantal aangeboden uren afhangt van het inkomensniveau en andersom. Dus de vraag is
off uitzendkrachten en reguliere werknemers uren uitwisselen tegen inkomen, ofdat het inkomen
eenn gevolg is van het gekozen aantal uren. Zowel de inkomensvergelijking als de
arbeidsaanbodvergelijkingg worden gecombineerd met een endogene keuze voor uitzendwerk.
Mett andere woorden, kiezen mensen hun uren door een geschikt arbeidscontract te kiezen?
Uren,, lonen en de keuze voor uitzendwerk kunnen allemaal endogeen zijn. Afhankelijk van de
uitkomstenn van de toetsen op exogeniteit, wordt gekozen voor OLS, 2SLS of 3SLS om het
modell te schatten. De resultaten van uitzendkrachten worden vergeleken met die voor reguliere
krachtenn (tijdelijke of vaste krachten). Omdat het arbeidsaanbod van mannen verschilt van dat
vann vrouwen, wordt het model voor beide groepen apart geschat. De gebruikte data zijn dezelfde
alss in de vorige paragraaf.
Hett arbeidsaanbod van mannen hangt niet af van het type contract. Ongeacht het gekozen
contractt hangt het aantal gewerkte uren altijd af van dezelfde factoren. Maar mannen maken
wegenn wel uren tegen inkomen af. Er zijn geen significante verschillen tussen reguliere
werknemerss en uitzendkrachten.
Getrouwdee mannen bieden minder uren aan, waarschijnlijk omdat ze meer tijd met hun familie
willenn doorbrengen. Oudere mannen bieden ook minder uren aan. Vrije tijd wordt waardevoller
enn werken kost meer energie naarmate je ouder wordt. Hoger opgeleide mannen bieden bij
gegevenn loon ook minder uren aan. Een hoger uurloon bij gegeven opleiding doet mannen naar
meerr uren verlangen. Daarnaast geldt dat voor mannen, ook als ze uitzendwerk doen, opleiding
loont. .
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Vrouwenn wegen uren tegen het type arbeidscontract af. Met andere woorden, de keuze voor
eenn uitzendcontract is niet onafhankelijk van de keuze voor het aantal uren. Deze twee keuzen
wordenn gedeeltelijk door dezelfde factoren beïnvloed. Vrouwen wegen niet tegelijkertijd inkomen
tegenn vrije tijd af. De keuze voor een bepaald inkomensniveau wordt eerst gemaakt. Zodra ze
datt inkomen bereikt hebben, leiden verdere loonsverhogingen tot een afname van het aantal uren..
Ouderee vrouwelijke uitzendkrachten werken meer dan jonge vrouwelijke uitzendkrachten. Dit
kann een overlevingseffect zijn. Voor hen is uitzendwerk een permanente status in plaats van een
overgangsfase.. Dus stoppen ze er meer uren in.
Bijj vrouwen wordt het verschil tussen het aanbod van uitzendwerk en reguliere arbeid vooral
bepaaldd door het uurloon, leeftijd en niet-EU nationaliteit. Een hoger uurloon beweegt vrouwen
mett een regulier arbeidscontract tot een groter aanbod van arbeid. Daarentegen heeft een hoger
uurloonn een tegengesteld effect op vrouwelijke uitzendkrachten. Zij waarderen hun vrije tijd meer
dann toename in inkomen.
Opleidingg loont voor vrouwen met een reguliere baan maar niet voor vrouwen met een
uitzendbaan.. Een hoger opleidingsniveau bij vrouwelijke uitzendkrachten leidt tot een lager
inkomen.. Ook dit kan een overlevingseffect zijn. Degenen die iets beters kunnen krijgen, verlaten
hett uitzendwerk, zodat degenen die overblijven die werknemers zijn, die ofwel niets beters
kunnenn krijgen ofbewust voor uitzendwerk gekozen hebben. Gemiddeld hebben deze vrouwen
eenn lagere opleiding, maar omdat ze ouder zijn en langer voor het uitzendbureau werken,
verdienenn ze meer.
Dee conclusie is dat vrouwen met een uitzendcontract meer hechten aan vrije tijd dan andere
vrouwenn of mannen. Ook hier blijkt dat bij deze vrouwen thuisproductie wedijvert met
marktproductie.. Ze stellen het extra inkomen op prijs, zolang als het niet conflicteert met het
huishoudenn of zorgtaken. Deze vrouwen hebben flexibiliteit nodig om hun tijd op andere manieren
dann aan betaalde arbeid te besteden. Het uitzendcontract biedt deze flexibiliteit.

Dee vraag naar uitzendarbeid
Bijj elke werknemer die een bedrij fin dienst neemt, heeft het bedrij fte maken met aanname-,
arbeids-- en ontslagkosten. Deze kosten zijn niet incidenteel maar inherent aan het arbeidsproces.
Werkgeverss weten dat en houden er rekening mee als zij nieuw personeel in dienst nemen. Dus
beïnvloedenn deze kosten de vraag naar arbeid in het algemeen en de vraag naar specifieke
vormenn van arbeid. Elke arbeidsvorm brengt zijn eigen kosten met zich mee. Tijdelijke en
uitzendcontractenn kennen geen ontslagkosten. De aannamekosten hangen af van het zoekkanaal.
Uitzendkrachtenn komen binnen via een uitzendbureau dat een vergoeding vraagt voor zijn
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diensten.. Reguliere krachten komen meestal via andere kanalen binnen. Elk kanaal heeft zo zijn
eigenn prijskaartje.
Eenn arbeidsvraagmodel is opgesteld dat bestaat uit een variabele-kostenfunctie en drie
kostenaandeelvergelijkingen,, één voor elk type contract. Kapitaal wordt op korte termijn gezien
alss een vaste input. De bedrijven hebben slechts één output en dat is de productiewaarde. De
gekozenn vorm voor de variabele-kostenfunctie is de translog functie. In plaats van lonen als prijs
voorr arbeid te beschouwen, worden de totale kosten van elk type contract berekend. Dit gebeurt
doorr als het ware af te schrijven op de aanname-, arbeids- en ontslagkosten. Deze kosten
verschillenn voor elke type contract. Het arbeidsvraagmodel wordt geschat als een Seemingly
Unrelatedd Regression (SUR) model. De data zijn afkomstig van een arbeidsmarktenquête die
elkee 2 jaar gehouden wordt door de Organisatie voor Strategisch Arbeidsmarktonderzoek
(OSS A) onder ongeveer 2.000 bedrijven en instellingen. De enquête is opgezet als een panel, maar
err kunnen bedrijven uitvallen en er worden ook nieuwe bedrijven toegevoegd. Voor deze analyse
zijnn de enquêtes uit 1990 en 1992 gebruikt.
Bedrijvenn met een groot aandeel moeilijk vervulbare vacatures hebben ook een groot aandeel
uitzendkrachten.. Blijkbaar proberen deze bedrijven de vacatureproblemen met uitzendkrachten
tee ondervangen. Anderzij ds hebben bedrijven met een hoog opgeleid personeelsbestand een laag
aandeell uitzendkrachten. Dit komt overeen met eerdere resultaten dat uitzendkrachten over het
algemeenn niet hoog opgeleid zijn. De Morishima substitutie elasticiteit geeft aan dat een toename
inn de relatieve kosten van welk arbeidscontract dan ook, tot substitutie van de goedkopere
arbeidsvormm voor de duurdere leidt, maar niet genoeg om de totale toename in kosten te
compenseren.. Behalve in de met-commerciële dienstverlening is uitzendwerk een alternatief voor
vastee krachten als de kosten van vaste krachten stijgen. Uitzendwerk is nooit een alternatief voor
tijdelijkee contracten. Blijkbaar zien werkgevers geen brood in het vervangen van uitzendkrachten
doorr tijdelijke krachten of andersom. In de industrie impliceert overbezetting een laag aandeel
uitzendkrachten.. Tijdelijke personeelstekorten kunnen in dat geval makkelijk worden opgevangen
doorr met mensen te schuiven. In de niet-commerciële dienstverlening heeft geen van de
verklarendee variabelen enig effect op het aandeel uitzendkrachten, waarschijnlijk omdat
instellingenn in deze bedrijfstak relatief weinig gebruik maken van uitzendkrachten in de
onderzochtee periode.
Duss als vaste krachten te duur worden, zijn uitzendkrachten een redelijk alternatief. Anderzijds
zijnn uitzendkrachten geen alternatiefvoor tijdelijke krachten. Ze lijken complementair te zijn. Dit
impliceertt dat de relatiefhogere aannamekosten en lonen van vaste en tijdelijke krachten niet echt
eenn probleem zijn. Het is vooral het vooruitzicht van hoge ontslagkosten van vaste krachten dat
maaktt dat bedrijven de voorkeur geven aan uitzendkrachten.
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Eenn ander aspect van de vraag naar uitzendwerk is de doelmatigheid. In plaats van een
kostenfunctiee wordt nu een kostengrens geschat. De kostengrens is de verzameling van punten
waar,, gegeven de output, minimale kosten worden bereikt. Afwijkingen van de kostengrens zijn
tee wijten aan ondoelmatigheid.
Schattingg van de kostengrens laat zien dat het inhuren van uitzendkrachten geen positief effect
heeftt op de doelmatigheid van het bedrij f. In het algemeen zijn bedrijven met uitzendkrachten
minderr doelmatig dan bedrijven zonder uitzendkrachten. Dit gaat met name op voor bedrij ven
inn de industrie. Bovendien neemt de doelmatigheid af naar mate het aantal uitzendkrachten
toeneemt.. Dit kan verklaard worden door het feit dat de uitzendkrachten in het algemeen minder
betrokkenn zijn bij het bedrijf en ook minder bedrij fsspecifieke kennis hebben.

Hett uitzendbureau als zoekkanaal
Hett gebruik van uitzendbureaus als zoekkanaal om personeel te vinden wordt onderzocht door
middell van een logit model. Het logit model geeft aan wat de kansen zijn dat bedrijven met
specifiekee kenmerken een uitzendbureau inhuren. Door middel van een tobit model wordt de
intensiteitt van het gebruik van uitzendbureaus onderzocht. De gegevens komen uit twee
verschillendee bronnen: de in de vorige paragraaf genoemde enquête en de enquête "Hoe werven
bedrijven?"" van Intomart. De Intomart data zijn tweemaandelijks en hebben betrekking op de
periodee juli tot en met december 1994. De steekproefbevat ruim tienduizend waarnemingen van
bedrijven.. Ongeveer 24 procent daarvan heeft in de twee maanden voor de enquête
uitzendkrachtenn ingehuurd. Ongeveer 2.300 bedrijven hebben personeel op een vast of tijdelijk
contractt aangenomen. Hiervan heeft ongeveer tien procent gebruik gemaakt van uitzendbureaus
omm deze nieuwe werknemers te vinden.
Bedrijfsgrootte,, vacaturegraad en industriële bedrijfstak beïnvloeden de keuze voor een
uitzendbureauu als zoekkanaal positief. Bedrijven met een hoog aandeel moeilijk vervulbare
vacaturess zullen minder snel een uitzendbureau benaderen. Waarschijnlijk betreffen de moeilijk
vervulbaree vacatures gespecialiseerde banen. Bedrij fsgrootte, instroom en industriële bedrijfstak
hebbenn een positieve invloed op de gebruiksintensiteit van uitzendbureaus. Bedrijven in een
landelijkee regio of in de niet-commerciële dienstverlening hebben minder behoefte aan
uitzendkrachten.. Het effect van de vacaturegraad en het aandeel moeilijk vervulbare vacatures
opp de behoefte aan uitzendkrachten is onduidelijk. De resultaten van de twee databronnen
sprekenn elkaar tegen op dit punt.
Alss bedrijven op zoek zijn naar regulier personeel zijn uitzendbureaus het eerste keuze
zoekkanaall voor grote bedrijven en bedrijven in de industriële sector. De reden is dat het
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aannemenn van regulier personeel via een uitzendbureau niet veel werk met zich meebrengt, dat
hett snel is en dat de kandidaten aan de gestelde eisen voldoen. Maar uitzendbureaus worden wel
alss duur ervaren.
Vooraff werd verwacht dat grote bedrijven hun personele problemen relatief gemakkelijk
kondenn oplossen door het schuiven met mensen. Deze veronderstelling wordt niet bevestigd.
Groteree bedrij ven huren vaker een uitzendbureau in dan kleinere bedrijven. Het kan zij n dat de
vergoedingg die uitzendbureaus rekenen te hoog is voor kleinere bedrijven. In een klein bedrijf
weegtt deze vergoeding vrij zwaar op de totale arbeidskosten. Wellicht werven kleinere bedrijven
meerr lokaal, hetgeen de aannamekosten laag houdt.

Slotopmerkingen n
Amerikaansee studies vinden het toegenomen gebruik van uitzendkrachten soms een ongewenst
fenomeen.. Men vreest dat meer uitzendkrachten tot instabiliteit van het bedrij f leidt. Een ander
probleemm dat wordt genoemd, is het ontbreken van sociale zekerheid voor uitzendkrachten.
Dee Nederlandse ervaring laat echter zien dat met passende regulering uitzendwerk veilig kan
groeien.. Voor bedrijven is het een goede manier om tijdelijk personeel te vinden als de duur van
dee baan geen intensieve zoektocht rechtvaardigt of als hoge ontslagkosten vermeden moeten
worden.. Voor werknemers met een moeilijke arbeidsmarktpositie is het een goede manier om
werkervaringg op te doen. Voor werknemers die thuisproductie tegen markproductie moeten
afwegen,, biedt uitzendwerk veel flexibiliteit.
Voorr uitzendwerk moet echter een prijs betaald worden: uitzendbureaus zijn een duur
zoekkanaall en bedrijven kunnen door het gebruik van uitzendkrachten een (lichte) daling in
doelmatii gheid ondervinden. De uitzendkracht is minder betrokken bij het bedrij f en heeft minder
bedrijj fsspecifieke kennis. Een bedrij f zal deze nadelen moeten afwegen tegen de tijd en het geld
diee het aannemen van nieuw regulier personeel kost.
Ookk uitzendkrachten moeten een prijs betalen: minder zekerheid en lagere lonen.
Uitzendkrachtenn moeten het gebrek aan zekerheid en de lagere lonen afwegen tegen de flexibiliteit
diee uitzendwerk biedt. Volgens de nieuwe wet op uitzendwerk vallen uitzendcontracten onder het
regulieree arbeidsrecht. Dus uitzendkrachten hebben nu dezelfde rechten als tijdelijke en vaste
krachten.. In theorie biedt de nieuwe wet aan uitzendkrachten ook een grotere kans op een vast
contractt en dus meer zekerheid. Maar aangezien de uitzendbureaus kunnen bepalen of een
uitzendkrachtt het vereiste aantal uren haalt dat nodig is voor een vast contract, kunnen zij deze
kansenn negatiefbeïnvloeden. Alleen de tijd zal leren of uitzendkrachten daadwerkelijk meer
zekerheidd zullen krijgen.
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Dee vraag is natuurlijk of dit wel zo goed is voor de Nederlandse economie. Want meer
zekerheidd voor uitzendkrachten betekent minder flexibiliteit op de arbeidsmarkt. En het is juist
hett vermogen van uitzendbureaus om de broodnodigeflexibiliteitte verschaffen, dat er toe heeft
geleidd dat de uitzendbranche zo sterk gegroeid is in de afgelopen twee decennia en dat
uitzendwerkk heeft bijgedragen aan het verminderen van de werkloosheid.
Hett is zeer waarschijnlijk dat in de toekomst reguliere enflexibelearbeid naar elkaar toe zullen
groeien.. Reguliere arbeid wordt steeds flexibeler en flexibele arbeid wordt steeds meer
gereguleerd.. Deze ontwikkeling wordt gevoed door demografische veranderingen, veranderende
voorkeurenn van getrouwde vrouwen (voor meer marktproductie) en oudere mannen (voor
vervroegdd pensioen), en de Europese markt. Omdat de kosten van kapitaal overal vrijwel
hetzelfdee zijn, zullen EU-landen meer op arbeidskosten met elkaar wedijveren. Een manier om
opp arbeidskosten te besparen is om flexibeler personeelsbestand op te bouwen. Uitzendbureaus
verschaffenn de mogelijkheid om dit te doen. Nu al breiden uitzendbureaus hun activiteiten uit naar
headhuntingg en detachering. Maar uitzendbureaus zullen naar verwachting ook een significante
roll spelen bij het zoeken naar werk voor mensen met een moei lijke arbeidsmarktpositie. Zoals
dezee studie heeft aangetoond zijn voor deze groep mensen de uitzendbureaus het opstapje naar
dee arbeidsmarkt.

Appendixx A
Listt Of Symbols
Andd Abbreviations

Symbol/Abbreviationn
2SLS S
3SLS S
a,, A
A* *
ABU U
ADF F
BB
CC
CBS S
CE E
CES S
CUSUM M
CUSUMQ Q
DD
ee
EE
ECM M
EFF F
EG G
EU U
f(-) )
FF
g(') )
GG
GDP P
h(-) )
h*C) )

Description
twoo stage least squares
threee stage least squares
agencyy worker
nonagencyy worker
Algemenee Bond Uitzendondernemingen
augmentedd Dickey-Fuller
non-wagee labor cost
inputt cost
Centraall Bureau voor de Statistiek
costt efficiency
constantt elasticity of scale
cumulativee sum of residuals
cumulativee sum of squared residuals
dichotomouss or polychotomous variable
exponent,, base number for natural logarithm
expectation n
errorr correction model
efficiencyy score
Englee & Granger
Europeann Union
earningss function
numberr of parameters
laborr supply function
commodities s
grosss domestic product
totall cost function
variablee cost function
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HH
ii
I(-))
jj
JJ
kk
KK
11
LL
Inn
Likk
MM
MESS
nn
N xx
N(y))
OECDD
OLSS
OSAA
pp
PP
PSS
Probb
QQ
rr
R22
RMSPEE
SS
SCCC
SURR
tt
TT
TCC
THCC
uu
UU
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number of employees hired
counter
integration
counter
number of time periods
counter
capital
counter
labor hours
natural logarithm
likelihood function
number of time periods
Morishima elasticity of substitution
nonagency workers
number of variables
Normal distribution
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
ordinary least squares
Organisatie voor Strategisch Arbeidsmarktonderzoek
price
permanent workers
probability of being selected in the sample
probability
production
price of capital
goodness of fit measure
root mean squared percentage error
cost share
search channel costs
seemingly unrelated regression
time
temporary workers
total costs
total hiring costs
error term
utility

LISTT OF SYMBOLS

U(") )
VV

VV

vc c
ww

ww
XX

XX
yy
YY
z,Z Z
dd
aa

PP
YY
55
AA
ee

CC
il l

ee
ii
MM

55

nn
GG

ss
TT

<P P
00
XX
CO O

utilityy function
errorr term
searchh channel intensity usage
variablee costs
wagee rate
exogenouss variable
timee series
exogenouss variable
otherr sources of income
wagee income
exogenouss variables
partiall derivative
parameter r
parameter r
parameter r
parameter r
differencee operator
errorr terms
parameter r
parameter r
parameter r
parameter r
correctionn term for the constant in logit models
parameter r
product t
(co)variance e
summation n
tax x
standardd normal density function
standardd normal cumulative distribution function
measuree of inefficiency
parameter r

Appendixx B
Probitt Estimations
TableTable B.1:

Probit estimation for the whole sample

AgencyAgency worker=0
NonagencyNonagency worker= 1
Constantt (adjusted)
1993 3
1994 4
Female e
Married d
Marriedd female
Age e
Age23 3
Educationn level3
Children n
Student t
Non-EUU resident
Industry y
Constructionn & public utilities
Commerciall Services
Noncommerciall services
North h
East t
South h
Numberr of observations
Logg likelihood
*** significant at 5% level
** significant at 10% level
aa divided by 100

coefficient

.631" "
-.054 4
-.141** *
.011 1
.361" "
-.213" "
.002 2
.038 8
.016 6
.098* *
.293" "
-.603" "
.403" "
.863" "
.814" "
.861" "
-.154" "
-.077 7
.003 3

t-value

J2.184 4
1.044 4
2.764 4
.174 4
5.439 9
2.509 9
.086 6
1.529 9
1.370 0
1.675 5
3.647 7
8.814 4
4.896 6
6.983 3
10.138 8
10.367 7
2.316 6
1.408 8
.065 5
1,6938 8
-2,046.38 8
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TableTable B.2:

Probit Estimation for women

AgencyAgency workerO
NonagencyNonagency worker^ 1
Constantt (adjusted)

1993 3
1994 4
Married d
Age e
Age 23 3
Educationn level3
Children n
Student t
Non-EUU resident
Industry y
Constructionn & public utilities
Commerciall Services
Noncommerciall services
North h
East t
South h
Numberr of observations
Logg likelihood
*** significant at 5% level
** significant at 10% level
aa divided by 100

coefficientt

t-value

.834" "
.036 6
.095 5
.189* *
.007 7
.041 1
.004 4
.016 6
.113 3
.495" "
.246* *
.995" "
.804" "
.929" "
.072 2
-.038 8
.005 5

1.890 0
-.466 6
-1.249 9
2.535 5
-.251 1
1.066 6
.232 2
-.189 9
.979 9
-4.788 8
1.835 5
2.484 4
6.510 0
7.588 8
.657 7
-.472 2
.060 0
6,992 2
-920.84 4

Appendixx C
Costt Functions
TableTable 0.1:

Translog Cost function for the industrial sector

Variable e
agencyy labor costs * staffing rate
permanentt labor costs * staffing rate
agencyy labor costs * difficult vacancy rate
permanentt labor costs * difficult vacancy rate
agencyy labor costs * age
permanentt labor costs * age
capitall x agency labor costs
capitall x permanent labor costs
productionn * agency labor costs
productionn * permanent labor costs
permanentt labor costs * agency labor costs
temporaryy labor costs * agency labor costs
permanentt labor costs * temporary labor costs
agencyy labor costs
permanentt labor costs
constant t
19922 dummy
production n
productionn * production
productionn * age
productionn * difficult vacancy rate
productionn * staffing rate
productionn * capital
capital l
capitall * capital
capitall x age
capitall * difficult vacancy rate
capitall x staffing rate
age e
difficultt vacancy rate
staffingg rate
agee * age
difficultt vacancy rate * difficult vacancy rate
staffingg rate x staffing rate
agee * difficult vacancy rate
agee * staffing rate
difficultt vacancy rate * staffing rate
significantt at 5% level

Coefficient t
-.04192** *
.04155 5
.00046 6
-.00061 1
.01095 5
.03635 5
-.00144 4
.00049 9
.00015 5
-.00358 8
-.01167** *
.00044 4
-.01007" "
.02856** *
.93035** *
17.18420** *
-.04797 7
.08982 2
-.01542 2
.17434 4
-.00879** *
-.02530 0
-.00169 9
-.00634 4
-.00111 1
.10987 7
-.00379" "
.40488** *
.53574 4
-.59903" "
1.81544 4
.10759 9
-.07534" "
-.07463 3
-.07673" "
-4.84026" "
-.10089 9

t-value e
2.245
1.757
.906
.953
.495
1.306
1.192
.321
.072
1.322
3.702
.038
3.774
2.848
73.510
101.622
.625
1.587
1.045
1.467
3.081
.106
.251
.209
.292
1.706
2.299
3.086
1.169
9.477
1.565
.112
9.770
.133
2.663
1.998
1.906

5
7
6
3
5
6
2
1
2
2
2
8
4
8
0
2
5
7
5
7
1
6
1
9
2
6
9
6
9
7
5
2
0
3
3
8
6
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TableTable C.2:

Translog Cost function for the total sample

66
00009 9
.00363 3

agencyy labor costs « ureonizabon rale
permanentt labor costs ' unionization rate
agencyy labor costs < company hours
permanentt labor costs * company hours

-00612 2

agencyy labor costs" education level
permanentt labor costs « education level
agencyy labor costs "ferrate rate

-00062 2

permanentt labor costs female rate
agencyy labor costs difficult vacancy rate
permanentt labor costs > difficult vacancy rale
agencyy labor costs > absenteeism rale
permanentt labor costs» absenteeism rate
agencyy labor costs * age
permanentt labor costs» age
capitall agency labor costs
capital** permanent labor costs
productionn
y labor costs
productionn permanent labor costs
permanentt labor costs * agency labor costs
temporaryy labor costs agency labor costs
permanentt labor costs «temporary labor costs
agencyy Labor costs
permanentt labor costs
constant t
19922 dummy
production n
productionn * production
production«age e
productionn « absenteeism rate
productionn > difficult vacancy rate
productionn «female rate
productionn education level
productionn company hours
productionn unionization rate
productionn > capital
capital l
capital«« capital
capitall «age
capital"" absenteeism rate
capitall difficult vacancy rate
capital«« female rate
capital«educationn level
capital»» company hours
capitall unionization rate

age e
absenteeismm rate
difficultt vacancy rate
femalee rale
educationn level
companyy hours
unionizationn rate
age«age e
absenteeismm rate absenteeism rate
difficultt vacancy rate «difficult vacancy rate
femalee rate«female rate
educationn level' education level
companyy hours company hours
unionizationn rate« unionization rate
age"" absenteeism rate
age»» difficult vacancy rate
a g e -- female rate
agee * education level
agee » company hours
agee unionization rate
absenteeismm rate « difficult vacancy rate
absenteeismm rate female rate
absenteeismm rate » education level
absenteeismm rate »company hours
absenteeismm rate «unionization rate
difficultt vacancy rate female rate
difficultt vacancy rate » education level
difficultt vacancy rate company hours
difficultt vacancy rate unionization rate
femalee r a l e ' education level
femalee rate * company hours
femalee rate * unionization rate
educationn level» company hours
educationn level unionization rate
companyy hours * unionization rate
significantt at 5% level

-.00269 9
-.00279 9
,00048 8
00060" "
00085" "

1.136 6
165 5
.894 4
1.123 3
1699 9
1.319 9
.961 1
.562 2
2166 6
2.290 0

-00042 2
55

-01004 4
03156-00042 2
00067 7
22
-00079 9
,01039" "
00046 6
,01109" "
.03062-.92217" "
177 34990"
04449 9
08021" "
-00805 5
.03160 0
05697" "
-00872-00351 1
-.00318 8
05358" "
00278 8
00034 4
02000 0
00063 3
05562 2
.00996 6
,00193" "
00168 8
00272 2
.01924 4
,00117 7
39302 2
63113-,60035" "
""
02171 1
37541" "
""
,21684 4
01933" "
-07657" "
-,01579 9
.40069" "
-00569" "
.09540 0
,01624 4
-00645 5
12031 1
.16190 0
-03904 4
00330 0
01775-""
.04325 5
00486 6
,00351" "
-00136 6
,01333" "
""
.00155 5
00639 9
.00029 9
.08596" "
.00311 1
99

.829 9
312 2
.570 0

5486 6
.056 6
6.123 3

5429 9
121.866 6
149,376 6
1059 9
22 659
1300 0

.458 8
5250 0
5428 8
.731 1
342 2
1977 7
1.161 1
.103 3
1084 4

290 0
1.539 9
1.173 3
2276 6
.737 7

.496 6
1250 0
798 8
1122 2
5.654 4
15671 1
3840 0
385 5
2623 3

2.396 6
424 4
2837 7
16072 2
5.978 8
.819 9

2.189 9
2.120 0

1.244 4
.750 0
1762 2
.572 2
4002 2
2.953 3
1.319 9
3.101 1
527 7
2.054 4
3.743 3
.180 0
.342 2
.223 3
2.241 1
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Translog Cost function in the noncommercial services sector

Variablee

Coefficient

(value

agencyy labor costs » company hours

.00539 9

.891 1

permanentt labor costs * company hours

.00084 4

.100 0

agencyy labor costs » education level

.00094 4

permanentt labor costs * education level

00840"

.408 8
2.628 8

.00603 3

1.172 2

permanentt labor costs «female rate

-.01330 0

1.870 0

agencyy labor costs« difficult vacancy rate

-.00016 6

.343 3

permanentt labor costs «difficult vacancy rate

-.00047 7

.731 1

agencyy labor costs > female rate

agencyy labor costs ' absenteeism rate
permanentt labor costs « absenteeism rale
capitall > agency labor costs

.00055 5

.221 1

-.00367 7

1.065 5

.00066 6

.721 1

capitall > permanent tabor costs

-.00073 3

.581 1

productionn « agency labor costs

-.00219 9

1.144 4

productionn » permanent labor costs
permanentt labor costs » agency labor costs
temporaryy labor costs»agency labor costs
permanentt labor costs » temporary labor costs

.00218 8

.829 9

-.00549 9

1.496 6

.00311 1

.214 4

,01668" "

3.444 4

agencyy labor costs

.01359 9

permanentt labor costs

.92821" "

75.118 8

17.74990" "

70,510 0

constant t

1.520 0

19922 dummy

.12284 4

1.549 9

production n

.12867 7

1,777 7

productionn > production
production»absenteeismm rate

33

.503 3

.04207 7

1,223 3

,00839" "

2.252 2

productionn * female rate

.08188" "

1.974 4

productionn * education level

.01323 3

productionn * company hours

.12477" "

productionn «difficult vacancy rate

.697 7
2.168 8

productionn > capital

.00263 3

.383 3

capital l

.02299 9

.600 0

capital»capital l

.00308 8

.730 0

capital«absenteeismm rate

.01103 3

.591 1

-00129 9

.744 4

capital«femalee rate

.03931 1

1.880 0
.101 1

capitall » difficult vacancy rate

capitall « education level

.00103 3

capitall > company hours

.02414 4

absenteeismm rate

67583" "

2.729 9

difficultt vacancy rate

-.57705" "

7.196 6

femalee rate

-.71323" "

3.161 1

educationn level

-.12176 6

companyy hours
absenteeismm rate * absenteeism rale
difficultt vacancy rate »difficult vacancy rate
femalee rate * female rate

.57086" "
.01130 0

.862 2

1.026 6
2.432 2
.805 5

-.08021" "

7.572 2

-.50559" "

2.970 0

educationn level « education level

00593 3

.175 5

companyy hours * company hours

.33714 4

.910 0

absenteeismm rate " difficult vacancy rate

.01670 0

1.296 6

absenteeismm rate "female rate

.17848 8

1.669 9

absenteeismm rate»education level

-.08754 4

1.637 7

absenteeismm rate * company hours

.04100 0

.240 0

difficultt vacancy rate »female rate

-.01276 6

1,239 9

difficultt vacancy rate « education level

,00385 5

.701 1

difficultt vacancy rate »company hours

,01003 3

.837 7

femalee rate » education level

-.04870 0

.916 6

femalee rate * company hours

,20292 2

1.104 4

.11204 4

1.881 1

educationn level * company hours

significantt at 5% level
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TableTable CA:

sample
e
Translog Cost frontier for the
1
Modell 2

Modell I
Variablee
constant t
19922 dummy
permanentt labor costs
agencyy labor costs
permanentt labor costs ' temporary labor costs
permanentt labor costs agency labor costs
temporaryy labor costs agency labor costs
production n
productionn * production
productionn * permanent labor costs
productionn « agency labor costs
productionn > age
productionn absenteeism rate
productionn » difficult vacancy rate
productionn female rate
productionn education level
productionn
y hours
productionn > unionization rate
productionn capital
capital l
capital«capital l
capitall * permanent labor costs
capitall agency labor costs
capitall «age
capitall > absenteeism rate
capitall * difficult vacancy rate
capitall * female rate
capital«educationn level
capitall * company hours
capital"" unionization rate

age e
absenteeismm rate
drfficuttt vacancy rate
femalee rate
educationn level
companyy hours
unionizationn rate
age'age e
absenteeismm rate absenteeism rate
difficultt vacancy rate ' difficult vacancy rate
femalee rate»female rate
educationn level education level
companyy hours » company hours
unionizationn rate unionization rate
age»» absenteeism rate
agee > difficult vacancy rate
agee * female rate
agee * education level
agee * company hours
agee < unionization rate
absenteeismm rate ' difficult vacancy rate
absenteeismm rate
absenteeismm rate
absenteeismm rate
absenteeismm rate

> female rate
> education level
* company hours
> unionization rate

Coefficient

lvaluee

009397 7

00 584

030224" "

0670 0
14424 4

0.03773 3
096570" "

005253 3
0.96373" "
041087 7
00 01529
0.00666 6
-007223 3
00 07395"
-0.01843" "
00 01443
014404 4
0.00207 7
006650" "
-000708" "
000619 9
-00 00232
006479" "
000435 5
000125 5
00 01044
00 00129
77
00 02830
00 07399"
-00 00176
-0.00159 9
000060 0
000455 5
0.02347 7
-00 00126
0081S8 8
0.49627" "
-064048" "
-012675" "
010500 0
0.35754" "
-0.00761 1
-00 65318
-00 09247-0.08257" "
-0.01825" "
000550 0
0.11566--00 04983"
00 22021
33
00 05123
015240 0
0.12492 2
11
00 00490
0 0 2 0 7 5 --007936" "
22
000861" "

difficultt vacancy rate » female rate
difficultt vacancy rale > education level

-000328--00 00040

drfficuttt vacancy rate« company hours
difficultt vacancy rate" unionization rate

-0.01578" "
00 00269"

femalee rate education level
femalee rate « company hours
femalee rate" unionization rate
educationn level»company hours
educationn level" unionization rate
companyy hours unionizafjofl rate
permanentt
permanentt
permanentt
permanentt

labor costs age
labor costs » absenteeism rate
labor costs difficult vacancy rate
labor costs »female rate

permanentt labor costs education level
permanentt labor costs company hours
permanentt labor costs «unionization rate
agencyy
agencyy
agencyy
agencyy
agencyy
agencyy

labor costs» age
labor costs absenteeism rate
labor costs > difficult vacancy rate
labor costs»female rate
labor costs education level
labor costs' company hours

agencyy labor costs * unionization rate
significantt at 5% level

000506 6
0.01191 1
0.00030 0
0.08715" "
0.00351 1
-0.02385 5
008744 4
-000291 1
-0.00045 5
-0.00617 7
-000617 7

Coefficient

0449 9
0112 2
0051 1

0.34179 9
-0.00873 3
000164 4

0102 2
2406 6

-0.19162 2
007742" "
-002013" "
-001867 7

2939 9
1.215 5
1479 9
0030 0
55 516
4.175 5
1,366 6
0247 7
2461 1
1603 3
00 390
0569 9
00 564
0069 9
0343 3
2119 9
00 218
1886 6
0273 3
00 853
1648 8
00 877
00 214
44 466
122 507
3.680 0
1784 4
22 023
0523 3
1.141 1
2330 0
13004 4
5.507 7
00 256
2222 2
2017 7
1428 8
1329 9
1.282 2
1.636 6
0522 2
1102 2
00 882
5124 4
4204 4
0020 0
2490 0
22 831
0157 7
2477 7
3668 8
0593 3
0637 7
0231 1
2523 3
1.013 3
1893 3
0816 6
0110 0
0,148 8
0.541 1
0294 4

0.11276 6
0.00573 3
00 07215-0.00552 2
88
006522" "
000488" "
000086 6
0.00722 2
-0,00131 1
-000016 6
-00 01731
00 07471"
-000403 3
-00 00172"
000083 3
000388 8
002246 6
-00 00104
013496 6
0.51476--00 64342"
- 0 1 3 8 7 2 -008629 9
031616 6
-00 00439
-00 76640
-0.12622--008300" "
-00 00313
0.11016" "
-00 04962"
44
-001996 6
-0.04175 5
0.13464 4
010845 5
-0.02811 1
0.00474 4
0.02364" "
-009548" "
00 00076
0.00805" "
00 00339"
-00 00050
-0.01717" "
-0.00280" "
0.00455 5
00 01126
000034 4
0.08624" "
0.00435 5
-0.02427 7
0.09463 3
0.00198 8
-000033 3
-000406 6
-000428 8
001732 2

0.02986 6
0.00079 9
0.64102 2

0579 9
0.151 1
0733 3

009703 3
-0.01707 7

0215 5
0.527 7
1.290 0
0052 2
1.657 7

-001658 8
0.22572 2
-0.03390 0
103227 7

1.303 3

-00 04228

026903 3
-000823 3
1.10631 1
00 03972

000016 6
0.43035 5
0.03032 2

lvalue
2289 9
0626 6
14824 4
0382 2
0066 6
0013 3
0276 6
2574 4
3217 7
1591 1
11 173
0.084 4
5.920 0
4234 4
1209 9
0350 0
22 500
2027 7
00 270
0397 7
0574 4
0023 3
0209 9
2126 6
0496 6
22 059
0372 2
0.719 9
1.562 2
00 720
0.385 5
4.619 9
13046 6
4004 4
1524 4
1.851 1
0.300 0
1353 3
2738 8
13.548 8
6.098 8
0152 2
2.095 5
2.104 4
1.376 6
1193 3
1028 8
1421 1
0446 6
1221 1
0B53 3
55 685
4937 7
0016 6
2302 2
2900 0
0199 9
2.757 7
3848 8
0532 2
0.593 3
0.261 1
2453 3
1.245 5
1.905 5
0900 0
0072 2
0111 1
0.346 6
0205 5
0.339 9
0.031 1
0495 5
0068 8
0.537 7
1079 9
0212 2
1.533 3
1.416 6

COSTT FUNCTIONS

TableTable C.5:
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Translog Cost frontier for industry
Modell 1

Model 2
t-value e

Coefficient Coefficient t-va!ue e

Variable e

Coefficient t

constant t

-0.47505 5

0.609 9

-0,35046 6

0.676 6

19922 dummy

0.07962 2

0,346 6

0.06445 5

0.451 1

permanentt labor costs

0.72886" "

5.758 8

0.74246" "

6.378 8

agencyy labor costs

1.60604 4

0.494 4

0.10078 8

0.092 2

permanentt labor costs * temporary labor costs

0.06183 3

0.454 4

0.11828 8

1.129 9

permanentt labor costs * agency labor costs

-0.11112 2

0.875 5

-0.15071 1

1.567 7

temporaryy labor costs * agency labor costs

-0.49502 2

0.609 9

-0.22819 9

0,261 1
1.568 8

production n

0.09792 2

1.799 9

0.08756 6

productionn * production

-0.00871 1

0.616 6

-0.02274 4

1.575 5

productionn * permanent labor costs

-0.00877 7

0.452 2

-0.01447 7

0.723 3

productionn * agency labor costs

0.12690 0

0.858 8

0.12028 8

0.901 1

productionn * age

0.07259 9

0.677 7

0.09929 9

0.888 8

productionn * difficult vacancy rate

-0.00434 4

1.338 8

-0.00572 2

1.890 0

productionn * staffing rate

-0.09438 8

0.405 5

•0.06733 3

0.300 0

production*capital l

-0.00379 9

0.609 9

-0.00319 9

0.456 6

capital l

0.00838 8

0.273 3

0.02155 5

0.687 7

capital xx capital

0.00121 1

0.308 8

0.00132 2

0.325 5

capitall * permanent labor costs

-0.02134 4

1.741 1

-0.02307 7

1.890 0

0.00041 1

0.001 1

-0.19049 9

0.968 8

0.07556 6

1.244 4

0.09187 7

1.504 4

-0.00227 7

1.499 9

-0,00223 3

capitall x agency labor costs
capitall x age
capitall x difficult vacancy rate
capitalcapital x staffing rate

0.36290" "

1.450 0

2.796 6

0.40960" "

3.028 8

age e

-0.36125 5

0.349 9

-0.04782 2

0.101 1

difficultt vacancy rate

-0.31862" "

3.144 4

-0.36426" "

4.429 9

1.36209" "

2.254 4

1.43083" "

3.092 2

staffingg rate
agee * age

-0.70957 7

0.396 6

-1.08726 6

1.082 2

difficultt vacancy rate * difficult vacancy rate

-0.04328" "

3.632 2

-0.04938" "

4.811 1

staffingg rate * staffing rate

-0.36838 8

0.206 6

0.65483 3

0.682 2

agee x difficult vacancy rate

-0,04598 8

1.283 3

-0.03792 2

1.289 9

agee x staffing rate

-4.17081 1

1.771 1

-4.91362" "

4.949 9

difficultt vacancy rate x staffing rate

-0.09148 8

1.794 4

-0.10316" "

2.154 4

permanentt labor costs * age

-0.26702 2

1.218 8

-0,29113 3

1.341 1

permanentt labor costs x difficult vacancy rate

-0.00314 4

0.543 3

-0.00060 0

0.107 7

permanentt labor costs *staffing rate

-0.13133 3

0.342 2

-0.30736 6

0.974 4

agencyy labor costs * age

-3.47675 5

1.409 9

-4.53815" "

4.498 8

agencyy labor costs * difficult vacancy rate

0.07391 1

0.820 0

0.08828 8

1.076 6

agencyy labor costs * staffing rate

0.15335 5

0.016 6

-3.24356" "

2.500 0

""

significant at 5% level
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TableTable C.6:

Translog Cost frontier for noncommercial services
Model!!

Variablee

constant t
19922 dummy

Model2

Coefficient

t-value

Coefficient

t-value

029152 2

1012 2

00 30724

1045 5

-00 10596

1004 4

-010755 5

00 954

permanentt labor costs

1.06921" "

6699 9

107127" "

6.476 6

agencyy labor costs

1.66439 9

0831 1

147053 3

0738 8

permanentt labor costs »temporary labor costs

096817 7

1206 6

098496 6

1.221 1

permanentt labor costs' agency labor costs

00 99385

1336 6

77

1.347 7

temporaryy labor costs ' agency labor costs

66

00 924

33

0.663 3

production n

-00 02283

0.252 2

-002794 4

0.301 1

productionn > production

-003015 5

1.448 8

-003082 2

1.447 7

productionn > permanent labor costs

-000942 2

0271 1

-001047 7

0.294 4

productionn > agency labor costs

00 80731

1.823 3

078262 2

1.674 4

production«« absenteeism rate

0.08709--

3241 1

00 08757"

3.145 5

-000624 4

1.609 9

-00 00637

productionn «female rate

0 0 8 2 5 2 --

2.072 2

00 08126

1945 5

productionn * education level

00 00938

00 498

00 00971

0483 3

productionn * difficult vacancy rate

1566 6

productionn » company hours

007079 9

1.185 5

007020 0

1137 7

productionn « capital

00 00055

0077 7

-00 00092

00 123

caprtal l

00 01456

0379 9

001380 0

0346 6

ll

-00 00177

0415 5

-00 00171

00 398

capitall " permanent labor costs

00 00030

0.019 9

00 00043

0028 8

capital

00 36736

1.596 6

-00 35934

1529 9

001532 2

00 878

001564 4

0.853 3
1122 2

agency tabor costs

capital»» absenteeism rate

00 00219

1.160 0

-00 00218

-0.04804--

22 462

-00 0 4 8 3 1 -

22 375

capital** education levef

0.00265 5

00 303

00 00307

00 306

capitall

004508 8

1887 7

0O4563 3

11 797

0 6 2 1 6 6 --

3016 6

0 8 2 7 2 1 --

3011 1

difficultt vacancy rate

-00 66192"

5079 9

-0.6655O--

5093 3

femalee rate

-00 29630

1363 3

-0.30847 7

1418 8

educationn level

-00 00051

0.005 5

-000023 3

0002 2

caprtall

difficult vacancy rate

capitall > female rate

company hours

absenteeismm rate

083852" "

2033 3

00 84149"

2080 0

-00 29124"

2.836 6

00 30530"

3209 9

difficultt vacancy rate» difficult vacancy rate

-008546" "

5371 1

-00 08588"

55 376

femalee rate »female rate

-00 40575"

2416 6

""

2411 1

companyy hours
absenteeismm rate

absenteeism rate

educatonn level < education level

003188 8

1004 4

003132 2

0939 9

companyy hours * company hours

0.11280 0

0951 1

0.11506 6

0966 6

absenteeismm rale * difficult vacancy rale

0.00364 4

0271 1

000318 8

0232 2

absenteeismm rate * female rate

010318 8

1070 0

011164 4

1.117 7

-0.04293 3

0851 1

-00 04662

0884 4

absenteeismm rate «education level

0.22813 3

1498 8

023284 4

1512 2

-0.00786 6

0813 3

-00 00826

0805 5

difficultt vacancy rate «education level

11

00 098

-00 00081

0148 8

difficultt vacancy rate " company hours

-0.00695 5

0630 0

-00 00663

00 572

femalee rate « education level

000702 2

0.137 7

000976 6

0184 4

femalee rate " company hours

1110 0

absenteeismm rate »company hours
difficultt vacancy rate > female rale

-018095 5

1089 9

-019080 0

educationn level * company hours

009884 4

1.908 8

00 09388

1683 3

permanentt labor costs»absenteeism rate

004034 4

0.500 0

004751 1

0571 1

permanentt labor costs«difficult vacancy rate
permanentt labor costs « female rate

000056 6

0.082 2

000083 3

0.114 4

-00 24010"

2.380 0

-00 23692"

2.335 5

permanentt labor costs

education level

005653 3

1.315 5

005868 8

1.304 4

permanentt labor costs

company hours

00 06295

0509 9

005827 7

0.456 6

agencyy labor costs < absenteeism rate

092102 2

0864 4

0.83522 2

0.619 9

agencyy labor costs < difficult vacancy rate

-0.13863" "

3061 1

-0.13864" "

3.013 3

agencyy labor costs«female rate

66

1856 6

-1.38382 2

1796 6

agencyy labor costsK education level

33

0287 7

44

0328 8

agencyy labor costs

77

0201 1

-00 21691

0166 6

company hours

significantt at 5% level
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